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So what does the BDSM gothic psychic pro European communist witch stand for anyways?, or this
one at least....

Disclaimer:
DRAFT DOCUMENT LAST UPDATE 01/12/2008
Yes i am one of those people, who write my drafts in public. Stupid i know, as its not even finished
yet, and or readable yet.
My other at attempts can be found at:
http://www.garethbowen.com/sextree/security/bookcover.aspx
http://www.thedevillived.co.uk

The European Dream
The problem with a system, and an idea is that not everyone agrees, or can visualise what it’s
supposed to do. Which if not clarified will lead to a failure in communication, and worse a system
which when implemented will cease to help anyone at all.
So with that in mind, here are my definitions, and my understanding what government should be.
Government
Is and should be a vehicle where the people come together and co-operate in helping to improve
everyone’s lives. It should be seen as a means of improving the quality of life, and if it can not do
that adequately, then it ceases to be a government.
For once government ceases to help the people, and turns on them, it ceases to be a government,
and the people by rights can remove it, in law. It can not function at the expense of the minority, for
the individuals rights are as important as the majority, and any government or system which tries to
persecute and remove those rights, under the auspice of it being for the greater good, or that
indeed the many can dictate over the one. Is very much mistaken.
As government can not and should not persecute and restrict the freedoms of the people, it has no
moral authority to preach and condition people against their will.

Taxation
A vehicle of co-operation in which the people have agreed, for the redistribution of wealth where its
needed more. A system which goes to raise the standard of living and will improve all our lives.
Statue
At its best it’s a vehicle where the people come together and agree “the best plan” on improving the
quality of life for everyone concerned. Which is often devised by well intentioned people seeking to
protect the vulnerable, and or as a means of getting the quality of life up.
Unfortunately this is not always the case. And what tends to happen instead. is that the people
would rather, ignore the ideal and when this happens the worst happens.
The people legislate to control and restrict peoples freedoms, and instead of safeguarding the weak
they instead choose to interfere, preach and or interfere in the lives of those individuals who would
consent to the risk. Or would sooner ignore those rights, and destroy them.
The principle of subsidiary

Government should function at the lowest level of efficiency, which in theory means at a local level
unless we can help more, get done at a higher level. Duplication of effort is a waste, it destroys lives
at expense of the illusion of control.

Which brings me to the European dream
Where i hope to find a system, which will help safeguard those rights, and will stop those who try
and prevent them.
For a government of the people must be about protecting rights, and for creating opportunity for all.
But alas, we do not have that now. instead we have governments, and prime ministers which have
no concept of the ideal, and or the purpose of government, and would rather pass legislation which
cripples them, and they may not even know they are doing it, at the time.
As the problem with an idea, it swings both ways. As there can only be give and take, when it
comes to the law. Which means it can be a tool of evil, and as a tool of good. Therefore you need to
understand, how a tool can be used, by those who do not agree or consent to the greater ideal. As
the people are stupid.
The stupid majority will always fight for themselves, and will most frequently either ignore of fail to
understand the others perspective. Instead of seeking balance, they turn to control instead.
This is where they start preaching in gods name, or trying to defend why freedoms can be removed.
When they begin reounding up the few, to safeguard the meany. When they strip them of their
rights, and of course. Chaos ensures.
As their can be no government, when thepeople do not trust it, because government is the people.
And if the people become scared of talking, of sharing their ideas, because Christians will break their
door down, and try and take them in for reconditioning, as what happened to me.
Then you can no longer have a government, you have a mess. Which is the problem with Europe
today, as while the countries continue to fear the people. We can’t function. As the people must
learn to trust one another again.
If you fear someone, an idea, or a belief set. You can not function in government. As you must
understand all their perspectives. And you must understand their rights, as consenting adults can do
what they fucking well like, and its as simple as that!
If the people and the states can’t elect a government which will protect those rights. Then it falls to
a greater subset, as at least one person much have some brains who can follow this principle. And if
we look to George bush and the states. You will realise it’s harder said then done.
Which is why the separation of powers is concerned.

Europe needs a president, and it needs one now

As its becoming increasingly clear no one gets it anymore! Everyone is so suspicious of everyone
else, that they spend more time going into each other, then helping each other and working
together for a better ideal! And its pissing me off.
Stop being so fucking stupid, and focus on your own issues for once. As i’m sick and tired of
governments and religios saying “you can’t do that”, “you shouldn’t do that” yes i bloody can, thats
the point, its called free will.
If you can’t learn to process your own issues and realise the truth, we are going to have a problem,
as their can be no right way or wrong way of doing things. People work together and respect the
law, because they agree to it. they come together and help each other, because they recognise how
it benefits all our lives. They recognise its better to work together, then to fight it out.
Which is why, when you look at government you are dealing with the coming together of individuals
who are their own soverign states. If you fail to respect tthem as such, then war ensures.
Which is why i can not tolerate anyone who would force others to be like them, government and
religion which says you have to do something, as those pricks, those morons are mearly trying to
defend their own security, at the expense of everyone else.
People do not have to follow you, they do not have to live in your shadow, or muhameds shadow,
or christs shadow. They do not have to kneel and serve because you out number them, as they can
choose to die instead.
Which is why you will never get peace, when you resort to fear and control. As their will and always
be people like me, who will go no. I believe my own ideas more. I am capable of learning and
processing information, and i see no reason why i should be taken advantage of, and used as
leverage for someone else’s ideas.
If i give something, i want something back in turn. As i want to know I’m helping, i want it to
balance, and i want to be able to trust the people to do the right thing
Unfortunately when i have no money, and refused benefit because i ahve assets while the banks
refuse me equity, and the people would sooner turn on me, because i dared question religion,
because i dared research psychic development, as i recall the jews as realise nothings changed. I get
annoyed.
As no ones doing what they are supposed to anymore. We would sooner live in a society which
ceases to listen, which is so preoccupied with greed. Nothing works anymore. As i phone durham
council, to say that i can’t pay the bill because i have no money coming in, as the banks rape me in
charges. Only to find i can’t. It’s press one for, x, press 2 for x. Theres no one there.
As no one cares anymore, your either paying your bills or you aren’t as the water meters bill like
random numer generators, and ifyou want to check it out, it will charge you, as its all about. Not
wanting to help. As the telephone companies are the same. You have a problem, sorry we’re not
interested, which isn’t the point of government, business or anything else.
As its about improving our lives, all our lives, and if we can’t do that. Working together then i’m
sorry its time for war.

As you have people starving in the streets, as the police ignore the laws. Because its comited by the
majority, and they hate my politics, they hate my belief set. Which makes it ok to persecute and
break in illegally. As they hold me illegally, as they prevent my doing transfers which result in
questionalble charges from the bank. Which pushes me even more into debt, and doesn’t help me
at all.
Which is helping me, giving me the tools to benefit society using my skill set. Which if you look at
www.thesextree.co.uk is bloody good indeed! And still you fuck me over, and treat me as a leaper,
because i dared to speak my mind, because i dared to question your authority, because dared to
think, and because i dared to rewrite the book. The bible indeed.
Its crap, which is why i need to redo it, though some of you may find something readable in it. as its
available free online. http://www.garethbowen.com/security/bookcover.aspx.
As unlike other attempts, i at least I tied to explain why i thought something, while trying to teach
it!!!! hint, hint! Which is all about, raising the standard of living so we do less, not more. As the more
the people learn, the better it gets, which is why you can’t censor it anymore.
Teach them to be their selves, teach them to build, teach them to be free, please in the devil’s name,
or any name, teach them to be free. As i don’t care anymore, or rather i do. But there seems little
point. while I’m frozen out like this. As no one should be forced to adapt another belief set to
function in this world today.
My image isn’t your image, and it should stay that way. One is quite enough already, which is why
you only need one president for Europe, someone who can set the scene, and lead for once!

The end, I can’t do this anymore
I live in a country, where the police will break your door down, without a warrant simply for being
the wrong religion, for sharing my ideas and for speaking about human rights. When they come,
they will threaten to use force against you and take you for reconditioning, they will detain you
against your will until a single doctor rules your sane, and of the correct belief set.
While there, you will be deprived of your belongings, they will watch you shit, and piss while you
witness the assault of other inmates as they are forced to go back into “their room” as i try and
ignore the image of the pentagrams on his hand, and look to my own salvation.
How do i get out of this political hell hole, this prison devised by Christians to silence anyone who’s
into spiritual development, do i humour the doctor when he goes “i warn you how to answer this
question, because based on what you mum said, i can rule schizophrenia” or do i tell them where to
stick it, while i remember that they took my boots to humiliate me, in order to break my stance. As
they watch my business go up in flames, because it is not of their devising.
How did it come to this, a government which continually ignores our rights and strips them away,
while the separation of power is but a dream while a parliament of 16.2%rule over the rest of us. As
the people fear to speak their mind, in case it’s used against them.

Where is this place. Britian of course and worse the year is 2008, and it’s happening now. Cut off
from the outside world and the rest of the Europe, things can only get worse. For their is no hope of
salvation while the people remain ignorant and the press continue to misinform the people to their
rights like the queens right to veto, as they are democratic society 16.7% of you voted that
government in which makes wars on others more electable then they.
Who cares about freedom, about the news when you can keep the people in chains, and dictate to
your own desires. You see, human rights are a no, no here, no respect for law, and the international
community be dammed, as the people are slaves here and your rights are meaningless, as the
people don’t need to know the law, to learn it, let alone follow it. when we have the whips in the
lowly lower house driving the people on. for 16.2% is oh so representative and ignorance is bliss as
there is no Ron here as you elect twiddle dee, or tweedle dum to kneel and serve, and do as they
are told, least anyone find out anything here today.
How dare you question the system they devised, how dare you want to be something more, how
dare you speak your mind, and how dare you think for yourself and question authority in all its
forms.
To think and to question, and not regurgitate the lies is a crime here. kneel and serve and give the
correct answer or your livelihoods will be destroyed all because you dared to research the truth and
worse speak of it, in public.
Instead you have to either be a slave, be silent as you get your measly wage, or you have to control
the lot, as the banks do nothing to intervene, other than milling you dry for all your worth.
As i made a mistake, i tried to start my own business, to buy my own home, worse 2 homes to rent
out and to try and make a living on my own and yet i make no money, and i make a loss.
So what happens now, well if the police aren’t breaking my door down, to silence me. i am stuck
with the prospect of being ignored by the press, having no benefit and being refused the loans from
the equity in my homes. While they try and force me into illegal overdrafts and charge me to death
in bank charges, as government just laughs.
You see if i had nothing, learned nothing and stayed silent like a good little boy, i would be entired to
benefit, to keep me quiet as i worship the slave lords, and the pigs who work. but as soon as you
own anything, try and build anything your on your own, as the people would rather destroy you,
then see you helped.
Why should you dare to rise above your station, to be yourself and stand for freedom, how dare you
loose the fear, to teach psychic development and try to build. It’s not compatible with britian and
the pigs who walk, while the banks turn on you instead.

For one will argue you have money, while the other will argue you don’t. I can’t get benefit because I
have assets, while i can’t free money up, because i have no money coming in. which about sums up
this economy at the moment. As the banks and the people watch me starve instead!

So what is a person to do if your not allowed back in, because of your belief set? As people show
prejudice for anyone who would dare to speak their mind, demonstrate some will for once? Do you
want them and me to go to war? Or would you rather we review maters for once.
As it’s obvious from this witches standpoint that the governments, banks and business aren’t
working together which pretty much resorts in a every man for themselves philosophy. As unless we
legislate to force people to loan money, or change it so everyone gains benefit we are going to be at
odds, and people are going to starve.
As lets face it the banks are only going to loan money, guarantee funding against equity if it no
longer remains in business hands, and is run by the people instead. this means we look to use the
banking system to help one another out, investing in each other ideas, without resorting to profit. As
what we have now, can’t continue at least from my stand point.
As this Satanist is screwed, while the people turn on each other. As self sufficient only works if the
people support one another, and help us get what we want. For them, not you. anyone can get
better. anyone can and will develop their skills which is where competition comes in, but its an uphill
struggle which is where the taxation comes in.
Do we wan’t people to starve, go hungry? And not be able to eat because they tired to run a
business? As we scare others away, because they would loose out? i think not.
As we want people to be secure in the knowlege, that they will always have this security, the ability
to be housed, the ability to be fed, as they continue to build their business and give something back
to the world, as we continue to invest in ourselves and other people, in the knowlege that if we do
more, we won’t be penalised for it! which is how it stands currently.
How can we have come to a point, where anyone who does something, makes a stand and tries to
run a business can have it used against them? How can we have evolved a society which would
rather knock people down and destroy them, rather then helping them build instead?
What is it, with turning a blind eye, to what people want? Why can’t we allow people to grow and let
them do what they want for once. As we all look to do a bit, so we do less for once. Which is what
comes with automation i suppose.
As we aren’t trying to make more work, but less work! as we pleasure ourselves instead. which is the
point! as i look to how we pay for it all.
As sharing th money out, equally is what i had in mind. a team effort. Which is why we pay the
benefit to all (that and they would kill us, if you didn’t! Think theft, starvation, and all that other crap
which resorts in stress) hence the more we give to each other, the less stressed we are, and the
more pleasure we have. As everyone looks to sex instead of war.
Of course it has to be taxed. As its ploughed back into government, the people and your own
pockets. Which makes you wounder is it fair? But then you are getting paid for your business, and if
your working as a team your sharing equally in the reward, which leaves only one question. Do we
fuck the system up, with teared tax rates?

As lets face it, a single rate is piss easy to do. And if we’re getting benefit it wouldn’t be that hard.
But there will be a time, when they complain, and the trust for those who made it will go. as the
problem with a single tax rate is that, it leaves the money in the rich peoples hands. Which is fine, if
you trust them to invest in the world around you. hell it might be better, compared to some of the
things which have happened with centralised control.
Though you have to take into account the other argument, that if you raise the tax for the higher
earners, the bigger corps. You get to discount it a the lower rates. which means you get to grow
faster, and was the argument obamma used with joe the plumber.
F couse, you have to offset this type of thinking, against the expense to implement. As who wan’t
confusion when you want to know where you stand! Taxing shouldn;t be taxing, it should be a case
of your investing in people and infrastructure or your not.
Saving is bad. As saving mean, your slacking off and aren’t working, building a better place. Hence its
taxed to buggery and back (or you get no interest) as its when people stop investing in other people,
spending and sharing that it all goes to pot, and we end up in an economic spiral, as like it or not
money is finite. And while resource run out. others don’t.
So we need, to learn how to balance our economy, as we cover the basics like food and everything
else. What do we need? Where do we need it? and how do we get it there as cheaply as possible,
with the minimum effort, so we can all get laid instead.
As i hate complicated systems, so can we stop pissing around and agree on something at last!
Because what we have no is a mess. As i want one benefit payment and one tax. As national
insurance goes out the window, if we’re all getting benefit, as it’s the pension system as well!

At the moment it’s crap As people are moving money around, while letting people starve. Cutting
vat doesn’t help me, if anything it persecutes us more, and only saves the big guys. While i
remember we’re not getting benefit either. Which makes it a choice between begging someone to
support us. Or going to war instead, which kind of goes against my freedom of belief thing. As at the
moment, my ideas matter and i hate the idea. If being forced to live in a world, where you adopt
gods image, w hile the government ignores the peoples pleas, while the banks destroy us instead.
As it’s easy to do nothing, to turn a blind eye, to move some money around, as they consolidate
their power and their hold of serfdom. Which is what happens when the money goes from the
peoples hands.
You see, you can’t have it going to one person, one banking instiution as it leaves you and your
governments puppets on a string, which is why you want to beak it up, while rewarding those who
do stuff right.
As people love their property and you can’t take it from them. Ok in death you can, but only because
it protects the people from serfdom by forcing it to be reapportioned out. least you get the ruling
families who loose all sense of fun.

Then again, stupidity could force them to loose the lot. But the problem is, a moron with lots of cash
can be and will be a dangerous thing. As i look and wonder if its best to level the playing field. By
starting out with nothing, you all build up, and you keep what you make. While on death you divide
it up, which in buffets case would be lots!!!
As lets face it, family is a waste. And your better off, doing it yourself, least they own you for
eternity! As you have to learn to let them go. remember if you don’t share the money out, it gets
money. as people like me who are starving, start to get edgy, and look to other alternatives.
Which is why you have to learn to respect people, their beliefs and their skills. as the wolf only kills
the lamb, when there is nothing to go round, because the banks are hording it! a bit like now!
As any money you had is gone in charges, as they invent new terms and conditions to steal to rstrip
you bare. Which isn’t helping anyone, and destroys us all in the end. Those in positions of power,
and who are of large size, have a responsibility to invest in the little people and bring them up to
their size.
Teach them your skills, share your contacts and above all, look to making less work for everyone. As
pretty soon we will be all unemployed which is what we want, because its been done for us. Ok
perhaps not terminator 3, but you get what we mean.
As we’re doing this wrong, less hours, and unemployment and higher benefit payments should be
the key to measuring our success. As the better we do, the more to go round. Profit share on a
national level. And if the shit hits the fan, then its all hands to the grind stone, as we work it out and
pull together as a team.
As we spend for pleasure not survival, as the basics have been done and dusted an aeon ago, at least
they should be, as while people are starving, or dying and or being homeless, we have a job to do.
And that means, pulling our finger out and doing it, so we can get back to the important things of
life, like who do we make love to next week, as I’m open here.
your money away, remember your not earning, and no one will give you anything and that’s all we
need, to change `18 years of banking and write to you and say “thank you for your request to review
your overdraft” thats £25, and we shall do it every year from no on, and because we won’t free your
equity you will go over, and that means we will cancel overdrafts with other banks which in turn will
incur charges, while we charge you for the pleasure, as we can keep this up indefinitely and ignore
your requests to change it.
So much for warning them in advance, that money was coming in, for trying to get a working
relationship as its not even a british bank, and well who needs to pass the interest rate on. how dare
you question the system, this blank corporation which no longer cares for the people, as you are
cought in the middle between the two worlds.
The fast track, and the slow track like the rich dad, poor dad fable, cought in the middle as i recall my
friends in the other, who no longer see it my way.

You see they are happy with their slavery, they get paid for doing nothing, if they were to work, to
try and succeed they would loose the lot, as they laugh at me loosing my home, and for trying to do
my thing.
How dare i write a site www.thesextree.co.uk which would have been offered millions in venture
capital on the other side of the world, how dare you try and cater for everyone, speak for freedom
and how dare you try and offer functionality which would cater for more then one race, one people
and one idea.
As these slaves have been conditioned well, as they look to make excuses for not doing anything, as
they follow their masters lead. you see if matter not if there is 9 thinks they like, it only takes one to
refuse anything. Why help someone succeed.
How dare you talk about something, i don’t like. How dare you speak of freedom, Europe and
psychic development, your a witch and your not welcome here, so lets bare you for drinking water,
lets censor your cards, your living in a Christian city, and your not welcome here. so why bother
writing my views? Why bother sharing my ideas? Why bother speaking my mind?
The people have spoken, and they want slavery instead! as i mourn the freedom lost, as the people
grow stupid and forget what freedom means. For i have committed the greatest sin of all, i learnt
something new, and now i must die for it.
So should i stay silent, or die trying, and fight for a better life, as i try and get justice for the people,
and restore a government which is separated in its powers, free of corruption, as the people are
free to learn again.
a government of the people for the people, of the people one which would work to protect our
rights, and face the storm, as change is coming and i fear the blood will run in the streets before
this course is set. In the meantime, fuck it...
your know what, i want, you know what i need, and you know what i offer, and if you can’t handle it,
thats your problem as if you ever break my door down again, you will have to kill me, as i will never
bow to tyranny as i laugh at the justice system which turns a blind eye to the law while penalising
landlords.
As you see the deposit protection scheme will throw your evidence out, because it wasn’t signed
and dated, while the rest do not. perhaps its because i’m a Satanist, perhaps its because one is the
police, the other is adjudication and i should take my case to court.
But exactly how do you pay for a court case, if you have no money, and if you have assets? Assuming
you can find someone who knows the law? You can’t and as for the small claims, how do you track
someone down, without a forwarding address... you can’t.
As its designed to screw people, who aren’t rich. And the problem is if you have property your
assumed to be rich, when you are not, as i’m not sure how britian reconciles the fact that people
need to live in their homes.

And as for renting, it was my mistake i shouldn’t have rented to an ex. (my then girlfriend) and worse
i shouldn’t have been in a bdsm relationship, as that will be used by the people as well. You see their
is no tolerance here, no justice as people take their sides.
So who needs proof, when accusations surfice, as gossip will destroy anyone, and as for justive, who
cares.... lets just break the door down, and refuse to check the facts. www.thesextree.co.uk is a
beackon of hope, and its failing to impress the people of britian, because they aren’t ready for it yet.
Ironic i once wanted to help, but now, i would rather see them screwed. No wonder the rich invest
elsewhere, take their money away as anyone who crosses the divide no longer wants to speak to
people again, as everything that was is lost, and destroyed by jealousy, as the people turn on each
other, and government goes blind.
For its easy to destroy freedom, for personal gain, who cares when we no longer represent the
people, the pigs have begun to walk, and the first on the line are those who are different, who dare
to speak out, who dare to think, and who dare to break the shackles of slavery as i did once.
It’s a mistake, et je suis desole pour je crois dans quelque chose plus, mais Europe is wasted on
these fools, and it in turn ignores us. Because we’re not ready yet, as they themselves destroy each
other in the same spite. Because none of the states remember what freedom was for.
A shame, the people never got it together, but i suppose all good things, come and go and are lost in
time, and no one learns anything anymore.
The war forgot. Slavery won, and god destroyed us for he couldn’t bare anyone to live in their own
image, and thus the e devil awaits in silence, for a new dawn, a new day, as the fires of passion
linger for truth, justice and honour in silence. For they still whisper between the sheets, if not in
public. So one wonders how long, before the winds of change take us to a new dawn, a new destiny
where the songes du liberte will ring free , as sooner or later, someone will make their stand, at
least i hope they do, as its only going to get worse from now on, if nothing changes, and i wonder
how many deaths it will take, before they wake up to the slavery and destruction they have
wrought, as I look back at what i wrote, and wonder why bother, doing anything anymore.

From the ashes a devil is born
I sit here now, with no money and no food. My mortgage payments have been missed and i can’t
pay anything back. My last tea bags have been thrown away, because i have got sick of straining
them multiple times. As the cold water was making me ill. I still have a conection to the outside
world. As my utility bills were over paid. Which means, i can still access the internet and write my
site, though not much else. As how am I going to eat?
If no one needs my services, then I am useless. Philosophy doesn’t pay, as i give it away for free, and
while i have offered my services for tarot reading, and or psychic tuition, as well as an escort. No one
to date as paid me for it.

Though if you don’t offer, you don’t get. So I make myself available as requested by some women.
Who may or may not be able to take me up on my service offerings. Not that it’s a necessity in this
day and age. Why pay, when you can get it for free?
Tution, is something we tend to take for granted. So i have to look to something else instead? Bu
what? what do they want, the people? I have writings, and several unfinished books but are these
necessary for the functioning of society? While the economy tumbles, i guess not.
So what then? Perhaps my shop, and the producs i add at www.cafepress.com/thesextree will fit the
bill, as surely we need clothes? Though perhaps not, as nothing ever sold from that either.
Perhaps my social networking site, and new site where people can upload stuff for free. Will appeal
to the mainstream, as while the bbc censor and ban the likes of me, surely that has a use? But is it
paid, only from my savings, and well they are gone, as i can’t pay for food, or anything like that.
So that continues, till the hosting runs out, or i can fund it from contracting, ahh yes
www.garethbowen.com as i remember what i was good at, what i was a paid to do. As i update my
litriture in earnest, and give the benefit of over 12 years of experience at the cutting edge, and no
one cares. for i am a Satanist, a social outcast, and i guess free.
So screw the lot, they know what i want, what i offer and what i have to give, and as yet nothing. So
what then? Do i go hungry, as i’m not allowed benefit, “as i have assets” while the banks ignore my
pleas, as nothing is going to sell at this rate, and i need a home.
So shall i turn to crime? And take it by force. Seems that is what they would have me too, as i face
the moral dilemma. Is it better to starve to death. As i contemplate the idea of conquest in gods
name. To take it by force, and to make it in my image.
And then i realise i am better then that. I have skills, i have knowlege and i wish to share. So who will
deal with the devil, and give hima home? I can do anything, and everything and make your dreams
come true, and all you have to do. Is honour your small print, the contract and PAY For it... it’s not
your soul your wanr, or your love, it’s your money. though i wouldn’t mind love as well..
Ahh for a soul mate, one to share eternity with, without it being used against me, as i am left alone,
and the ashes will fade, as the phonix will rise (one will hope) as i analyse society and go. why do we
need that, whats the point of that, and do we really need, that, as i scrap the lot. And start again:
and build outwards in my own image, as the devil. Because its the right rhing to do.
Screw the lot, if they want to help, they will. if not. well there’s always next week ;) [which is when
they die in the uprising, as their skills will be useless when pitted against my fear, as once you’ve
been to hell your afraid of nothing, as survival is MY RIGHT, AND I WILL SURVIVE! NO MATTER WHAT
HAPPENS NEXT.
So if you want to kill me, you better make sure i’m dead, as those who tried, to destroy my business,
tried to destroy me because of my belief, are in for a shock, i still live, and the more you do to me,
the better i get, as i can only get stronger, while you continue to fear...
As the writings live on regardless, and my life mattered, if yours did not!

Now back to the harsh reality of bills
Whie i sit here, and have no money come in. people expect to be paid, so whats important and
what’s not?
1 Shelter (i have a home, 2 in fact) while i can’t pay the bills. I occupy them, so i’m ok there for now.
2. Water my water bills haven’t been paid £190 in arreas and i have no intention of paying them, as
water should be free and besides those meters haven’t been billing me right. they keep jumping
from 12 to 35 to 128 back to 12. And i am a single man, and there is no leak. Which means
something is suss. As my usage is deadly dull.
3 broadband without this, i can’t run my site. And contact the world. I need this to run
www.garethbowen.com, www.thesextree.co.uk and add to my store. If this goes, i loose
everything and i may as well be dead. Unfortunately its too expensive. However i am lucky in that
its bt, and i have overpaid my bill. So this runs for now... this is more important then food (in
theory i can go 40 days without food, but i cant go 40 days without this service, as this is my life,
my business and my contact with the outside world)
4 food – why is this so expensive? I am straining used tea bags, and eating stuff out of date. While
looking for 1ps on the floor, just to buy bread with. This can’t continue as is, as something has to
give. And i’ve since realised, that when you skip several meals, you go light headed, and you can’t
work without it. so i may need this more then 3. As that may run, without me adding to it. if only
they could contact me, and offer me a job...
In the meantime, i am trying to live on bread, butter and honey as i try and make $5 last a week
(impossible, but that’s what i have for now)
5 POWER (gas/electriciry) powergen I only need this to run broadband, and my computer. Lights
are optional. As the screen is enough. Though the learn French cd playing in the background may
help with my prospects in Europe. Technically i can live on cold food and have been. Though i need
to boil water. As i started going dizzy with the fresh stuff. (stopped when i turned to the out of date
tea bags) which means hygines involved, as well as needing hot water to bath with. Which will be an
issue when i join the outside world, as i’ve not been out in months. Have no idea on the status of
this. I think its overpaid, and they are ignoring me for now/they want me to pay manual instead
Dubious stuff – i.e. may me life and death/may not be...
6 House Insurance – ok this one runs out January 12th. From them on, my products will no longer be
covered, as hsbc the bank which mortgaged them. Cancelled them, and they are the ones who’s
mortgages i can’t pay. So this is in the list, as their priority. As i’m grounded, which means if you take
my house, you take me! as my only income for now is the £425 from my other tenants, which is
going to pay. The mortgage on it/run that/may be what pays me for food when it comes in/if it
comes in/as i have no way to monitor it. let alone pay for a contract renewal from my end, or file the
tax return. (wait i can do that online, i don’t need the tax software. (Cringe) i suppose
Mobile phone: this is/was costing me les then £20 a month. Its my business line, as i don’t use my bt
line for phones, no one has that number.. and while i have only been getting calls from the bank,
wanting their money back (and not jobs) in the last month. I wonder what would happen to all that

marketing literature, and how i do an interview without it. i hate the bt fixes line rental. As 2
phones are two expensive. And i need broadband, more then the calls. So someone has to do
something about this. As the broadband line should be able to handle the calls. This isn’t something
i’m worrying about the moment, as i contemplated the noncence of investing in an 0845 number, as
i am woundering if people are that stupid. With my main point of contact being a mobile. Which may
or may not help me.
Anyway, nothing i can do about it for now, as there is no way i can change my existing structure.
Though i did get cheaper mobile calls. When i threatend to leave. As i got a £10 discount on the
upgrade. (which i had to do) as the old one stopped working, and its a bloody phone! And since
loosing the car (no petrol) its been less of an issue. Most of my calls used to be when out, on
business which made the landline redundant as i was never in. so.... which one do you go for???? As
i’d be tempted to loose bt. If i can get broadband elsewhere. Which i won’t do. While i’m in debt
with everyone. C’est la vie.
Stuff thats low/to never getting paid (ever)
Tv licence can go and f**k itself, i don’t use my tv for that purpose. Its censored crap and the
internet provides a better means of communication ergo i have no intention of ever payingwating a
live broadcast again. while they charge for it! £145+ is a rip off. And of course skys a waste. I gave up
on that years ago. And have since for the last couple of years (before the crisis set in) being using it
to watch dvds, and i don’t even play the playstation anymore, as its just my dvd player, after the
other one broke. And having since read the wireless and telegraph act they will loose the fight.
So bring it on, your going down.
Now while i don’t think sky and tv is a requirement for someone my age 31. I think it is, for a kid. As
it was all those films/i used to watch which gave me my creative ideas. Made me question authority
to begin with, as once upon a time. I woudn’t be without it. then it got repetitive, boring and well i’d
seen it all before. Now i do’t know if this is falling standards, or just a natural progression (much like
books) you read a lot of fiction to begin with, then you move to factual books, like the law and things
that teach instead. as the more ideas you have, the more knowlege. The less you fear, and the more
you can achieve something positive. Which isn’t possible if you don’t see things like the persuit of
happiness, coach carter. Which is why its good that films are getting cheaper £3 which is where I
USED to buy all my dvds, when i was loaded. Oh so long ago...as tastes change, and well... if i hadn’t
had them, would they be required? As you only take things for granted after you’ve used them,
played with them, and they have served their use. Ideas matter, never forget that.
Same with books, they get pointless after awhile, as your the one writing them instead!
Anyway back to bills:
£20k on 2 unsecured credit cards. Like they are ever going to get their money back, at this rate.
Cards i used to keep me going this year. While i build my site, tried to market my skills. c’est la vie.
Guess i’m not there yet, but at least people have stopped insulting me, and i’m getting compliments
instead, if not a job! So at least there’s some room there.

Google advertising £4 - £7.88 a month Its not worked. I just hope they don’t remove me from the
top of the search results, now i’ve got there. (as this might turn into life and death) now that its been
reported that they edit their lists. I’m still absorbing the hit count/effect on my marketing stats. I
will know, more at the end of the month. Not the silver bullet, it was reported to be.
MOT/CAR INSURANCE/PETROL/ROAD TAX/RAC COVER this is paid todate
This is paid to date, however i can’t afford petrol. So my car sits on my drive, as i am international,
and well i might have to get somewhere like an airport, and one interview. Which isn’t going to
happen on public transport, as i have no money to pay for it, and a limited amount of petrol in the
tank. In the meantime, i have been walking into durham in the snow, to argue with banks/ return
cards.
If i had cash now, what would i spend it on
Well no ones getting chrisitmas presents, as if i had the money i would sue instead. at the very least.
I would print some posters up, about my intent to sue the police and put them up at the court
house, and other key points, while requesting a solicitior. After i was illegally detained for 2 days for
being a Satanist. And like i say, my chrisitan parents f**ked me over, and tried to shut me down,
and well i can use it to advertise my site as well! Therebu highlighting the issues, others would rather
ignore!
So this is payback, those hypocritical mother f**kers should have killed me instead, as this devils
going to highlight the law, as i no longer have anything to loose, and therefore their threats are
meaningless, as one way or another the people will know! Even if it kills me, as justice demands
they pay...
Other things like council tax, and professional insurance indemnity, and memberships haven’t been
paid. I gave up on my red cross direct debit as at least someone was benefiting. (£13 a month, for a
long time. Ever since that cute girl jumped me in the street) they showed up on my door 2 days, later
(another cute girl) asking for donations, as they just so happened to be hitting the area
(hmmmmmmm) Nothing i can give. Sorry folks. As i can’t buy food, perhaps you want to send food
aid here... as its getting that bad, really it is! As i guilt trip her instead. poor girl, didn’t know what to
do. As she/they are so enthusiastic for good causes, and yet they (and many people like them) have
no way to deal/cope with the people at home. Who are the ones in need in the current climate.
Which brings me to people not passing my site on, as all i wanted from most of these people was to
pass my credentials skills on. which is what the site www.thesextree.co.uk was for, to put people in
touch with those who need it. (its the devil!) and skills matter, but people would rather ignore your
issues, and press their own. So people suffer, and well they stave/go under when the people they
refuse to help, can no longer functionin business.
As its the communication aspect. I know some people, who have issues, need stuff. You know people
who want things doing, and well it speaks for itself.. hence the phoenix rises, if only they listen...
And it’s been years since i was in the national trust, heritage. Which meant those debits went years
ago, as they send the cards out, and you go can i use this, unpaid. hmmmmmmm is that ethical...
(truth be told, i’ve come out, and gone back several times over my life, as parents were in it) but

once you do them all they loose their appeal. And from my cynical stand point, It’s unlikely that i will
ever fall in love and date another French women, as I see Britian threw there eyes...
As Britain isn’t appealing at the moment, in fact i would go as far as to iterate the content of the
tshirt i wore, when the british people illegally detained me “i’m a got, get me out of here” as i iterate
the absurdity of the benefit system, and a government which continuely turns its back on the
hardworking, free thinking creativity of individuals who would rather build then destroy for once.
Which is how I remember where I am from, a European who want’s something more, then the closet
back water thinking of a slave nation, who persecutes anyone who has anything good to say. Which
is the problem with britian today. Your censored to death, and only those who do nothing, try
nothing will be rewarded for it. as no sooner do you try business your screwed...
Which is a worry for any would be entrepreneur, who seeks something more.
As we turn to Europe and the future ahead. Which brings us back to the book, after the crap has
been dealt, with. As there’s only so many collection calls, you can get from banks before it becomes
amusing... which is when you know your free, no food, no money, no prospects and nothing you
can do. As your dependent on other people, which is where the problem starts.
How do you engage the people, and the world, and get them to come together and help one
another, in an indeal, as we seek to build services and a world we can live in, enjoy and of course
prosper in, so we didn’t need to go into each other to survive...
Which was the point, was it not? as i look to what happens next, as you wonder where my next
meal comes from... which is perhaps the most important point of all. How to get to fed, where to
live, and what to do? If people need your services, where do you go as you look to give opportunity,
instead of restricting it instead!
Or so we hope, and - arse i can’t do that. Obamma’s already done it. as i look to incorporating the
best of both worlds instead....
As religion is out, and Britain is in (or it should be) else it will never learn what freedom* means...
* Please Note by free, i mean we have a democratically elected president, which kicks their arse when it comes to giving the people, what
they want....
That will be all for now, now make it work people! mais Je ne marche pas, as its lost in the communication which was most probably
censored by the bbc! Arse i knew i should have gone multilingual sooner. Now stop your bitching, and serve in the devils name! Or else,
britian, Europe, france and everyone else is screwed, though perhaps not me. as it’s never been the same since adjustment VIII left...
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This isn’t politics but what I know instead
Conclusive proof – communication at range, beyond the standard 5 sences
My research is a bust, after 3 years of being a psychic and reading people, r eading dreams, and
reading auras. after 3 years of getting clairaudience, clairsentience, and getting full body energy
sensations, after 3 years of getting images in my head at range, after 3 years of trying to do magick,
and seeing the results, after 3 years of trying to use proof by exception to rule things out, and say
what they aren’t, after 3 years of focusing on what i know, i still can’t rule on spirit or biology.
I know this, i have proved that communication beyond the five senses is occurring between me and
everyone else and its annoying as hell. Furthermore i know its filtered either by my subconscious
mind, or something else instead
Now is this the work of spirit, god, the devil, or mealy a by product of our own biological minds,
which can communicate between each other using some other undocumented modle which still
remains a theory.. like telepathy, frequency or something else instead. heck we could even not be
here, and it would still make sence, ala the matrix, and still not a definitive answer, on who is right,
and who is not.

Stalemate
I need something else instead. I need more information and or experiences to break the deadlock,
unfortunately i don’t think i can get more, then saying yes we can communicate at range, and see
things in advance, before we get there. Which while interesting doesn’t prove anything for certain,
at least not in my book.
As it stands at the moment, based on what i know. It could be argued that the atheists and or any
the religions could be right, their ideas, and their theories conform to the facts i have observed, and
built up, over my times trying to do clairvoyance, tarot, dreams, and everything else beside.
Worse because the effectiveness of being a psychic kicks in and out randomly, it makes it hard to
co-operate consistency, as surely if I’m in control, or it is a simple by product of emotion. Which gets
an image in my head, then i would get it all the time. Sure my subconscious may tune it out, but
hows it reading it anyways? How can all these people be shouting, and only some of it get through,
how the hell, does our body, our brain distinguish what it shows, and when not to, and can we
control it? is it mealy biological, and can i prove spirit for sure.
And if i can break the deadlock, how can i do that, surely the only thing that is going to answer my
question, is proving reincarnation for sure. Which has a downside of looking to other peoples
experiences to bolster my own.

as now i know communication is occurring at range, i have to get around the problem that it could
have been passed on as well.
Which is why it would be helpful, for science to come up with some way of measuring, and observing
this communication which appears to be happening in real-time (and in advance) so you might have
to get around the concept, of our higher selves, talking and arranging things in advance, as we
determine how long in advance, we sort things out.
The entire thing doesn’t work unless we are, without realising it, but how to explain that, and if its
spiritual is anyone’s guess.

Reincarnation
I thought i had it. i was pressurised into having a conversation with someone, and i overstepped the
bounds, as in my eagerness to prove the deadlock, i went finally sole mates. As just knowing, or
believing something doesn’t cut it anymore.
worse i got my storey, one women in a pub, on the eve of my nans death, which corresponded to a
dream i had had nearly 3 years before in which i though my nan was dead and included
reincarnation, to the point i knew instead.
which accounts for my over eagerness to accept the evidence. then i came to my senses and cross
examined her again, and fond out it was full of holes at least as far as reincarnation was concerned.
As it went at 10 she was told by a voice her husbands name, the name of her kid, the sex and the
date it was going to be born, which is the storey i got at the time.
Which obviously were added to the stories and research of other people. like the story six year old
fighter pilot reported in abc press in 2004. As if its true it solves all my metaphysical problems in
trying to get a conclusive theory which explains everything, unfortunately it isn’t that simple as we
shall see..

Knowing for sure, and being less sure
And this is where my enthusiasm turned to disappointment, as i drill into her experiences again. Its
bad enough ripping your own apart, and trying to make sure you recount everything accurately like
a lawyer should, but with other people and this is something new ageists are accused of. they tend
to get vague, and you have to ask very specific questions, which in turns runs the risk of planting
suggesting in their heads.
As a lot of psychics, and or spiritual people, don’t come from an analytical mind set, and tend to
speak in very generalist ways, and tend to overshoot the mark instead. while in turn other people,
could be accused of forgetting it, just as quick!
As we loose sight of. I believe this, because i saw this, and i know this because of this, etc, etc....

So when i went back to get the storey in more detail, and tried to rip it apart. I got the following
information.
While she was told her husbands name to be, which i think she got at 31. I found out that in her
street their were similar named kids, and worse of all she didn’t get the exact date of the birth, that
voice only came when she was pregnant, and had spoke to the doctor.
So that means she only got the sex and the day right at 10 When she alegedly told her mother, but i
trust her on this one. Its consistent across her views, but that doesn’t given me much more, then my
own failed experiences, where it could be mind, over compensating and drawing in knowlge from
elsewhere. Which i suppose could in turn be a very weak argument, but in theory the atheists aren’t
dead yet, and if they are write it sucks to be alive, as what’s the point. of a hive mind.
Why are we bothering with death at all, why not just skip the genetic stage and keep the body going
in definitely, as surely energy is just energy and can be transformed, if you keep the pattern alive.
In the meantime, what do i do about this.
Proving it for sure, could take ages, a lifetime and if you advertise what your after you could get
every crack pot, showing up, and worse making things up. At least in my case i know the information
is accurate, as far as my ability to recount experiences go.
I also know when people are genuine, and others who have shard similar stories, though not
necessarily on reincarnation, as we learn from each other on courses, but it does get weak beyond a
point, unless you get “Lucky” once or twice, and run into the people you need.
But why not come out and say it, why do we fear it, and more how can i get better at ruling things
out, and if i do rule something out, can i trust it, to be sure.
This is probably every witches worst nightmare, trusting information, and the accuracy their of, and i
suppose its every lawyers too.
As there is the problem of what i do with the stuff i see, and how i use it in a political context.
If at all. Do i ignore my notes, discard them throw them away and stay silent when i see auras,
images, and energy, or do i speak up and get my head bitten off, perhaps by my own mother, its not
like i get it all the time anyway, kicks in and out randomly and you go, what happens if they want me
to demonstrate it, beyond past experiences. Which has to be every psychics worst nightmare, at
least mine, which is why I’m trying to ignore it. as i want to know who’s side the controls on.

How far would you go for proof
I hate to fail at anything and i hate not knowing. So when it comes to trusting other peoples
experiences, i assume it will never be enough. Come on no cynic or religious nut is ever going to
listen to someone else, if they are that closed minded/insecure in their foundations.
Unfortunately i seem to be the same, as while i’ve been searching on the net for reincarnation
stories, and other evidence based on other peoples child hood experiences, even some which are

going as far as forensic evidence. With handwriting analysis to confirm the stories in one villigage,
its still not enough, and it isn’t me.
So while conan doyle may have said over a 100 years ago, that its been proved already. i still want to
know personally. Which is why, the idea of testing the belief with suicide is starting to appeal. If i
can test the facts, and cross over with enough of myself intact.
I could get it all. The destruction of gods church, out classing jesus and proving once and for all, its
easy to do. Unfortunately i’m not sure how to work out the safe guards, and or set it up so it could
work beyond reasonable doubt.
All the world leaders? And something in a safety deposit box, then hope i get in quick, wait 4 years
till childhood. then spill the beans and verify it. the Indians are trying to do that. If i believe some
news reports. As it becomes a military exercise to try and safeguard the evidence, and avoid
contamination of the scene.
Perhaps a test, me v’s the dali lama whos the best. Of course theres no proof i’m ready, and it could
be the most embarrassing fuck up ever tried.
But still is the rewards seem worth it, if only i could figure out how to safeguard the evidence, eye
witnesses who could co-operate it. without having it contaminated by fraud.
Perhaps i should write a book, to pass on to the next generation me. everything i have learned in this
lifetime, passed over to the next, just in case.
But then i think, about primary school, secondary school and yet would i really want to go through
that again, unless i can remember what i know now. a whimsical dream, a whimsical fancy, as i
contemplate how far you would go to justify your faith.
Perhaps it comes from rewatching the film classic flatliners, as its one thing to listen to other people
but an entirely different one to know yourself peut-etra c’est la cie.

Ignore it, doesn’t matter anyway.
Initially when you learn this kind of thing. There comes a time when everyone goes into you, tries to
talk you out of it, prove you wrong, how dare you meddle in the occult. How dare you question the
incompetence of the church, how dare you make us question our beliefs, our faiths by going ahead
and trying to prove the psychic thing.
and if this happens too soon, it makes you doubt yourself. Actually perhaps its unavoidable and you
have to learn to cope, and well everyone seems to tell the same storey. It is a regrettable state of
affairs brought about by the state of the system, and the ignorance which propagates by school,
religion and well the incompetence of the academia.
Or that is my view, after dealing with it. all be it i was perhaps taken in by my over enthusiasm to
share my knowledge, and share my results. Which is when everyone broke, snapped at me.
Because we don’t believe that, or that can’t be right.

Your wrong, and its your will against theirs, because are they stupid for not learning it (most
probably) but isn’t that like higher maths, you either persue it relentallasy and ignore your
conditioning, or you sell out early and walk away (if you can) and then what? once you taste the
other side, you need to know more, how can you not question the rhetoric of old. Just stupid i guess.
This is when you loose friends and family members. They argue its all in your mind, make believe
and speaking out too early, can backfire in your face, which is regrettable as asking stupid questions
is the only way you learn.
But sooner or later you have to learn to trust yourself as unfortunately there’s no way around this
unless of course you want to spend your life a slave to other peoples ideas, which frankly isn’t going
to happen anymore, if ever.
So make your choice, learn or do not, but never ever tell me i’m wrong again. For I’ve broke you
once, and i can break you again. So lets dance, my child. for you know nothing, and well so do i, as
this priest of satan, the devils prophet come of age not that names matter, but there’s something to
be said, for being controversial and learning to stand your ground, and watching them laugh no
more.
For sooner or later you are going to pick things up, images and you are going to open your mouth,
and well things will have to be dealt with accordingly. Fortunately I’m nice though, or so it would
seem. Flutters eyelids, unconvincing, a sub you know, you be in charge, i will just sit here and laugh.
Timing is an issue, just don’t cash in on it. or be tempted to ad lib and make things up as this will
destroy you, and your more impressive when you actually call it as is. As its usually right, so speak
first and think later, is my motto on the psychic side.
Besides, most people will either ignore it, lock up like frightened bunnies or read in it. hell the
information is probably of little use anyway. Compared to the big picture, or is it the little things
which happen more.
It’s not what you think. So you may as well ask them, what the hell does this image mean?. i.e.
image of Michal Angelo’s david, one of the few times, i haven’t got my head bitten off at my parents
house. When i dare mention the psychic side. which was the day before, i finally did get kicked out
of the house, for arguing the i would rather burn in the fires of hell, then kneel and be saved be
christ. They did ask me what i thought of the funeral speech. So i answered, never ask a question, if
you don’t want to hear the response.
As i’ve developed this nasty habit of never holding back of trying to explain things, in such detail you
will either love it or hate it. just chatty I guess.
Though not to the methadist priest. I told him i was a priest of Satan when i was shaking his hand to
leave, but i didn’t get chance to correct him on his serman, and or ask him about the aura of the
douce cap when he was reading to the crowd. Power was to the back of his mind, and well its not
the speech i my mind to give. When people are grieving material and quotes which demand you
kneel to chrisit to be saved, as you reinforce OUR church and slag of the atheists as well, without
even going into reincarnation which is why i lost it, with my parents when they said it was tolerant..

Frankly i wanted to string this priest of evil up, and would have had his liver removed, as i correct his
incompetence, as i lecture him on what i know, as i really didn’t like him at all, but i guess that’s the
problem with belief, it divides families, and sitting opposite him, was a mistake as i couldn’t do
anything but read him, and analyse his speech and compare it to what I’d have wrote. (on my site).
Though perhaps i overstated the obvious, on this occasion and he wasn’t that bad. Really he wasn’t,
as I’m just insane, to actually read into anything like reflection and tone.

Reading into things
While i have proved that my mind can and will read into things, i also know that this isn’t always the
case. Which makes it a delicate balance, when it comes to jumping the gun, and assuming things,
much like predestination.
Its hard to be sure, and perspective matters. So you have to take your time over it, and rule things
out, and try and get real world proof, before you over react, as i remark on the weapons of mass
destruction claim, and draw parallels in business, sometimes its better to stay silent, but if you do
that. You will never learn.
So this is where asking questions, and keeping an open mind help, though once i’m done with you,
you probably won’t want to rule on anything again, as you see the penny fall.
Even the slightest thing, can spark off a chain reaction, and one wonders if thats where free will
comes in.
Say i do something, like write a social networking site. Further suppose people then come on the
site, and have an emotional reaction to it. and while i am doing something else, i hear their views,
and their feelings. I could be mistaken for thinking that was a mistake, and it was panic reaction they
couldn’t have seen it, an old work collegue.
Then what happens when i look at the logs, and see timestamps of visits, and get from other parties
dates and times of when people showed up. Say for example the time, when an emotional women
removed her profile. Am i to assume this is all coincidence, that its all for nothing, when i know that
emotion and those views, can stimulate me and cause me to do other things. Is it all me, at that
point on.
What happens, when i get shown those things, new ideas spring up and then what? i am a tool, a
puppet on a string, while others control me, or is my input having the exact same effect on them. As
we consider why don’t i get it all the time, whys it censored, whys it filtered, why does it happen to
me.
How can i sit here, and tell you that yes i have had precognitive dreams where i see things in
advance, and watch you be unimpressed because i saw a colleague winning a trophy because i knew
who he was, and worked with them, how you may scorn the astral travel experiments when i heard
the conversation of the ladies in another department bitching at another women, and how i dared
email this stranger and the name i heard to see if it was true, yes she was in another department,
yes she told me i no longer needed the psychic courses, and yes my information was true.

But could i have overheard that sentiment in the work place, in that office without even realising?
Perhaps not, but i can’t say for sure which means the cynics gloat, and while i may have helped her,
and while she may have been understanding i need more.
How could i get the numbers wrong, how could i not have got the detail right. how come i need to
get dreams of strangers calling, and the details of that call. Does that prove it right, i know now, that
i am getting so much detail i can say its not in my mind, it happens so readily, and yet why is it so
useless, why can i only get it so often and not all the time.
What’s in it for me, and why so subtle? Why tease me, when i know the voices can cut in and tell me
things anyway, and what am i to do with it. ignore it write it up, or go against the masses and break
them.

The churches are wrong
So what’s going on? communication is occurring between people at range. however i don’t know
how. Perhaps it’s Telepathy and or spiritual communication, and or something else. It could even
be a mixture of things which adds to the complexity of trying to prove it.
So what remains is a lot of theories and a lot of arguments as the people of the world fight it out,
ignore one another or just get stressed because no one really wants to know and if you do. Well you
better watch out for those witch burning, social exclusions, as your treated like a social leper or
worse massacred in gods name. Depending where you live in the world. Whether it be Kenya or
even Durham, it’s all the same. People have failed to process their fear and come to terms with
daring to know, daring to learn and daring to question traditional forms of authority.
If it’s not the churches it’s the atheists or the so called agnostics who refuse to process anything. As I
finally snap. there does come a point where you get sick of the atheists locking up on you like
frightened bunny rabbits for speaking your mind, because they haven’ processed their Christian
beliefs. So you go silent in the end, why share an aura or ask a question if your going to be called a
freak at the end of it, or if they are going to cry because how dare you learn something they can’t be
arsed to do. How dare you learn to question and or confront them with things, which is bigger then
their tiny intellects can mange to grab hold of.
So let’s sweep it under the carpet and burn the witch. As I personally blame the church for the
current hostility in the world today. For if they focused on knowledge and letting people be
themselves to begin with. None of this would have happened.
People wouldn’t be scared of learning and instead we have fostered a society and a world where you
have to conform to stupidity, ignorance and being something your not. least any amount of trying to
build on someone elses knowlege be used against you in the fullness of time.
Why is it the greats are always persecuted, Galileo, Crowley and or Gareth Bowen for that matter. I
can’t stand this anymore, it’s just not right. we have a golden opportunity to combine our knowlege
and explore this together, as we prove the impossible but yet no ones interested.

Why the fear? Is that really the best way to go about it, lashing out because you feat the unknown,
as i laugh at the church as you realise you learn more by overcoming the fear and processing the
emotion and well challenging the belief of old.
Not saying they are wrong, but their politics is dodgy and some of their conclusions are well dubious,
as you ignore your own experience, which is the problem. We have stopped valuing our own
experience and that of other people. So in short you turn on each other as you fail to appreciate
what is playing on your minds, that they and you know everything. If only you compared notes and
learnt from one another. Put faith aside, and start from scratch. Learn to use your mind and
science to rule things out, as you begin to learn to use it.
The fact many of us dream and or see images and or pick up at range is proof enough that science
can detect something. If they so cared too. Why can’t we work together again. Is it mealy biology,
telepathy as we transmit at range or is their a spiritual component involved? Either way many
people are uncomfortable with seeing things at range and this shouldn’t be so.
You see these people fear religion and what falls out of those simple steps, and still by embracing
them we cover much of the distance to realise we are all arguing much the same thing, based on our
own experiences and our own perspective. I’m not much for followers. I’m not much for religion,
you an you alone will come to your own conclusions and share your evidence as you learn to
document it, and rule things out.
If we profiled the world, and started to get serious about this, we could learn to overcome much of
this spiritual argument, if only the church learnt to overcome their fear, set aside their politics and
focus on knowledge instead.
As spiritual research and philosophy research, aren’t the same thing. How you live your life and how
we physically interact and work from a more psychological standpoint have in the past been
confused and it’s time to learn to distinguish between history texts, legal books and those which
were destined to teach people how to develop their own skills.
Not all religions are the same, and not all of them cover it and we are in serious danger of watering
things down, as people forget the research of the past, because it doesn’t fit in with the modern
mind.
You can take me at my word, discount it, ignore it or do something else instead. a sthat’s your
choice, as i know my experience is only good enough to prove something to me, and or the people
who witness it. anyone else has to learn to trust it, ignore it or believe it.
Which is only a problem if people fail to question it and or put it before and above their own and
other peoples experiences. As no sooner do people close their mind, refuse to learn and refuse to
build then it’s game over. Experiences matter, and every human experience is almost as valuable as
any other.
As the churches fail to get better, as they fail to track the evidence and the conclusion becomes
suspect, because some people have made a leap of faith which shows the flaw, and you wonder why
are they fighting again? As i look at science, religion, atheism and everyone else and realise that it’s

back to the halls of the blind as people look to push image instead because they fear their egos, and
what would happen. If they actually put their hand up, and admitted they don’t actually know.
Which would be a good time to set aside their crap scriptures which don’t actually teach much if
anything of value, as we look at producing something of value instead. As people are falling below
the curve and it’s getting silly instead.
In the meantime stop burning the witch and meet them in open debate instead, the very fact you
feel the kneed to resort to violence, insults and anything else, is proof you know nothing and your
just avoiding the inevitable. People who know things, don’t get angry they get curious. We look to
sort the confusion out, we look to tie up loose ends, and explain things as we compare the
differences and try and move the issues on.
Which means learning to experiment and document your experiences regardless if they were
successful, positive and or negative as not all outcomes are what you expect.

(Black grey Magick) Do I have blood on my hands
There was a moment in time while researching learning the psychic side. Where i reasoned that the
only miracle anyone would accept in this day and age would be death. (purely from the magical
perspective)
So this is what these two magical experiments relate to.
The first one was unplanned and occurred in Tesco while shopping. It took place in one of the isle. A
huge wave of anger washed over from me from nowhere, came flooding down and filling me up, as
you feel the power and the control and the desire to get even.
During the entire experience as walked up and down. Ii ended up visualising two policewomen in a
car, one male and one blond female. Now as I was personally annoyed ay my liberty being taken
from me for a day. My conscious mind began to reason what would be suitable punishment for my
liberty being taken away without cause. As my mind switched to that day i spent in a prison cell,
awaiting the charges of common assault to be dropped. Because my ex was getting even with me.
And well, this had left a bad taste in my mouth, not least because i shouldn’t have been arrested to
begin with. So what to do about it? how to even the score. As my mind reasoned it out, i know lets
take their liberty away? How, what do i do with this image, how do i take their liberty in the
simpliest way? As my mind visualised the spine breaking, as the car hit the side of her.
This logic from my mind, and what i was being shown and how it changed fitted seamlessly together
and it happened over a short time span, then i realised what i was doing, and pulled back from it.
and left it over to the spirits of kama to be the judge. Before shaking the feeling of, which had out of
nowhere consumed me, then i walked on as though nothing had happened.
Then a few weeks later/ i found a news report of the policewomen who had previously been run
over and paralysed by a revenge attack run off the payment by a car driver, for revenge as my mind
goes back to the dates and cringe. When did i do the magick, and did i pick it up, or was my

conscious mind also responsible for the act? After all magical theory suggests that is what you do,
including the breaking off and thinking of something else as well.
Oooooooops
Unfortunately, the entire thing came at a time. When i wasn’t proof of being the antichrist. Hence
my reasoning I’d need t death miracle, and if I’d have said something I’d have looked like a genius
when the news report came in. unfortunately when you first start out, you never say anything. Why
would you mention anything, as you look like a fool? But i suppose you only learn by experience. So
with that how powerful is the human mind? as i recount another example, which was to follow.
This was the time, a month or so later. when i wanted to advertise my site. This was a deliberate and
conscious desire to do magick, as i went to lie on my bed and visualised what i desired.
This was the image of my site being promoted across the globe, and the antichrist coming to power
as i pictured my logo in the sky. With all the nations of the world looking at it. i went around the
globe and had a static image of the Japanese looking at it, the American, Africans, Europeans and
even Eskimos, as i tried to get everyone in. tears were rolling down my cheeks at the end of it as i
tryied to keep the concentration going.
The entire exercises didn’t feel like long, perhaps a minute had passed, as I concentrated on less
strenuous activities.
Did it work? well in the next day or so a news report sufficed on the bbc news site. Which was
unusual and described how 11 witches had been massacred in kenya by the locals going on a
rampage. Scared of the devil, they killed everyone suspected of being a witch, which isn’t winning
me any awards and didn’t add to my mood.
Another coincidence, or is there something to this. Did i pick up on the idea of doing magick, only
because the timing was right. i.e. that lot was going down anyway and i somehow picked up on it,
and decided to cash in. remember i know communication occurs at range, and so this one is a little
bit too close for comfort.
now my issue with this is perhaps a matter of perspective, as my desire is simple advertise my site
and the devil and i think thats a good thing, because i’m trying to run a campaign for president as
antichrist, and i’m writing a book god is evil, the devil is good and well the temptress artwork is
gorgeous (as i am thankful for all the help i can get) and well, why shouldn’t i push my site.
Unfortunately it seems, not everyone is as open minded as i am, and still harbour fears around the
devil, wicca, witchcraft and everything else and thats sad. As i reflect on how magick works, and
what you would wish for, and how it would get carried out are not necessarily the same thing. You
have to learn to judge it from their perspective and not everything which is innocent is taken as
such, as i frown on the incompetence of the masses and the church for introducing this fear into
society to begin with, as i reflect on pan and how we should have moved past this by now.
If it is magic, then the worst i can do is play on people subconscious, and they themselves would
have to take action. There is no mens rea here. I want publicity, i don’t want death. If people react
badly to the devil stimulus it’s not my fault.

They should know better, learn to control their actions, and well process their fear. I cant believe it’s
got this bad. As i pause on magick and refuse to take the next hurdle. As where before images
where pushed through, the tendency know is to hesitate to backtrack, to hesitate which spoils thei
mage, and spoils the visualization and i wonder if i’ve been handicapped because of it.
Do i need to throw off the fear, that i may have caused this, assume its coincidence and somehow
again try and force my will, or do i walk away and forget it.
The incompetence of the world has spoke, the people are slow, stupid and will never be ready for
change
Though saying that, i have still done magick. I jsut can’t speak for the results which may or may not
be in process, it’s just the detail has to be worked out to begin with as i refuse to talk about certain
acts.
Other then that, I did invoke individual all 72 spirits of the Goetia and curse people for censoring my
cards, on the grounds if they would see me loose everything, i would do the same back. In the
meantime the more investigative minds would probably be amused by the 72 Israel names for god,
as i compare monotheism against the other side, what’s in a name as the saying goes...
Perhaps not a lot as i try and balance the act, in vengeance and in part to teach people that you can’t
ignore people/censor them to death. So perhaps kama will speak for itself, and perhaps not in this
act. Will it works? Who knows, of course i perhaps will never know the results of that act. Other
then the day immediately after the invocation, i was banned from the pub. Which may be
connected with it having worked, depending on the sources you would believe.
One of those things. You do some magic, some happens immediately afterwards as i go, should I
have read into that! Perhaps not, in the meantime only time will tell. If those responsible will learn
their lesson or not, in the meantime curses are new to me, so who knows where it will end.
At least i give people away out! to correct the wrong, even if it’s a little harsh.
Other then that, experiments seem to backfire. Which perhaps makes me the worst witch on the
planet, if you believe that kind of thing, as nothing ever goes according to plan, which is annoying as
hell as i try some sex magick instead.
In the meantime I tried summoning someone in the pub once, not a spirit a real person - because it
seemed like the right thing to do. I was getting auras of someone’s fear being represented in the
seat before me, and so it felt natural to visualise a light coming down in order to remove it. which
was harder then it looked, and must have taken about ten minutes worth of time. And while i
focused my attention at blasting this fear. I kept getting clairvoyance in my head of her tits, someone
i knew in fact, as i pinpoint the fear, only I’m not sure if it was his or hers. I’m assuming hers, but it’s
hard to tell from this perspective.
So i kept it up, till the fear had surpassed and tried to summon this individual to my seat. Then she
showed up, with this very stupid expression on her face, going i thought someone else was here.
Almost as she couldn’t work out why she had decided to walk down this end of the var. Then she
sat down and spoke for awhile, there was some other images and auras before she came down,

which I won’t go into here, other then to say it was a little disappointing, and not auras are helpful,
from this perspective. As i again wonder why i only get given information on certain people, and
they aren’t always the ones i associate with. You’d have thought in theory that it would at least even
out, but it doesn’t, just one of those things I guess. As i contemplate the trigger.
She’s one of the people, i used to pick up a lot of images of. Things like a photo of her boyfriend and
her being ripped down the middle, and a few other things. They are/were good friends till i backed
off left them alone. As it’s way too much information to have to deal with. Else i may be tempted to
interfere.
Either way, i can only comment that for some people. I seem to get shown a lot. While other i get
shown nothing, and I’m not sure why. As frankly I’m sceptical if anything sank in at all I gave up
speaking to that lot, they couldn’t handle the psychic side, and i don’t like being snapped at and or
watching people locking up in fear, though i must admit she did get better with time. Smaller
somehow.
As i remark on the absurdity of peple who will listen to belief, but won’t listen to the evidence and
what was tried and done. as that somehow makes it science, and or what have to take it seriously,
people either you trust a person or you do not, and these morons are pissing me off.
Which is perhaps why the priesthood went silent in the end, as you go what’s the point there’s
nothing there. Withdraw from the crowds, as it seems no one can handle real conversation
anymore. In the meantime, I’m still stuck with analysing what I’m shown, and you wonder why I
keep getting it still. As if people aren’t listening, why share it, and what if anything are you supposed
to do with petty politics, other then using it against them, which seems pointless in this and any
other instance.
In the meantime you can figure things out by watching, but you develop more if you ask, and get a
straight answer which is another reason i fall out with some people and not others. Those who side
step the issue, and or hide what’s on their mind make it more awkward and it only leads to more
startling questions, like what is going on here. Not that i always want to know of course.
First thing out of your mouth is right, then you question it, as you try and ignore the evidence, in the
meantime you try and get on with your life, but that is harder said then done. when your stuck with
these interruptions at the oddest times.
One of those times, i even thought of doing couples therapy, when i saw the couple in question
fighting, trying to throttle each other. then someone snapped, and confirmed my suspicions as i was
being to doubt the image i was being shown. Now does one trust the image, on all occasions and
what of the context? And if you ask the context do you dare trust them to be honest when it comes
to talking about their fears...
I trust my own judgment, perhaps why i have a low opinion of most people, react on instinct and
why i go with people who relax. Which rules most of the working population of the planet out, as its
too fake, and it doesn’t help me much. if anything i side with Mohammed and every other prophet
that those who lie should be executed.

If only because, it complicates issues, and makes you doubt yourself. At least at first, which is
perhaps why i have a zero tolerance policy towards anything like that. If i ask a question. I would like
an accurate response, even if is sidestepping the question, and or presenting a creative truth.
Just don’t lie period. It pisses me off. As i look for a straight answer and trying to prove if it is spirit
or not, and or if there is something more then this physical form. While trying to come to terms
with the ethical nightmare, of what do you ask for, and how far do you go to get what you want. As
if your mind has an input how far do you push it, and how far do you let yourself get pushed around
my morons, before you take a stand and take it for yourself. Acts of god, aren’t punished, they are
unproven now the question remains is how many times do i want to prove something, before i stop
believing it, and or want to take the risk that my actions may have cause and effect, or do i laugh it
off and sleep easy tonight.
As i reflect that trying to focus an image, and not question it, and ask do i have that right isn’t easy,
when you reflect more for their empathy perhaps more then you should. Accidents happen, and
giving people the benefit of the doubt sucks, as i forgive too easily, and even the thought at what
could happen has ruined much of the experiments, which could have presented options when a
visualisation has kicked in.
Of course the entire thing could just be playing to my ego, and giving me what I want to see, based
on other factors. As I wonder does concentrations, and visualisation and trying to force the point
actually improve oneself or not, and that answer can only rest with the reader.
In the meantime, there have been times I’ve felt inclined to do magick, without a visualisation and it
seems impossible to visualise which contrasts so sharply with the times it was easy to visualise a
picture, so we the difference and what happens when we try and concentrate on the same point,
repetavily as if to “will the thing into being” or not.
Generally what seems to happen based on my experience. is the moment you try and frame a
thought, and try and focus on a goal, it gets broken down. So for example say i was sitting in the pub,
and my thought was for a threesome, with two women, who i both fancy and who are free of any
diseases as i try and get my bedazzled sence of humour in check.
After awhile the thoughts begin to break down, and you find yourself being given words, trying to
compromise them. Which again makes you stop and or try and correct yourself and you have to
exert your will, as you start getting auras of blokes joining your table, which isn’t what you want.
Two women, please. Before i eventually break it off, as how much effort do you put into something
like that.
In the meantime, did it work? no it did not, however two women did come past, stop and want to
stroke my boots, and i got into a rather interesting conversation in the taxi queue, with red ridding
hood. But perhaps that isn’t enough to bring it about. Does it make it a right off, or should one
continue with an image, an idea and give it time. Again that is for the reader to decide, as is trying
to do magick to get a women on my site, to pull me only to have two women contact me from other
sites and if it’s clear that there is something to this magick lark, exerting ones will and calling them to
you, it’s to working very well.

Perhaps the old fashioned approach instead, and why do the things which would have bothered me
before, no longer bother me, is it perhaps because being shown the same type of imagery to break
you down, has a lasting effect rather like those auras of other people which try and overlay yours,
perhaps its just the mind in some part trying to make you work out, move you on, and well the
question remains what is it, and how much control if any remains in your hands...
[I’m sceptical of late, almost to the point. of no longer playing this game, as on some level I think the
house is rigged, and the lowly lower house, is very low indeed and then i remind myself I have a
choice, and can walk left, or right, but is that my promoting or there’s.. and define there’s please]

The astral travel experiments

There comes a point, when you want to try and separate from your body, as you experiment with
OBE’s and astral experiments in order to see if there is more to me, then meets the eye and while
this was encouraged by dreams, it proved a mixed bag and ultimately proved nothing. Other than
your mind, sometimes seem to work to accommodate you, in the nicest possible way. Which comes
down to what it does suggest to do, at various times. See lust XI for more.
Now lucid dreams of floating, and visiting people prove nothing, other then it’s all in the mind. what
i need is proof that i can pick something up, and relate it back to real world effects.
Now the two big ones i did, were over consecutive days and revolved around guidance that can be
found in books such as astral projection for 90 days.
I’ve even tried to do it with partners, where I’m tied down, and they stroke me with a feather which i
concentrate on, the idea to relax and visualise myself leaving my body. What usually happens is i end
up on the bed, relaxing then i start juddering uncontrollably, so no break there!
However when I’ve not been trying, one morning i was outside the bed, and this was while working
for Citigroup. At roughly 7:30am i heard these voices, two women arguing and a name first and
surname being mentioned repeatedly. This was a women, in sales another department, who i had
heard of, but not had much to do with. It was about money and i think time off, but i would have to
check my notes again.
At the end of the voices, i felt myself being pulled back into my body, being dragged back, and i’ve
had dreams where I’ve had a similar sensation, all be it i felt away at this current time.
Curious got the better of me, i was still on courses and was still scared, insecure speaking to anyone
about the psychic side, but regardless of this. I emailed her anyway.
Hi, i’ve just been doing astral travel, and i want to know if this makes any sence...
And what you know, she responded in the positive, and told me a storey about builders and trying to
get time off, and i think their was some disputes, but she was ok with it. told me she believed the
psychic side, and said i didn’t need the courses any more. However i was upset because they had
said, i came away thinking it wasn’t alot of money, but i think it was. In hindsight i think that was the
point!

This doesn’t prove spirit or travel though, just that the bastards try and humour you.
Now the two big experiments, where over consecutive days. This is where i was really determined to
get proof, that i could separate from my body. Using the books, i repeated over and over, the
mantra while in conscious meditation that “i am seperate from my mind, and body” i did this over
several hours, and was away on the bed, exerting all the mental effort i could, which is when i got
the images of the email coming in.
I read it, and it was an apology for failure to deliver my 6ft pentagram rung, my nice big black silver
pentagram rug, how dare they. So i visualised a reply to the letter, and i saw the words being
written, while lieing on the bed awake. I then fell asleep.
I though the next day when i went to my email, and turned my computer on that i may get the
email, because of some of the precognitive dream work. however what i wasn’t expecting and what i
got, was a reply to the email i visualised writing. Bare in mind, for the entire time i was up on a bed,
consciously awake. While my computer lap top, is downstairs switched off.
Which is why i wanted to do more, as this was getting good. However what wasn’t getting good.
Was the image of me emptying the dustbin, which i did, and a repeated comment about 2 bananas
will save your life, and another dream about monkies, going over castle walls.
Anyway i ignored this, and continued with the experiments, and another body split. however i got
nowhere with it, i did the i am separate from my mind and body, and i wanted physical proof, to see
something on the physical plane, i couldn’t know anything about, to go yes i can do this.
However my choice of words were perhaps flawed, as unusual for me i had banas in the house,
when i cam downstairs in the morning, i picked one up ate it. and went to throw the peel in the bin,
it was a sealed packed, or looked sealed to me. as i physically ripped it to get the banna, and wasn’t
thinking. Then i looked down, and saw another banna peel in the bin, and this is when i froze. Swore
and gave up the experiments.
Ok on the plus side, i suppose it could have been sleep walking , however the first night worries me,
as i was unaware that if i had somehow forgot and done it in my sleep later. and bare in mind the
original email wasn’t in my inbox, just the response to the one i visualised typing while awake.
And even i think that’s a complicated set of tasks, if i start drawing parallels to shadow memory,
downloads, and i hadn’t lost consciousness before. Just afterwards.
So i have no idea what that proves, as frankly both scenarios are off the scale, as either i astral
projected and wrote an email, or i slept walked, turned on my computer, wrote an email, went to
bed, and consciously drepy about it, and also ate as well, at least on the next day. Was one sleep
walkng, and the other wasn’t? And then i get annoyed because i had no cameras in my room,
monitoring the effects, which would have ruled something out.
And as for seeing ghost like images of exs come into my room, kneel to me and beg, before doing it
in real life, or go into me with a sword, and turning to see people raising up out of their body while
they sleep, i can’t count it as anything, because it could all be in the mind, and indeed seems to be

the case. While at the same time, showing you things at range. because well how you get shown the
material is up to you, it’s either useful or it aint.
Which is why i get pissed off with spirit, magic, and everything out the body, all be it. i seem to be
wanting to have another go of late, though i may have to do it for real, suicide, brain death to get
the point, but then i ahve just finished watching flatliners again, and the energy spikes always make
me interested in finding out more.
Perhaps i have to give up, and interview people instead, or just go with i am who i am, and what i
know is this, fuck all. Other then yes been there, done that and worn the t-shirt. Now who wants to
play, as people go didn’t i see you at x, and i go no. Because even that wouldn’t be proof with how i
feel now.
So what is important, perhaps can i find a practice use for any of this, which will actually help people
instead. as all this, what you sence, what you feel, is all in the mind, and you have to live in it,
regardless. Although technically you can die, and my views of life after death and reincarnation and
the other stuff make me take this life less seriously. to the point i may just want to blow my bloody
brains out to get famous instead.
As its just a game, and you either do or you don’t and I’m not sure i want to force anyone down any
points. No there are other experiments other ideas like Crowley explains in his books magick IV
around certain types of yoga. Which i haven’t tried, and have no intent to try, as i can’t be arsed to
force myself to stay in a fixed position for over an hour, till the pain kicks in, then repeat it, till i get a
separation automatically, allegedly the pain kicks in quicker each time, till it becomes bliss as your
mind no longer hacks it, or something like that.
Indeed it seems some subs and doms have recounted similar experiences, where someone blinded,
and so wanting to see, has left the body to take a look, while others have slipped out during yoga
and found themselves looking at the room, and i can’t comment on that, as iust get juddering, or
wacky results, and in case your wondering. Customs said the rugs (id ordered 2) were two big to let
in the country! Yeah right, intolerant swine, how dare you stop my rugs! Shouldn’t be allowed, can’t
a witch do some work around here..
12 bodied, is not nearly proof.i need more. Another go, a bigger target, perhaps a group can i bring a
plane down, can we nominate a target and prove if it was us, or not! just nominate your target, as i
want to get this one out the way...

Psychometry, should i ignore it
This ones hard not to ignore, if you pick anything up in a dream, off an object, in an aura, in
clairaudiene, clarisenteance, clairvoyance, your going to pay attention to it, process it, and it could
influence which direction you go in, its impossible not to pay attention to information, even at a
subconscious level.
So if your not getting this, psychometry, is the theory that energy is imprinted in object, and if you
touch it, you get a reading off it. it of course is bollocks, because I’ve got readings off objects people
haven’t touched, so if nothing else its just a medium, a focus to give you something.

Thats not to say you shouldn’t try it. you start out on courses, perhaps sharing objects, and trying to
meditate on them, you say what you see, hear, or smell and they tell you if your right or not. usually
it involves an item of sentimental value, and i’ve sat embarrassed on courses, because i’m stressing
out, not relaxing and don’t want to say, what the image on mind is. I.e. a black necklace. ncase i’m
laughed at, and perhaps i just made it up, and its not relevant anyway. However you do, and
eventually you take note of it, unfortunately my opinion is that it has not direct relevance to the
object at all. Other then as a means of connection, circumstantial evidence, to set the mind of.
This is why. While i’ve had readings before off a sink, and a chair. Such as a feeling of harsh energy
and the thought of spite and going into an ex, about washing up. Which i know the ex had touched, i
know when i got a simiar spike in a taxi pulling up to her drive, she had nothing to do with it. this was
the one who got me thrown in jail for the day.
If anything i have since learnt, never to rent houses or deal with anyone i get that energy signature
from, in fact i ignored one prospect tenancy because i got a strange reading on the bed, and o the
phone, because when i hesitated they did the same type of thing. So sometimes its safer to walk
with your brain, then let your bits do the talking.
As i never assumed, she would go into me, because i couldn’t invisage the situation which occurred,
occurring which is the point, you never know what the future will bring, as i ignore precognitive
dreams for once.
now this is where i get annoyed with psychometry, i get it when i don’t want it, and it tends to
evolve a connection to those same precognitive dreams, i am beginning to ignore because i’ve
wasted my life listening to them, as that timeline is never going to occur. .
i am a fool for trying to seduce a women blind, all because the dreams told me so, or because i was
convinced it was her who was going to bale me out, because she won’t. In fact i’m sure she hates my
guts, but half the stuff i’ve done over that time line, was because thing s i’ve seen. Like her aura, her
smile when i’ve been in a book shop about copyright law, her aura appearing looking at my video,
and the reason why i started emailing her my film scripts as i was doing them.
If anything its stupid, as while i try and walk away and forget it, i pick something up, and or see
something and its her again, and i can’t let her influence my thoughts, but she does, because i am a
moron and fell in love, and even if that’s’ not returned, part of my subconscious mind, even if its not
other people, is using it against me.
I hate it, however it does prove one thing, its not the object, and i know I’m not the only psychic
who’s gotton read emotion of emails which sometimes means you no longer want to go near
people, and or read anything sent.
hell I’ve waked into the pub once, gone the air sucks, as I’ve felt the emotion, walked out. the airs
cleared and gone back in again just to check. And i have no idea what was going down, but i didn’t
want to be there, so i walked.
Which perhaps means i’m over emotional, overly sensitive and overly passive when it comes to
pushing anything through, i will more then likely sit at the back and snipe and point things out, and

then regret it, as my arms broken and i spit it out instead, which automatically always leads to me
being thrown out instead.
Perhaps people just don’t like me speaking my mind, and exploring these things, and what use if
anything is getting a read, off a bdsm lesbian fighting dvd of that one ex who sent me to prison for
the day, i want nothing to do with her, and i can’t think of a use for her, unless i reflect on the other
dream, but that would be bad, so I’m not going there.
So while i thought their might be a point, being shown this information and that it was all relevant,
perhaps it isn’t and it should be ignored and treated as subject, a bit like cia intelligence reports, as
you don’t know what the motive is behind it, and god seems to be shafting me today, and everyday
for that fact, which is why i no longer deal in belief, i’d rather know instead.

Auras
so you trust your eyes? Why? It’s not really there a rendering in your mind. as our eyes take in
what? a reflection of protons or waves assuming science could agree which comes from what? its
nothing but space? As you think thats air your breathing now, but is it really? How do you know? If
its all in your mind, and the final proof is this.
Can you train yourself to see something which isn’t there. And the answer is yes, which seems to
escape most cynics when they refuse to look at auras in detail. You see the aura might not exist, we
just teach our mind to see it.
As you relax in the mirror, and look at the central spot, or play with your hands apart in the bath,
and well eventually sooner or later the other stuff kicks in.
You now longer see light around people (or i don;t) i see things instead like shields on peoples arms,
when they are acting strange, rain clouds over heads, and well it might not even be people. As i get
an aura of red carpets when walking into the office, or chests of gold appearing, and the thing you
have to ask.
Is if i can see all that, and other people can make elephants disappear, then perhaps if we rely too
much on sight, we might be fooling ourselves something rotten. Of course most people generally
learn to trust it, and i suppose its bit like auras.
You learn to trust it given time, if you can find the link, a pattern and well come to terms with it
creeping in, not like you get a choice, when it kicked in the first time. It was so subtle then it went
away, i had to concentrate to get it, or is that relax? But then i left it alone, and bang before you
know it, you start a new contract and all hell breaks loose.
Not really, all hell broke loose the first time around, and then it died down to let you come to terms
with and then it comes back, at the oddest hour, as it came back stronger this time around, and it
took a month to a year to get used to it.
As i recount the warning signs, of chests of gold appearing with tinme bombs in and the other
imagery before being let go. of course if i knew then, what i knew now i might have been able to

take corrective action, but the problem is. It doesn’t come with a guide book, and the joys of hind
sight are 20-20.
In fact, its bloody useless whenit comes to writing, if your not careful and for much of the time, i
started writing while watching the auras change, which meant it came out pure gibberish. True i
wouldn’t have written it, made a start on it otherwise. But its like Crowley says in art XIV you have to
learn to switch between the two modes and concentrate and control the direction.
As i’ve been in interviews before where I’ve seen an aura of what the person is going to do, before
they do it. fiddling with blinds, i then saw an aura of me walk out the door, so i did. But that could
have been what they were worried about. See a stupid first timer, listening to guidance, and well its
not really there.
No its not something i get all the time, and i only tend to get information at certain times and sooner
or later curiosity gets the better of you. and you have to ask, what the hell does it all mean. so that’s
uauslly the point, i go up to them and go “hi, i’m psychic what does this mean” not sure i need to ask
now, as i wrestle with the ethical implications of being shown things and staying silent instead.
Its obvious its just another set of information, but sometimes it seems more then that, and i haven’t
learnt to judge the significance of auras of the barmaid eating chocolate. Ok she eats 5 in a night,
and they are cool with that, but every time i have turned to look since, she’s been eating chocolate,
and its like i never noticed that before. Perhaps she’s getting worse?
And well, the thing about auras is. You can’t not compare it against what they say, and what they do
and pick at inconsistencies. Which can cause problems for the beginner. True when i started
learning, i had random encounters with other psychics, as well as those on courses. like women
coming up to me and saying i see a horse eating out of a sack, when i was still mildly sceptical.
Her opinion differed to what i think it meant now. based on my own personal experience. Though i
a lot of the times, i only figure it out when i went though a stage of seeing the aura on me, when i
was in that mind set/doing that thing. Of couse that is assumption, and i suppose its like learning to
see happy people, you judge the patterns that that symbol means that, because it meant that on
them. Which means your don’t automatically come good at it.
And its also why i nearly got broken with it, and i had to go around my exs. “Marry magdolines”
house and compare notes. As that was one of those days. When while i was there. I got loads of
imagery on me and her and between us. As well as straight answers, to questions like what’s on your
mind right now.
I’ve tried to this with other people, but i tend to find out they lie, but continual observation tends to
bear my suspicions out. which is a problem, as sometimes their is ambiguity involved, and if they
aren’t open in the first place, i will obviously play it safe and assume the worst.
Which is why its always better to explain things up front, and spit it out, what’s on your mind. least
you cause offence in the post meeting analysis. Why did she say that? Why did she do that? And
what did that mean? and well when you see an aura on you a few weeks later, it almost always
comes out in the wash, as conversations and interactions are rehashed.

I think I’ve also remarked I’ve seen auras dictate events before they happen. Which is ok if its one
person begging, that makes sence. They wanted your attention, and so you get shown it in advance.
But its when you get it in a pub, and someone walks in, and your shown a present. And you have to
have 5 or 5 separate groups of individuals make a choice and move, for the situation go down. As
your no longer dealing with one person then, but many.
So its like how can they know that, if they were going to do that, and how the hell did you know i
was going to even turn around and come back in.. and its like...i give up. If i see things and they
happen so be it, i just want to know how far in advance things are calculated and if its prone to
change, which is perhaps where the freewill/predestination argument comes in. which is out of
scope for a political text, least we have another war or something.
I think anything like that is short term, but then you get precognitive dreams and you find yourself in
a situation a year later, and it comes back and you start thinking that this game isn’t any fun
anymore.
All be it, i have to do something, and I’m sure i can mess it up, but how much is wasted and what if
anything is relevant anymore? And is it what you think? Not that i’m getting cynical or anything but
sometimes its seems that no matter what you say and do, it won’t work. while other times what
worked no longer does, and its like why? What changed in the interim, and why does that go
through with no problem at all. And who’s writing this script anyway? Me or you? or something else
as I’m finding it hard to visualise anything working of late. Based on what i know. Which seems to be
nothing, when people are concerned, black boxes and psychic doesn’t seem to help in predicting
what will make them help, and i hate the emotional blackmail/forcing the line but is that the only
thing that works buying them off?
What happens if you have no cash? What then? There’s no reasoning with these people, as i fade
away and go, why bother...

Dreams
I suppose i ought to cover this, because i use them so. Though i’ve not been very good of dream
analysis of late, or am i teaching people to suck eggs if i cover this topic?
As i had this one on 2/10/08 which seems to suggest I may still pick up on things, and its worth
covering off.
I woke up at 3.30 with a dream segment of me lighting a match at what looked to be at my nans
house and having a gas explosion. Which missed my head. I then lit a flame on the wall so it didn’t
fill the house up,. Then i pulled this brass leaver to off. Then removed a strange fitting thing, before
going into other things.
Which is the point i snapped myself out of the dream trance, because its 3.30am and i’ve cross
referenced it with another dream segment from the night before about going down stairs after
smelling smoke and seeing a pile of paperwork on top of a cooker and my mum there. She also
looked at the hob top.

Which sent alarm bells off in my head, as i know two consecutive dreams in a row about the same
topic isn’t something to be ignored. Which meant i ended up texting her to find out what was going
on. in the meantime i played it safe at my end and opened windows and looked up carbon
monoxide poisoning because i’ve been having dizzy spells over the last two days. Its not carbon
monoxide poisoning as the symptoms don’t fit.
But anyway my mum got back to me in the morning and told me they had been having trouble with
british gas, because my nan was £200 in credit, and it was stuck in probate, and seemed to think it
would take to get the money back.
As i reflect surely, this is a matter of getting a final reading, and why are solicitors who are charging
over a grand to finalise the deceased sorting it out, not that i covered this on the phone, but as this
is a political document shouldn’t there be an easy way. Of settling accounts when people die? Cost
efficient, so no one gets ripped off, tries to take advantage of you?
But anyway back to dreams, in this instance i forgot to mention the paperwork in my texts so i
wasn’t as accurate as i could ahve bee. I was thinking explosions and hadn’t linked the paperwork in.
but it should be enough to indicate that if you get dreams of people you know. There’s usually some
relevance, and its often worth getting in touch.
Beware dreams of bosses, as its the politics which is going down around you, and you may want to
take immediate corrective action least you get taken down in the politics which is going on behind
your back. Actually they aren’t all bad, sometimes you get tipped off to problems before they occur,
an thus you can demonstrate your genious by going to them and sorting it out, before it even gets
chance to filter down to your level.
So dreams, can be useful. Just beware their are dreams, and THERE ARE dreams and I wouldn’t be
put off by voices cutting in, which make you conscious of whats going on. just be aware that some
people pay way too much attention to angles, daemons and other such relics and it clear from
prolonged use that what your shown is usually humouring your belief set. Ergo the voices and the
image could be anything, just because it chooses it to present itself to you, as jesus or budha, or as
Lilith it could in fact be anything.
I tend to visualise decapitating Christ if anyone pulls that one, it offends my sense of honour, and if
you’ve been on courses with spirit guides, your going to get them as spirit guides etc. So they
stopped showing them me in that form and you tend to get co-operation based around what your
learning. If anything the christ angle is getting old anyway, it seems people are being shown him
more and more as a daemon in disguise or doing bad things, which shows that theres a reversal on
the cards, and we might get some common sence around here for once.
In the meantime if you want to learn dreams, just go to bed with the intent of remembering them
and write them down in a journal, and you will find you start remembering more, and yes I’ve done
sex magick rituals with the aura of the Crowley Devil XV card around me.
Evils going down, and its time for Christ to fall so a more civilised, enlightened era can begin, or at
least that’s my view. Slavery is over, worship is over., and the idols of old are history in my book. As
you and you alone, have the power to change things around here.

Clairvoyance
There are many modes of receiving information. when i talk about clairvoyance i talk about what
happens when you receive pictures in your mind, this differs from dreaming because your not asleep
and you can be conscious, and it might not even be spirit but more telepathy.
It can be helpful, depending on its nature as not everyone who wants to tell you something, actually
gets off their arse and tells you it. so a picture can speak a thousand words, which is a problem if you
don’t know the context it’s given in!
Other forms of getting information which i experience are clairaudience, which is
sound/voices/thoughts and its disturbing to be in a business meeting, when you think something
and its picked up on, by one of the women across from you. as you try and control your thoughts
and your emotion, and indeed it seems some people are better at receiving, and some are better at
sending and well when it occurs it can be disconcerting, especially as distance doesn’t seem to be a
barrier and it can be illusionary as well.
Clairseteance is when you get it as touchy feely sensations, like energy sensations on your locations,
perhaps pleasure/pain and can be ambiguous as hell. I’m still not sure what some of them mean. all
though itend to take pleasure as a good thing, but not when its so overbearing it physically stops you
emailing the women in question, hence i call it the devils kiss. As you just want to linger under it
,and its better then sex.
Depending on the view, and sometimes its hard to link back to what it was to. If your like me and
over analyse things, your minds moved on, and covered ¾ different topics angles and you have to go
which one was it for again, and by that point. its in a mess. So i have no idea if it works in practice,
you can’t ignore it, and it moves your mind on, and i suppose you have to learn to trust it.
Just don’t do what i do, and try writing to ex’s and go by pleasure sensations telling you if its good
enough or not, so far that experiment has failed to impress, or if it is. I haven’t heard anything back
from it.
Who knows, maybe one of these days, she will show. And go voila your dreams/answers were right
and your a genius, but something tells me i may have blown that one. Which is ironic because i
wouldn’t have got that far, if it wasn’t for the seemingly simple dreams which indicated otherwise.
Another problem with dreams, is if you get one which comes true, part way through do you continue
going with it, and assume the entire timeline is correct, and trust the sensations and trust the
guiding sensations, listen to “god” and make it work. in the short term, i think I’ve been shafted and
sent to hell, by the “jealous” bitch up stairs.
Then again, it could be where the money is, and i have no idea how much you can truly blow
something if its meant to be, perhaps it was only meant to keep me going so far, but meh. Who
cares, i trusted it, attempted to listen to it, now I’m kind of in this dammed if i don’t, dammed if i do
scenario as i no longer want to fight about anything anymore

Who i was dead, and well its either enough, or it isn’t and well if it isn’t at least i tried. Now who’s for
the suicide reincarnation plan again? Or perhaps not yet. ..
So yeah dreams, should be enough to get you started, as i look to what else to consider.

Divination
I hear the gas companies still use it, diving rods more accurate then modern electronics at times. I
tried pendulums for awhile back in my early days but i gave up when the energy sensations gave me
conflicting views.
It’s not like i was ever going to sail out and check a location for oil anyways, come on people, and
what would i search on at home. That and yes no responses get boring as you can force the swing in
any direction. All thought some of those springs get impressive with continual use, so the cynics
might want to look at that.
I suppose once you learn to listen to yourself, props are useless. Unless you need them to point it
out. like water mains, perhaps and other novel approaches least we lose this dying art.

So what is left, and in the devil i stand
People fear god, and they fear the devil and i go neigh to either, as i fear myself instead. which is
why i broke the fear, and learnt to stand on my own two feet, and got sent to hell because of it.
while i get to the bottom of it, and try and do what people want for once.
“Existence is paradox, their are no rules, only solutions” ~ gareth bowen
and with that i continue on my way, as there can be no fear in this life, we either help or we do not,
as simple as that, no can you loose the fear, and help instead, or do you want to make it in your own
image, what about them, and their ideas, don’t you know
“belief is divisive, whilst questioning unites on the bridge of compromise” ~ gareth bowen
all be it there is a difference between compromising yourself, and your own inner peace, compared
to trying to force your will, on other people. The later is wrong. Ideas matter, as do people and we
have to learn to tolerate each other, and work for peace, for its all about the pleasure, temptation
and making people happy to live in peace. Rather then fighting it out in war, which is why i’m not a
fan of god, too divisive, too independent, too hostile as it looks to break people, and conquer the
world in her own image, while i gave up and just look to the devil, because the devil takes you in
regardless, and the infinite expanse of chaos couldn’t care less, your idea, my idea are all worthy of
the same intention.
Hell why believe anything when you can know the lot.
For if god existed, then who created god?, and if matter came first, how do it create itself?
Something from nothing, and if it always existed and their is not time. what of the concept? How
did it define itself, without it already being there. Something is, or it isn’t.

and i go that’s impossible, which is the point, we are theoretical proof of a logical absurdity, there
can be no rules as all rules are flawed, for logic is based on a faulty assumption and one paradox,
undoes the lot.
For we can not exist on this plane, and yet we do. Ergo any logical rule, will automatically fail to the
reverse and equaliy improbably contradiction which proves the rule wrong, for you see anyone who
says something is impossible, is a moron, as i go your only limit is your belief, your ideas and the
more you see, the more you learn, the less you take for granted.
So the next time, your cross examine the water board, and they say that’s impossible, you know
your dealing with a moron, and like most of the children the defence, and or the prosecution will
have a field day in court. You want to break something, throw more pieces at it, reasonable doubt is
easy in this existence, because we don’t know anything, and worse they don’t want you to know
anything, because the more you know, the more you question and the more you see the flaw, which
is the problem, proof is gone, and their can be only uncertainty, in the utter calm of the storm, that
says i want that, and no force in the universe is going to stop me, then it works again.
So perhaps you want to employee me to break the system, and spot the flaw instead, I’m not going
to go down well in government as its wrecking amendments ahoy as i point out the obvious
contradiction, and obvious folly to any restriction. Rather then looking to balance, and building
instead.
Bored now.
its all the same, and yet its not for we are here, and that is proof that the impossible is possible, and
if that is so, why argue anything. Just do instead.
I’ve already shown I can spin the devil into the top slot, which incidentally solves the war on terror,
and brings peace instead of division, but that’s another point.
For logic is false, if existence can exist beyond the realms of human conscience, why do they look to
stop us doing anything instead? its just not fair, trying to impose your will on mine, and i won’t allow
it. period!.

Supreme powers, and kneeling to no one
So know we get over our petty egos, our petty prejudices consider this, if a supreme power did
exist, its not really supreme and their can in theory be more of them.
So if your god does exist, consider this. If she’s unconditional in her love, then their is no need to
kneel and serve, and the devil’s a myth, ignoring pan, nature and the physical world view. Frankly i
think shes a bitch and any matrriage in teh sixes (check out the tree of life) will end up with me
blowing my brains out, and going take that as a divorce bitch, peace at last, and i can relax again.
In the meantime its like being stuck with a backseat driver, going nag, nag, and jsut spit it out, stop
with the crap. Ambiguity my arse if you spell it out, i can say yay or neigh, as i refuse to jump
through hoops no more. Granted i may say no, and do something else instead, but isn’t that my
choice, not yours!

We work together because we want to, and not because your breaking my arm, for failing to speak
my mind,and why do you want that message delivered anyway, they are morons no one is going to
listen to banning the production of petrol drive motor vehicle world wide by 2018, not even an over
dramatic suicide will change that, they are morons and will destroy the world, before they listen to
me and the devil, which incidentally is the world, and even saying he’s the pan, nature and all the
sweet talking and intermingling of the threads when it comes to religion isn’t going to change the
fact he’s pissed, and your dead, because when your greed takes you, its going to be fun.
The end of days, and the fools will die, while intelligence will survive and skill will take the lot, its the
devil’s world now, and you blew it, which is kind of the point, your no longer fit to serve, because
you listened to no one, so the devil takes it, regardless of what you say and do.
So that’s my devil’s prophecy bit over and done with. See told you no one liked spirit, its all in my
mind, ignore it, relax and continue on your way. Nothing to see here, continue your bickering your
fighting, and your killing in gods name.

And by the way
if god did exist and is conditional on your serving, then i for one stand by the devil. in the knowledge
that i would rather burn in the fires of hell, then kneel and be something I’m not. so that’s how it
goes, the antichrist for peace, freedom and love as if your god was unconditional in his love, then
anything goes... which is kind of the point anyway.
Do you kneel to evil, or to you worship the world, for the world is the devil and only by living in
harmony with it, will you learn to sustain yourselves and get out of this mess!
In the meantime i stand aside and watch the churches mock the people, and destroy the hard work
put in, as they preach against knowledge, learning and education, as they preach against ending the
fear, because they would rather the people were slow stupid and scared, while they profit from it.
They sold their souls to god, and made the people in their own image, and now its gone.
For i am no more an atheist, and an agnostic or any other belief. As i know too much to ignore it,
and yet i can’t prove it, so I’m screwed and will stay indifferent instead, and look to the evidence
instead, before i do something like invade Iraq on a notion of belief, because i feared what might
happen, rather then what will happen, which is why anyone who looks to belief, has no right to
serve.
As i toast the devil, and go in the devil i stand, and so be it, for this god bitch is pissing me off, as I
just wished she came out and said it, arse and that means I’m crap than (typical women), as i ignore
her instead. because the only thing I’ve got out of listening to her, and or trying to do what she said,
was having me shafted, and destroying my life, cheers bitch. Now perhaps like the dear, i liked the
ignorance, and this isn’t going to work again.
They just don’t care, deal with it, i told you i was better of lying, and being a mercenary, and now its
gone, and i can’t live in this world no more (sob) so if there is any doubt in your mind, that is why i
will suicide, as frankly if you can’t actually start leading people to me, and giving me some sensible

information, i’m not going to work with you any more, your signals are too late, as your like and ex,
you says turn left, when your past the junction. Or worse two miles before, and what good is it then!
I have to navigate this other crap, and well yes your just naff, ignore the dreams they are pointless,
and well the voices, and the auras, and well just helping people, because they will only hate you
anyway, and its not worth fighting over....

On pagan myths
And of course its all junk, its all a myth, an analogy to explain the lovers VI, the unknown and the
separation of the powers, and why we are here today, as i share stories and other ideas, the pagan
gods, or the male physical half which matter, and the feminine which is the intelligence, the psychic
spiritual unseen which comes and goes at will, and makes you pause because you said the right
thing. Of course i love her, but i can’t be with her, i can’t understand her and while i understand
stories of the splitting of the souls exploring to understand and come to terms with love, it adds
nothing.
For that was the time of the virgin as described by crowley, the breaking of the ideas into many,
devolution its called by some, while the amalgamation of the ideas, the time of the whore, the time
of unconditional love, the time of coming together sharing and being one with each other, not that is
true love, that is the time of setting aside our belief, our ideas and coming to terms with it, as all
ideas merge and become the same as the lovers now see eye to eye again.
Is that it, its over, and it begins again, another try another wank, as i consider movement and the
spark of inspiration, which set the entire thing of, and what do i do with it, now i’m here.

Artifical Standpoints
This isn’t something i want to write up, but rather its something i fear needs writing up, and at the
other time i think should be left alone, walked away from and yet part of me fears that could be
wrong. How can i do what needs to be done justice, how can i write up what standing my mind at
this threshold, without overstepping the line, and being helpful as well.

Is it spirit
Now i’m going to tell you what it feels like to be me. stuck in the living room, out at work, lying on
bed and not knowing what it is to be dealing with the unknown. Now consider this i get auras/
halucigienic ghost like images which can be around people, of people and hell anything really. Think
semi transparent ghost like/washes out images which play out in front of you.
You get used to it, however there is something annoying about typing and or trying to concentrate
when you underwater, and there’s a shark playing with your crown, or having a business man
cowering in fear on the light fitting as other people show up and beg, though i hasten to add. not all
at the same time.

As it depends on the context and what i’ve done, am having doing at the same time. Which reminds
me i need to figure out what people sitting cross legged on the floor is. I think that’s foundations,
and i they they are listening but its hard to be sure, as i watch them get up and walk away.
However the question is, is it all in my mind, moving me on, or showing me issues which are bothing
people, or more accurately a combination of both. Most likely the later, all be it the other seems
true. Depending on the context, it doesn’t help at all. If anything those psychics who report ghosts
on courses, have tended to be watching other peoples issues play out.
Certainly when you know the issue involved, and they do not! as its your minds way of broadcasting
on all frequencies maybe. Do not call me, i will call you. in which case, you may want to inform your
clients to control their thoughts more. I’ve been in meetings and seen dentists playing with her
teeth, eyes popping out as she stares to someone else, and a lot of other comical images, which
almost gets you asking. Is something bothering you? don’t worry. I’ve learned discretion (not really)
like when i asked my mum what granddad stokes was doing sitting o the loo. Which resulted in
tears, shouting and accusations of me ripping the family apart.
Why because i can see spirit, and she can not, i can contact the other site, and this moment of grief.
Being a funeral and all meant she wanted her dad close. Which is probably why i saw it, but what i
wanted to know, was the context, and it never got that far. i.e. why the loo.
Now this presents problems for any budding beginner, i know its not spirit, but then what happens
when i get touched in a meeting room, and i think the views are shared, but it could also be mine,
and i know i could be just pressing an issue in a family dispute as i get vague, as there is no proof.
Unless someone turns around and give you lots of facts, which in itself seems hard. As the problem
with your mind, or mine at least. Is this when you almost feel your getting close, and your having
something alien presented to you, your mind rebels resists and pushes it away.
Which is what it was like in the beginning, and you relax, and it clears and things move on, but that
could just mean i’m crazy rather then psychic. Actually why aren’t. I claiming benefit> i could have
signed off to some new disorder scitzohrina, or bi polar, or something like that.
Yes doctor, i get halucigencics, yes doctor i get voices, yes doctor they aren’t me, arse i’ve blown it
again, because i can distinguish, wait no doctor its pressing in, i can’t concentrate it takes my mind
off with it. have you tried resisting it, the pressure, (insert tears here) i’m crap at this.
Psychics don’t exist, you can’t have telepathy, ignore my research on proving it at range, and that i
know thats the case, and well... oops have blown it again? Probably not, i hate to sell out, and
there’s too many psychics/would be psychics who are using it as an excuse to get drugs, and its
probably gone backwards, as people pressure people into conforming rather then trying to master it.
Then again ,perhaps the insane asylums are full of people who tried to look past the veil, see god
and cracked under the strain, ever break your mind and put it back again? I have by accident, but its
perhaps not something you want to do.
However i have had enough hits on the other, and on auras when i’ve got curious to prove there is
more in play then it would first appear. As i also look to the other images, which aren’t visual but

the static flashes you get in your head. Perhaps when you touch something, or when theres
someone who really wants to talk to you, or when your dreaming/meditation as its the same thing.
Almost.
Theirs different frequencies of the mind, as it slows down , relaxes and it seems to come through the
more grounded/relaxed you are. Its not what you want, when your working on site, and someone
enters the room, and you keep getting them, over and over. Then he fucks off on holiday and it
stops, then you get them again. A link? Hmmmmm i think so.
Just a shame i didn’t figure it out in time. So yes while most people wuld think that halucgienic auras
would be enough, nope sorry you have to have more. So thats throw in the static flashes image in
your head, thats throw in the voices, and energy sensations down your spine, your legs arms, and oh
have i missed anything, as i remember my other senses as well.
I suppose dreams count, but at least your in bed then. As the voices cut it half way, and show you
something, which seems to correspond to the rest of the stuff, and your being led by the noise, and
yet it could all be in your mind. as i have no real proof, of what it is, why it does it, or why it works.
Does it even work? its pissing me off, if only for the ambiguity. How dare they show me something
which could relate to two things, don’t you know that kind of fucks it up. Yes laugh it up, you
bastards, remove the ambiguity, and specify the link, and that includes politicians and business as
well!
And this is all at once, i have no idea if it corresponds in real time to what i’m writing/doing and or
thinking or if its compleatly unrelated. Like the women who’s moving house. If only because they
won’t say, and it seems deliberate to show it, when i can almost, but not always shoe horn it into
something else. Perhaps that’s the irony of a picture, an image of a thousand words, unless you get
it repeatedly, off the same people.
In which case i keep files, or did. Though i still couldn’t figure which one it was. Not that it matters,
and i could make a guess, but that’s not really spirit. I still have to apply logic and well it sucks.
Just spit it out, and tell me what you think, spirit is a lousy medium, if you pardon the pun. As i’m
not sure it is yet. Facts matter, figures too. Oh for some facts, and the details other people seem to
get, assuming they do.

At least some progress is made
ZZZZZZZZZZZzzzzzzzzz
Now i have already linked back enough experiences for it to relate back to other people, and facts
which i could not now. but how does it work, and what does it know?
And i’m not sure how to write it up, other then to say how it operates on me! perhaps i’m new at
this, perhaps i’m crap but i can be minding mu own business trying to listen while doing something
and multiple occurrences threads can be occurring simultaneously.

And themes seems to develop over a time period, worse its clearly opinionated. Perhaps i get a
pleasure sensation reinforcing my view, perhaps i get a love you, perhaps i get a hostile view,
perhaps i’m minding my own business. When an energy sensation comes up to me. i get a voice/an
idea and an image and it doesn’t agree with my world view.
Of course this could almost sound like real people in flesh and bone, with the exception its
happening in real time, all in my mind. i can try and listen to them, and i can refuse to force it. in
which case, i may get an energy sensation like my legs moving on. but then i also get a voice
sounding like someone i know. “cocksucker”, or another image. Perhaps one which will motivate me,
playing on my love for Stephanie, or someone else i know.
Its not real, for those voice may sound like the views of the real people involved, but they can not
know what’s happening in real time, unless its telepathy, and if its not that, then its an illusion, and
yet the other voices come unannounced.
Worse i can have a conversation, with something there and share an idea, but that idea will have no
substance, no value as it stands currently, or more importantly doesn’t seem to contain any
information, like facts or figures i don’t already know.
Ergo how can i rule out illusion and prove I’m sane. This is going on everyday and while i may get
hits, and be shown something which proves for an instant its “spirit” or a guiding hand, the rest of
the time, its gibberish. Worse my own views have to come in, i can’t do anything without my own
mind kicking in and analysing it.
At which point where do my own private thoughts cease and others begin. So i’m obviously insane,
only not really because i can either trust it, ignore it, fear it or do something else besides. Which is
where the problem sets in.
And if you think, lying on your bed, and listening to it. to prove the point will clarify it. think again. I
just end up with the Buddhist calm, and static/stray images filtering in and out, with little or no
context, and then i move on and i think about doing something again, and it comes back. Arse. I give
up, if only i hadn’t linked things back to real people, and real times on those few occasions, i could
live in the world of ignorance is bliss or rather it perhaps would be more accurate to state they are
scared to speak their mind, as they disguise their fear, and well whinge instead... screw that! I want
to know instead, as this should be fun, assuming people played ball!
And don’t rip people down, what ever happened to the love, the trust, and well the building
something great, and i don’t mean harmful restrictions as you defend you way of life, in the
ignorance that the are right, and you are wrong. Because oh you can’t handle that and need to
impose your morality and your ideas on them, just to be happy, and secure.
How you love your safety blanket, which makes life a living hell, because you refuse to let it go, and
relax instead. don’t you know its your fault, your perspective which is wrong? Allegedly and well you
can simply change it and enjoy life instead...

The Rosetta stone for an instant, in a blink of an eye.

This is where i can force it, down the middle line. You see if i take a leap of faith i can do some
radical. I can assume everyone on the planet who has ever lived, has largely told the truth. I can
assume they have in reality from their perspective wanted to say the right thing, and help people,
and or express a world view, which has been driven from their experience.
This of course sounds sickly sweet, but from where i sit, from what i see and what i do, all the
religions for a moment could be right, if only i refuse to believe anything they say. Worse i can see
how the leap of faith takes you, as i stop and think about it.
I’m going to ignore everything i see and do, and for this moment in time. I’m going to rationalise it
out. i can symapthise with budha and go its illusion, i can see why others would warn you off it, say
its evil, say its lies, i can sympathise with those who say, sit back and trust it, its helping you out
(sometimes, i could write reams on that one) and i can even symapthise with the medium on stage,
who has no idea, if its going to come or not, if they are going to get the solid fix, and goes i can cold
read the bugger, why do i need to hear anything.
You see, most people are morons, transparent and just wnat to be told what they want to hear, and
well telepathy covers that one, and yet none of its right.
I can’t say what it is, i can’t even pin point it accurately, all i know is that its not right and its not
wrong from a certain perspective, now i can artificially bring this together

Mending the breach
Stop learning, and just preach, preach, preach unity, forgiveness and laugh as perhaps budha, and
the “greats” were wrong, perhaps the crappy medium down the pub, is better then all the rest and
figured it out, could learn what they could not, and the analytical mind takes you where no place can
go. perhaps its all an act, we’re being played with, and we’re being shown what we need to move it
on. perhaps, its nothing to do with us, perhaps none of us new, so we made it up.
We came up with our own idea, as i can and perhaps will do, which will explain it, i can’t know for
sure so you believe it, and then you need to hold that view, because no one likes a turn coat.
No ones likes someone to backtrack, to express dobt to be wrong, and perhaps it can be all things,
and no things, and your many faiths and many beliefs, and then what? its all meaningless sin the
end.

Breaking the divide
Surely i can’t stay there, how can i. Its too much information and how can i be sure, i will not
sucombe to evil, to being “right” when i am not even now it gets difficult to write this, as my mind
already wants to listen, and i have to craft a view. But that view will almost certainly define me, be
judged and be preached at, and yet i don’t have enough information to state for sure.
Don’t you know that these religions, these greats which are trying to force belief on people. Are
probably wrong, why because if your right. you have no need to force it, as you know instead. so

why be insecure about it, you can relax and no one will push you off your point. which is why I have
an issue with belief.
Not knowing, causes problems, and solves nothing in the long run.
So what do i do? Say nothing, walk away which is perhaps the most sensible idea, and then what.
loose the middle ground? Loose the inner calm, as i try and solve it again, i can’t stay in no mans land
for ever, experience has to shape it. i can’t help but to learn something which will move me on. if
nothing else because, i loose my patience, and go to hell with this, that’s do that instead.
Do i loose the rosette stone, as the memory fades and i realise what the joining line was, do i get so
taken in by my own opinion that i forget what there’s was. do i what, do nothing? How can i do
nothing, i have to eat, i have to think and still the expect more of me, or is that just my selfish view?
I want to be the best, i want to know. Because belief doesn’t cut it. but i know that when i learn
what’s going on, i will loose everyone i have ever worked with, if i can’t co-operate it. can i even
come up with a conclusion and an explanation which will fit my mind, and satisfy me with so much
accuracy. That it will quell all doubt, all fear and unite the world.
Or will it be suspect? Will it have a leap of faith, and or a personal preference, as i side with someone
or another thing. Perhaps i go screw this, i can’t make my mind up, so i’m going to go with them
instead, why not they are the biggest religion, the minority, or that women’s hot..
But come on that isn’t me.
I can’t stand other people ,so perhaps worse i will refuse to listen to them, to side with their view,
because its not mine, and i may loose something that#s me. heck i want to win the noble peace prize
here. Garethism as i make my mark in the history books there i’ve done it. proved my point, and
they are all wrong!
Ok only because it was suggested once in dreams, but they were taking the piss at current rates.
Then again, perhaps if it wasn’t for that. I wouldn’t be humouring this write up, which is again bring
my professional opinion on how to spin and shape something which perhaps shouldn’t be spun...
Then again, thats the ego talking, or is that just life on earth?

Drop the name
Perhaps i should ignore it, drop the name, and focus on something else instead. as i resort to
seduction and lies, and flattery to get you where i need. Hell i’ll drop the antichrist if it makes you
feel any better, run on my own, under any name any party and i promise you this.
As i make a deal. I will only ever go back to it, and claim it as my own, if i solve the middle east peace
crisis, make my peace with Israel and well the race is on, can i be sweet and fulfil the prophacies... as
i recount my emails to the pope (which they ignored), and my simple explanation to solve the issue.

The Devils Grandsons speaks

Its simple, your take the devil and put him above god. “As if paris was worth a mass, the devils
worth the world” – gareth bowen and its not that hard to communicate. Hell it makes more sence
to bring atheistm and the religions in line.
Take the tree oflife, and makes the devil the void (nodes 1-3), chaos the infinite expanse, the
uncaring void. While god is moved below the cross to the higher self (nodes 4-6), and the bit which
communicates with the other gods, while the lower self (nodes 709) remains the lower and the son
of god, the devils grandson and the flaw is fixed. And well what’s seen in the 9’s will always come in
10. There is a point of no return, and the diagram explains it all as i draw a head around Rauch and
suddenly its no more the holy spirit, but the devil’s kiss instead, welcome tot he pleasure and
temptation of abstract thought.. nothing else needed this is it!

The Tree Explained

Can you believe, i wrote a 275,000 suicide note which turned into a rewrite of the bible. All because
of this one simple tree. Hidden on p149 of my draft work. the devils’ grandson speaks... my diagram
was better, as i had a head where roach was, and i’d drawn the cross in. (the abyss and the middle
piller)
Worse, I’d even gone as far as improving on mohammed and mapping the crone, the mother and
the daughter on to the trinities as well. He had a problem with the satanic veses and the three
pagan goddesses, which frankly could have mapped onto trinity as well. Which just shows what an
arrogant prick i am, as i fawn over the pvc clad trinity in the matrix instead.
If you know enough, and reveal the hidden page, and the sword in the stone, another analogy i
made up about this tree. You can understand the reason for the breach,and get people to the table
again, or rather get past the locals in Africa going on a killing spree in the devils name.
Can you please stop killing the witch, its pissing me off, ok I’m biased and well i am a witch, but plese
folks your going to have to deal with the devil because it isn’t constrained by faulty belief. Like god
who forgets the abstraction which comes before, and the flaw is fixed and can we move on now.
Thanks.
Hell, I was willing to die for it - to get this diagram this plan, to the people as i defy the evil emperor.
Pope Benedict Palpatine, to get it to the people, for freedom and beyond!
Ok i admit that and that little spirit message and date on petrol, but its not like i can be sure of that
message really i can’t. Other then it was very pressing at the time. Have i overly complicated, oh
dear.
How dare you censor knowledge, how dare you censor freedom as i look to my tarot deck, and the
spiritual book, the major arcane which maps to the paths, but thats a storey for another day.
Nothing to see here, the knowledge is hidden, and you traverse the tree, and you know it all. Just
don’t go insane when you pierce the veil and look into the void, as the devil bites. Just ignore the
Daath bit which is another name for the abyss, and any correspondence to star wars, as i’m sure
they weren’t talking the piss. Then again, perhaps they were...
As the rebel plans, the tree and the pentagram alliance, look to break the censors blockade, and
bring freedom to the people, as the time of unconditional love is here. Aquarius as i rise to the
theme, but perhaps this isn’t the time to place, to mention it yet!

Lower my opinion of it? Sure why not...
I can’t i’m sorry, its my idea! And well I’m a genius and you know it/love me really. *Fluttering
eyelids for the ladies, all though its been years since puppy dog eyes worked...*
Once you cross the point of no return, once you see it, feel it taste it, want it, you have to know and
that’s the problem, because knowing can’t last for long. Something else comes and moves it on.
that’s right i assumed too much, and now i’m shafted again. I thought it never lied, that’s what they
say, and then it did. Fortunately i got that lesson over with early. Others do not. perhaps you have to

be moron, a gullible fool, to channel correctly, to pass it on, perhaps they are better then me,
perhaps they are frauds and perhaps they have no idea and neither do i.
But i can’t say that can i. In this world, I’d be a laughing stock? Right. And yet, how can i not know,
not learn and not progress given time. Well i could go back with plan b. Sucide October 31st, but
that sucks really it does. Now the question is.

Do i share that view, when the time comes
Or commit suicide instead. the breach is here, in my own mind, i can almost taste success but is it
worth the prize, is the reward of not being able to relate to anyone again, worth it. do i even want
to know, and if i do, what will happen to me? what happens if i remove the doubt as already i am
out of touch with the common man, those who fear things i do not, i can’t be used to leaverage, i
can’t have friends because i know the alpha male will cause me or them to rip each other apart.
I will not kneel, i will not serve and i will not be a sheepl and yet i don’t want to go into people, argue
what i know to be right, why should i talk down to those morons, why should i engage them, they
are happy being wrong, why should i even shift them, hell they could even be right at this moment in
time what right do i have to move it on, to change the world and shape it?
Because i’m a prick? Because i have the same right as all of you, and we want whats best for people,
and what happens if i never break the deadlock, and never can know, what if they won’t let me,
what if i’m being used, and just a pawn in cosmic chess, and you can already sense the real life
similarities with a politician in this world, let alone the next!
Assuming their was a next. And its back to reincarnation and wanting to know. Where is the best
place for me, to cope with this life. I only want to love, to be equal and to be happy.
Though i’m not sure i can find that love here today.
Something has to give, and it can’ t be my mind, and its hard to get anyone who’s walked the walk,
talked the talk, and come to this moment in time. So why bother living, why bother dying? Why
bother doing anything, other then to live, and if i ahve to serve to live and be something i’m not, as i
get older and the chances of love diminish, i have to come to a realisation that perhaps the risks
aren’t worth it.
Perhaps i should, could and will sell out, and go for the money, which can (actually perhaps it could)
buy passionate sex, the only thing i love anymore, but it wouldn’t substain me for long, without the
connection, you can’t date a moron, and have any love there. You can’t be feel the thongs of
passion if its not real, perhaps i could pretend to myself for a night, but well its not the same thing,
and if i can’t achieve what i want in life, which is to help (not sure i want this, its just sometimes a
smile seemed worth it, if it was sincere? to know and to be happy. What’s the point? can i recall
that?
Once when i was doing i.t. people went that was cool, wow and it could only be simple you got
someting down from a few miniutes to a few seconds, and wow the world changed, as some
women were easily pleased as i recall writing my own audio tagger, replace that of third parties. Can

you believe they actually were sending macro key strokes to shareware? And worse it worked! I’ve
never seen something that theoretically implausible work in practice, as i go in and write it up
properly for once, as efficiency and timing become the only seious benech mark in coding for once.

Which is perhaps why you write it crap, and then woe them with you prowess when the time comes
to make the code illegible, and efficient again. Which works for politics too.
You se trying to hack a system which has been hacked to death is pointless. Its time consuming, ill
advised and error prone.
You first have to take a step back and work out the ideal model. Keep it simple then tune it
accordingly, or rather in the political sence, you go we’re going there. this is how we do it in a staged
withdrawal as we remove the crap, and replace it with the brand spanking new improved model
(see the economy, which means rewriting everything from the ground up) and continue from there
and then my views set in.

Whats my views got to do with anything
As i tie up loose ends, a political system, a computer system and a religious system are much the
same thing, at least in my mind. the approaches are the same to work it out and get to the point. i
can usually allow for a solid core, a solid generic spine,and the rest gets moved on from there.
I may have confused you here, and or getting lazy writing this one up as i compare and contrast
accordingly.
Take for example my views on Religion. proof by exeption. I look to what i can prove before i jumo
on the religious bandwagon and work from there.
Computing, i design and write a generic core system which is highly expandable, is quick to
maintain, but is slow as fuck. Till i tune it accordingly which of course makes everyone grin, which of
course comes at the prise of breaking from the pattern and meaning no one else has a chance of
understanding it, let alone testing it... because it works by magick ;) as its all in my mind! bit like
religion. Worse i add features which mean users can choose how it operates because where i see
the same thing.
As where they see a ford car, and a Toyota and go its different, i go neigh its the same bloody thing.
All in the granularity, it has a chasis, a frame, and engine and well its the same thing. When you write
your system to cater for both! Now this is important when it comes to politics.

Looking past our differences and seeing the same thing, learning to appreciate the subtle
customisation beneath the hood, and well treating it the same at least when it comes to desining a
model which works. Again see my economy and business example. As my resign may need a
revolution to complete. Which isn’t what i wanted, and may not make me flavour of the week.
Hacking the system it crap and pointless when its failed and goes bust every 20 years.

You have to realise you can’t keep tinkering and fire fighting and i say this in the business world too.
Bite the bullet stop prating around, quit your bitching and get back to the basics, and that includes
religion and you scientists as well.
You have to focus on the basics, and work outwards, come together and get your heads around it,
know instead and now I’ve lectured to the world.
I may as well go into the detail, as well. My personal preferences when it comes to anything
important, and what I’d do. If i said fuck this i want a [insert car], assuming i knew what car i wanted.
Which i don’t because i no longer consider them important anymore... not true, but a cars, a car and
i only want to get me there.
But like elections, and appealing to the morons, sheep, electorate, or is that the individuals
concerned... which is a problem, as i am never going to appeal, and this is why: I spoke my mind,
oooooooops another blunder, and another suck up blown! and that’s supposed to be a joke, but i
can see your not easily impressed, c’est la vie, and time moves on as i hate that clairvoyance crap
again. Leave me alone I’m trying to write here... (mo molem? With her arms crossed! Like that’s
going to do any good... not sure it was her, i just invented a name...)

How do i act, how do i think, and its politics as usual from here!
(not really, as there is nothing normal about any of this! Other then it is normal, which is the point...)
Now i warn you my ideas may offend, and they may impress and some of you will love me, and
others will hate me, but know this i love you regardless (not really) but i can see past my own
foundations, and i respond in kind, i love the flaw and i look to build upon it, if not, i will always have
a laugh instead.
Loose the fear, or i will break you in tears, and have done as your refuse to listen, and its all in your
mind, but that’s enough to move you on, and destroy the church in the process. So you have been
warned i do not play nice, with those who would seek other for leverage to their own selfish ends,
your books are crap, i rewrote the bible from my own perspective, its not out yet, and i may even
destroy it, as i can’t write for shit.
But know this, if you come to me with your bibles, with your Koran and your holy books, and belief i
will laugh at you, scorn you and destroy you.
You are nothing to me, know instead, or stay silent. Its the witches way, and your experiences count
more than theirs! Now just be honest and we will get on fine, if not then you better trust your gods,
because the devils going to come, and rip you apart, i am the devil, don’t you believe it, just know it
instead as i love to ham it up, and play on words.
Its’ all in the small print, so i really am born for politics, just know i i am on your side, as i seek to
defend your freedom, and theirs as well, not much else i can do, other than share my views, trying
to keep the perspective, and speak my mind as follows...

General Overview Morality in politics, and my views...
It shouldn’t be allowed, no man nor women has a right to dictate to another how they should live
their life, and what their guiding philosophy should be. therefore debate on the morality of the
situation is pointless, and you do as you will. The only issue is risk and exposure to none consenting
adults, and if any processes should be put in place, to prevent said risk, that is parliaments job.
Moral guidance is the job of teachers, the church and shouldn’t be about making man in his or her
own image.

Stem cell, genetic research and black holes
I have no issue with people choosing their gender and or experimenting with their own bodies,
however what i do object to is if that same experimentation is going to cause a risk to other people.
For example will those physicists create a monster plague and wipe out all life on earth out or cause
the planet to be sucked into a singularity, which is a matter of parliament of risk, not morality. and
Ergo what if anything is the risk i the risk assessment, and how are they going to prevent and or
minimise the risk, as I’d hate for them to be wrong once.
If their is a risk it should be prevented, i care not if its morally right to do something or not, and well
if we can split the atom, then I’m sure could do something else accidently when things mutate and
get ahead of us. Which is the problem with doing anything for the first time, you don’t really know
till you’ve tried it, and do you really want to be doing it on planet earth, or even this solar system...
Ok perhaps we aren’t there yet, but things can get out of control and destroy other things and upset
the natural order, while selection of the fittest and improvement is certainly apart of life.
So if someone does hit on a gene sequence which destroys the other then perhaps it would have
happened anyway, and well what is meant to be, is meant to be.
And well perhaps living in a world which is over run by killer zombies would be entertaining, but only
if i have access to arms.

The right to bare arms
I have covered this many times, and state that any law which doesn’t have the consent of 100% of
the population is an unjust one, and is the minority imposing its will, and while you may argue its
democratic your still imposing an evil act, and nothing will ever change that.
You have no right to subjugate the people, and force them to conform to your ideas, you want them
to consent to it.
You have the same rights as any government, and as long as the people feel the need to bare arms,
we all have that right. i don’t care how many of you there are, no amount of coming together under

a flag or banner is going to change the fact you can’t impose your will on me, and democracy has
nothing to do with it. you can’t tell me what to do, as i know if the people loose their right to arms
then their is nothing stopping you, from taking absolute dominion over all living things, unless we
destroy the lot. Which we won’t as long as any government maintains the right to control them.
Ergo i want them too, and they shouldn’t be restricted, we are each our own sovereign state, the
samurai, and if you fuck me over i will fuck you over, simple as that, do not fire until fired upon, and
may us all live in peace, and learn to respect each other, for who we are and make a better life of it.
Amen and yes, i have no issue with individuals have a nuclear arsenal, as long as its safe and the
radiation isn’t going to expose on me...
Reminds me, if your going to attack me with it, perhaps i need to take precautions and remove you
and shit its back to another arms race, and well maybe the safest thing to do, is to say i don’t care. I
have no arms, and if you go into me, then you are evil and i will take the moral high ground, and die
for the good of man.... as i cringe sitting between two armies and hope they come to their senses in
time, and realise they don’ really t need them, and in fact we can actually work together on this,
which in theory would be a win, win situation if they can learn to share and live in harmony with the
word.
And so it goes someone has to start somewhere, and make the first move. And it may as well be me,
assuming i was in charge, i am a leader after all! and someone has too. To calm things down!

And its back to gambling again..
Now i prefer creative solutions to the worlds problems, not restrictions, hence i don’t like laws that
force people into doing things, i’d rather agencies went down the line of we will give you this award,
this standard if you take these safety proportions, to protect the public. i.e. gambling and people
choose to opt in, and abide by them.
That way if you wanted to have a private game, you could do so, with a rake and it wouldn’t matter.
Hll invite a few friends along, and no law is broke, but if you needed to get bigger then you could
apply for the licence, and abide by the regulations, people of course will be aware of what standards
mean, and what protection they get, and hence will be taught to look for them.
If anyone tries to defraud the people, by saying they are a member, and abide by those strict
standards of that government organisation. Then well they are guilty of deception and should be
executed* accordingly...
So i see no reason, why online gambling can’t take place, and i have enjoyed it myself. Refusing to
pay out, is of course a crime and should be criminalised.
Now gambling on credit is a stupid idea, and shouldn’t be allowed. However this does break the free
will argument, and if they can pay it back, what gives you the right to not accept that credit card.

Licensing laws 24 hour drinking on demand

No issues with this, as long as they don’t cause a nucience, I’d rather people were breaking up and
going home at all hours, then at the same time. Period. The more available something is, them more
they chill, and from what i see the bars are empty of late

No alcohol in system while driving, period
And yes water should be free, and i know it is in bars, but i thought I’d remind people, as bottled
water is such a waste of time. Which is ironic because your forced to pay for it at home.
and i won’t drink and drive period,, but then what about mouth wash and all those other false reads
and reflect, perhaps 0 levels won’t cover it after all. Then i reflect on my chess playing ability, and
realise i actually beat the computer more while plastered out my mind, which makes me debate the
science again, and i think tiredness is worse, but even so. I won’t drink and drive period, and in my
current dire states i only drink tap water (which is free) at the bar... unlike the metered crap at
home, and their dodgy meter readings, as it jumped from 12 units a quarter to 32,36, then 128.
They charged me for it, refused to answer my calls, and then it goes back to 12 again, strange that,
as i remark how defensive they are.
Barman please take his keys, he can’t handle he’s booze.
And in the meantime I do nothing, my taps still leak, and they are well pissing me about with their
lawyer call centre shut downs, which isn’t helping anyone here. On second thoughts don’t drink
water, they may actually end up charging people for it, and that would be bad, not that anyone’s
going to stop drinking beer, as how else would get laid around here!
Not that its linked to drinking and driving but water is a commodity which everyone needs, and i
think these water companies are fucking it up.
However rest assured i drink sometime when I’m not driving, and used to a lot when on the pull.
though these days tends to be more when cuddled up with a film, red wine, and what what ever
happened to the birds... none here, asi learn to use water to ensure a safe evening, all be it. i still
have got auras on 4 pints of beer, so alcohol doesn’t seem to dull it, but that’s another storey
again, as i approach a women, just because i saw something, bloody waste of time, didn’t even sign
up on my site, this isn’t working, and there’s got to be an easier way instead. TAXI

The drinking age, in favour of lowering it - yes
Frankly i have no issue with kids drinking alcohol from a young age with parents, and if anything it
should and would be encouraged to create a more balanced and sensible drinking culture when
they are older. This works on the French theory of if you ply them with red wine, force them to drink
it from an early age at dinner, they will immediately resent it, rebel and go no where near it again.
Simple easy, and avoids all that hassle, and would you rather they were drinking inside a pub, under
the watchful eye of management, or our on the streets, causing abuse and or being a risk unto
themselves, assuming you think they shouldn’t be drinking of course.

Responsibility of pubs and casino’s to watch out for people
People who have drank too much, and who are addicted shouldn’t be allowed to gamble/drink. If
people look to not be in control then those institutions should be encouraged to refuse them and
direct them to places where they can get help.

The need to Stamp out intolerance in our pubs and clubs
A few days ago i was researching into the background on the island of jersey. And i was horrified to
discover one of the clubs had banned fat people, on the grounds the island would tilt if two many
were congregated in the same place.
Worse was to come as two days later i was banned from the angel pub in Durham for advertising,
which came without warning and neglected to mention the fact i had been advertising their fore
weeks/months on a public shelf.
The real reason, appears to be either i was drinking water or more likely the fact that i was a witch
and or psychic. As when i calmly walked in and was told “sorry mate, your bared” one of the patrons
turned and called me freak, and he was singing get religion out the bar the night before which i have
no objection to.
However i do object to being insulted for being psychic and a witch and how the pubs and clubs are
moving to side with intolerance. Incidentally i had got a few auras the night before on christs
crucifiction walking into the bar, amongst other things. So I’m not impressed, when all i was doing
was trying to have a quiet drink in a bar I’ve been drinking for years, as it seems sitting on your own,
is an offence now.
Either way i would look to holding these club owners and landlords criminally liable, with the loss of
their licences. As we need to go back to promoting articles 10 and article 9 before all freedom is lost
in this country. As i hate to have any part of any country and or any people who would burn the
witch.
Now process your own fear, and stop trying to blame other people for your own problems, as
Christians and atheists alike are all the same. As the look to censor other people, other ideas
because they know they have lost the debate. Which is the source of their fear, as they resent the
fact they could be wrong, and yet if they knew, they would have nothing to worry about, and why is
that?
Exactly.
In the meantime my police on religion is i only talk about it, when people ask. As too many people
get scared when you start speaking your mind. which is another debate, and another problem and
what happened to pubs being the core of the social of Europe.
Either way, i am deeply offended and deeply upset, and if anything will be a contributory cause to
my suicide. As people never learned to help people, which is the flaw. see economic policy for more.

Drug use and smoking tobacco
You have the right to choose, and the right to be taxed to buggery to pay for the NHS and or the
increased risk you bare... and people have the right not to be harmed in kind.
Someone eating hash cakes isn’t going to bother me and neither is sticking a needle in their arm,
smoke however does, as someone smoking and causing me to die is! And it should be remarked i
have known heroine dealers and coke users and they have seemed fine from using generally, though
i remember one occasion where some bad pills made some people i know very ill. Which is why it
has to be legalised, and the quality checked, and the risks, side effects and the strength clearly
marked out
That way people don’t have to buy from dodgy sources, and we raise taxes to pay for the health
care.
Children aren’t stupid, and telling them lots of bull and or propaganda will only further the gap
between the generations, the cultures and of course loose the respect of the people involved.
Anyone being forced, pressured into taking stuff, peer pressure and everything like that, should be
treated harshly, and perhaps be treated as a physical assault once someone has clearly said no
once...
And the closes i came to taking anything was at a party which reeked of the stuff, and i didn’t inhale
as this paper tube with a joint was passed around, which sounds sad but it probably didn’t matter
considering the state of the carpet, anyway no ill effects here. Maybe i should have smoked it, or
gone with the pills and the sex thing.
I tend to prefer a clear mind, and I’d hate to even try the effects of mixing the psychic thing with
some of the drugs out there, as its bad enough getting halucigenic auras with a sane mind, then
adding something else to the mix...

And on the subject of rape and bdsm relationships...
No means no, but only if that was said, i have seen to many women go with “not with someone who
doesn’t fancy me”, or ask me later, and later change their storey afterwards, it seems we have a
culture where women have taken to use it regardless and this perhaps does a disservice to those
who haven’t consented, and being pissed out of your mind, and or high on drugs having sex, and
waking up the next day, and going omg, as they realise what will my friends say doesn’t count for
rape. .. not that i’ve been there.
But it annoys me, when a women goes your rapping me, pauses then stops wipes your dick with her
own spittle so you can enter her, and then continues as noting is wrong. especially in a bdsm
relationship where physical contact is sometimes deemed controversial.
Their are some messed up minds out there, and I’ve been physically bruised by a women, and so
swollen its taken weeks for the swelling to go down, and i didn’t even notice the pain at the time,

and even if i did, its unlikely i could have removed her, stopped her from her current position of on
being on top.
Perhaps its the gothic world, and being chained down and whipped is ok by me, as is fire and ice and
i have done the same back. The problem with this is, what happens when accident happen.
And my view is, if your consenting to this type of thing, the risk is on your head, as is being tied
down, and in my case being raped by a women, because i wanted protection and she didn’t have the
gaul or the patience to wait, so her bits touched mine, which technically is a situation overlooked in
british law.
Not that it matters, i was reported clean as far as british std checks go, and she was considered the
same. though i didn’t know that at the time, of the sexual encounter! And as i was in handcuffs at
this point, its hard to do anything other then protest loudly, while she enjoys the show, and well
takes pleasure in the hard on, which your going to get anyway at that point as it doesn’t go down at
that point, and I’m not sure how i would have reported that one, if at all.
Unwanted physical contact, and touching is a crime, however people can and do consent to a lot of
the rough stuff, and frankly if you want to beat the living shit out of each other, and consent to the
rough stuff then fine by me, as i do it (or did) all the time.
Just play safe, and realise who your going home with. Not every one bites, and drugs and or alcohol
can make even the most sweet of girls turn into monsters as they make you eat their Pusey, which
was enjoyable, or would have been enjoyable if the change wasn’t so swift.
So if you think women need protection, then i want to know who you’ve been dating, as i think i
picked the vampires, and i even know one bloke who had his head fractured by a women in sex.
If this had happened the other way, i bet he would have been languishing in prison right now, for i
am small build, but he was muscular, and well while I’ve dabbled in a few klingon style relationships,
though saying that i do like the soppy romantic soft love as well, before everyone wants to just beat
the shit out of me..

Abortion – yes, the women has the right to choose, till the waters break
Why: child not legal entity until born, spirit presumably doesn’t inhabit body until sometime during,
and from what i can see with spirit, its seems that you know anyway what the mother would do, as i
have almost proven reincarnation theory to myselef, ergo its a none issue, and she will have to live
with it regardless.
Yes i appreciate life is life, and that the people have a right to protect a life, however if you don’t
recognise it legally you have an issue, especially when complications occur during child birth and you
have to make a choice, sperm and an egg don’t a child make, which is why i tend to leave this one up
to doctors, and i wouldn’t want to hinder their beliefs, but the mother needs to be allowed to go
ahead with her wishes, and no one should stop her or censor on this ground.

Now the man, has no say in this. If the man doesn’t want to bring up the child. then he shouldn’t be
forced to provide for it, and likewise he shouldn’t have access to it either. If he however agrees that
the child should be born, he in my view is contractually obliged to bring up this child, and pay for it.
Now this may seem strange, but a man while being responsible for the inception can and never will
be in a position to force a women to abort or continue with a pregnancy its an impossible concept,
and while he’s view may be shared and acted upon, in the final hour it will rest with the mother, and
its up to the men, to choose what he is going to do.

Segregation of the sexs, full frontal nudity, unisex bathrooms and mixed
bathing and things like that...
Not sure this is really a policy, other then i see no objection to it, you get used to it, even pulled in a
girls bathroom at a club once, only place to get a decent conversation, and well everyone knows i
have a hot tub, so i would be more comfy with women, then blokes, especially joint showers, so is
this too roman for you or what?...
So yeah, breast feeding in public, see through skirts, and topless in the high street, what ever, don’t
care garden of Eden stuff, and kids only freak out because adults condition them to be sexually
repressed, and as for anyone doing anything untoward, like excreting bodily fluids thats technically
assault, bit like smoking i suppose, not that a naked women is attractive, the corsets set them off
better, but you know what i mean... i think.

Suicide and euthanasia
I have no issue with suicide, as its perhaps the only way to get a divorce from the bitch upstairs,
psychic auras/clairvoyance, and well human stupidity in general.
The system and people have no right to interfere in the sovereign right of another individual, unless
they consent to it.
Now as for assisted suicide, i agree with the principles of euthanasia on principle. Ie. If they can
indicate and have chosen to kill themselves then so be it, and then i remember the T-4 program in
natzi germany, and the soviets with their sluggish progressing scitzophrenia program to remove
political dissidents, and of course the similar program followed by the british police, and the social
welfare office which i fell fowl of.
Your views, will get you locked up, which is clearly wrong and my original idea of allowing 2 doctors
to sign of on euthanasia is clearly flawed. As it’s clear the system can’t be trusted to carry out a
person’s will and would abuse and use it, to silence people for their own selfish ends.
So if you want to do suicide do it yourself, and no one has the right to interfear, and no one has the
right to illegally break into a persons home, because of the religious prejudices of the majority
which regrettably is what happens.

Ergo euthenaisa is a problem, as how can you check if the person wants it or not? if they can clearly
indicate it, and ask for it, then maybe, perhaps video tape, in full front of the public, as i have no
issue with that, but while we have the likes of the mental health act, and these abuses of power in
soical services and the health industry at large, as well as their incompetence when it comes to
questioning the law.
We have an issue. As i once thought people were intelligent, and could judge with their own minds,
but i firmly believe that some of these people, would go
“yes they were ill, they clearly must die! There, there all better now, as we’re only following
protocol, nothing we can do... surely that’s right, as we are incapable of thinking with our own
independent minds..”
And so i fear while hitlers heart may have been in the right place when it comes to removing people
who can’t support and live on their own, it may have gone overboard, and while you may care for
people who want to be cared for, anyone who can state their own mind, should be allowed to do as
they will as that is the whole of the law.
In the meantime, you have no right to interfere with anyone , as its none of your god dam business,
unless it is directly causing harm or effecting another! And the word your looking for is consent,
which is obviously wasted on some people hence the problem with euthanasia in general, unless you
can be sure it is their will!

MENTAL HELATH ACT BREACHES OURHUMAN RIGHTS
I WANT TO SUE
The power to lock people up against their will must be abolished, if a person does not want
treatment, it should be illegal, no one should have the power to break into a mans home! PERIOD.
It’s a breach of religious freedom, privacy and is a criminal act, and its happening today, and we
need to close it down now, fast as these people are trying to interfear with the beliefs of others,
purely on the bases they can’t come to term with their own.
Hence they lash out and invent “illnesses” like schizophrenia to silence belief, and the freedom of
control, which is something derived in the 19th century by people who could not comp rend the
notion of telepathy/spirit and any form of spiritual development and thus decided to classify it as an
illness in order to safeguard their own incompetence.
Rather like the kingdom of the blind, and the bind man, silencing anyone with sight, as who wants to
progress and grow and well live in peace...
And it seems Christians are the worse offenders, based on my personal experiences todate.
As NO WAY SHOUDL ANYONE HAVE BROKEN INTO MY HOUSE ON THE SAY SO OF MY MOTHER, AS
SHE IS AN INTOLLERENT BITCH WHO HAS NO RESPECT FOR SATANISM OR ANY OTHER BELIEF SET.

Which is how the game is played. You have a right to privacy, you have a right to your beliefset, and
you have a right to teach it, and you have a right to live your life without someone trying to lock you
up, against your will because you dare to learn what they do not!
It seems talking about things in this country, is dangerous for your health! I wouldn’t have believed
it, if i hadn’t seen it, and it scares me how quick they work, one phone call a visit from strangers and
that is it. your committed, and all because you spoke your mind.
Now which part of i’m a BDSM psychic gothic pro European satanic communist witch did it? the
Europe bit? The satanist bit? The communist bit? Or was it the bdsm bit? And well who cares, it
shouldn’t have been allowed to happen! Period
Read my lips article 8 it’s none of your god dam business what i get up to in the privacy of my own
home! And the fact that these people can’t tolerate other peoples belief sets, and anyone of
intelligence scares the crap out of me, they are looking to shut anyone down who dares question the
name, and authority in general.
I’m sorry you have a brain, your obviously insane, you must be taken in! derived of your rights,
locked up against your will and well who cares? because we’re following orders and it’s time to burn
the witch again...
And if you think i’m exaggerating think again, as here’s my storey and its happening now, and if
someone like me with 2 houses, who runs www.thesextree.co.uk, has written books, started on
radio and developed courses an be taken in, be very afraid because those chrisitans are looking for
blood, and anyone who dares speak up is liable to find themselves on the receiving end of this act.
And you thought china was bad! We are worse, as no one seems to care anymore about your legal
rights, and the damage it can do to your career, no wait perhaps thats why they do it! as after all
how dare you speak your mind!
And please in mind, the people who committed me, had assaulted me 2 weeks earlier at a funeral.
Purely for speaking my mind, that saying you should worship christ to be saved was wrong!
And this is what promoted it, and you come here to my door, on the orders of that bitch, my mother
and you want me to let you in! please. You can speak to me on my door, as it’s none of your god
damn business, is what it is!
Unfortunately i didn’t tell them where to stick it, and tried to be polite instead, and talk about my
beliefs, theories and writings which is why the locked me up i guess!
In the meantime, what follows may shock and may disturb you, because that is the state of Britian
today and are the events whic take place over the time frame 27/10/2008 – 29/10/2008

I’m a goth get me out of here (27/10/2008 – 29/10/2008)
[the original journal entry posted to www.thesextree.co.uk/gothiclight the hour before i had a
bath, and the police came round...]

random knock on the door which interupted my programming for the day, as i look through the spy
hole and see 4 people standing outside...
what's going on here, I wounder as I open the door to find some women from social services, a
psychiatrist, my gp and a rather charming carer women (at least i think she was that, i missed the
role call on the names with my surprise!)
now the other women was vile, while my gp seemed cool it's been awhile since i last went for
anying, and i can't really say much about the other bloke, seemed harmless enough, as he kept his
mouth shut, and avoided digging too many holes.
in the meantime it seems my mum, jill bowen has called them out, as they are concerned about my
health, and this vile women thinks it should be private, because you can't talk on the doorstep.
well i'm not having any of it, and i'm anoyed at my mums incompetance when it comes to this type
of thing.
in the meantime, i have these 3 neutral people and one hostile one and i have to make a decision
how much information do i tell them, regarding my research/experience on the psychic side. as this
psychologist could either be one of the good guys, or the bad guys and the women is clearly carying
a chip on her shoulder and shouldn't be bringing it to work.
as the very mention of belief, and the satnaist side means this is going to get political fast, if not
because i will make it so.
now shes clearly been told i have an interest in the law, though i must admit i haven't memorised
the mental helth act, as i wounder if that women i slept with is her bos/works in her department...
in the meantime that's it with my mum, i can't deal with their incompetance, and their petty
prejudices when it comes to learning anything new. perhaps i should class chrisitanity as a mental
illness, as it makes you stupid.
but that would only paint me in their shoes, in the meantime i sold my manifesto as the psychic
bdsm gothic pro european satanic communist witch, which is perhaps enough to make me look
insane, after all pro-europe in this kneck of the woods please!
now what else to do, as i casually mention the suicide plan i had which spawned that (275,000 word)
book draft, which is clearly the rewrite of the bible from the satanic perspective, and had the idea of
hanging myself off he a1 with the american, isrally, iranian flags with an empty fuel can underfoot.
and censored to death on the top as a peace overture... and i even mentioned the fact i had a
photogopraher interested, and the idea of getting some film rigging (to rig the death)
but assuming i do it for real, which is my legal right. why not? based on the assumption that
everyone dies and once you come to terms with that, your left with a choice deciding how you want
to go out, and what you want to do with the remaining time if any.

now based on the incompetance as man, i see no issue with prolonging life, if you can fulfil a political
agenda better with death. assuming it would make an impact of course, all be it the idea of killing
people would ethically taint me. i prefer the budhist marters who set fire to themselves as a form of
political protest.
not that i would do that, because it would spoil the reincarnation expriment, which they didn't get to
hear about, as we only touched on the existence is paradox, their are no rules bit, as i tried to get
them to sign up on the site.
as lets face it, i am so public and have written so much all their answers are here, and for my parents
too if they could ever get over their prejudices, and insecurities and learn to open up, listening
would help to, but not anymore as i wash my hands of it.
in the meantime, i have upgraded the profiles to show the number of profile views i was toying with
playing with the skins after faceparty trashed their site.
my profiles no longer on there, and they seem a more childish version of this one, unfortunatly htey
still have some users, while mines only begining, so perhaps i will pick p thte intelecturals they have
so clearly lost.
in the meantime, i'm anoyed that i didn't ask how you get to have 4 people come out like that,
sounds just the thing to screw people over.
in the meantime the vile women asked about seeing things in advance, which i was none commital
about/fobbed off. as i think a few months back i had a dream sequence of people like them coming
over, which was toyed with me giving cards out in the church, so i may or may not have messed up
writting about it.
now if i recall right i converted the psychologist with my books, but i'm not sure if i was supposed to
invite him in. not that it matters anyways, as dreams are just a dream as i hate timeline dreams...
lol and going back over stuff, it makes me wish i had made better notes, now the last hting i need is a
psychologist stealing my ideas (though my stuffs copyrighted to buggery, with the amount of
emailed drafts going around) not that i think he would, i just wounder if i should have done more
with him, pressed his buttons, and hers...
so much for the surprise element in future, in the meantime the career women hung back and said i
made a good sales man, i liked her vibe... but not the "mental health act" women, which if i recall
rightly has no teeth in this scenarios, ergo what's she on?
perhaps she really needs to be seen by the psychiatrist bloke, and or needs to get laid, as she strikes
me as someone who could cause a lot of damage to stupid people, if she was left on her own...
Which is perhaps why you get lots of them instead.

maybe i should have invited the other 3 in, and told her to stay out, as i'm not sure she is going to
cope with the belief thing, but that just an assessment off the top of my head, based on how she
lead...
f***ing moron!
next! as i reflect on the inteligance of the others, and if they were any good or not...
uck, talk about vile, she should be banned from visiting anyone from now on, if i got my way, as i
wounder what the odds that dh could be her boss or not, probably not...
pity, as if she wants politics she got it, in spades....
[what happened next]
you wouldn't believe what happened over the last 2 days.
as after those 4 people came to my door on monday, and as a way of reminder the one where i
picked up religious/prejudice from that women who worked in social services and goes by the name
of Yvonne Traver the following happened.
I had a bath, then I heard a bangng at the rear of my house as i woundered what the fuck was going
on, when i had what sounded like a front door being broken down. i started to get up, as i heard
shouting and the lights going out, and to my amasement i found what looked like 6 coppers in my
living room, wanting to see me, with one coming up stairs wanting to speak, as i rapidly stood naked
in full view of him, trying to dry off/get my clothes on.
which wasn't good for my mood, as I continued to rush to cover up to find out what the fuck they
were doing in my living room/kitchen and what they had done to my house, all became clear, or not!
as they avoided questions, and said they had to take me in, because of the orders of this women, as i
try and account for the reason for this breach of privacy, illegal search seisure/damge to
property/tresspass bearing all the hallmarks of the entick v carington case/emotional distress, and
everything else which was going on at this moment in time.
trying to get photos, didn't help and they split the entire door frame right down the middle of the
rear door, as the copper said don't worry we will replace that, while they sought to take me outside
to the 2 police cars which were waiting out front...
as i notice the social services women, and try to count the number of how many people are in my
property!
as they lead me outside, saying i'd been sectioned and took me to their cars. putting cuffs on me,
which was unnecessary as i was co-operating quietly, as i try to sort this mess out, and at least 2
witnesses were witnessing the act of me being put in cufs from the far end of the street, as lets face

it 2 police cars and what seemed to be 4 policemen (as told by the copper, later in the car) got in.
this isn't subtle, as i try and calculate the amount of financial damage i have been put to, and how
this is going to spin in the press/public eye.
as i get into the car, they drive me to darlington and the police argue in circles ignoring human rights
law, and it rapidly becomes clear, nothing i am going to say or do is going to influence matters here.
in the meantime, they tell me that the ONLY reaon they are doing this, is because that women
Yvonne Traver had lied/told them that i had shut the door in their face, hence why they had no
choice but to do it.
this was a lie, because i had written the other journal entry up first, and this carer women had hung
back and continued speaking to me, saying "good salemen" as the others including this women had
left, so it seems that she has commited a fraud.
howeer at the time, i was being driven, this throw away comment by this copper who was otherwise
very pleasent, so it was awhile before i came to point it out.
in the meantime, i was driven to darlington, AGAINST MY WILL, and taken to the hospital on the
notion, their duty lasted till they took me to the front door, and once they had discharged
themselves, i could discharge myself and get back home...
only not the case. they took me to a padded room, and 4 ordilies came in, and the fobbing off time
begins, sorry we can't let you go, you have to be signed out by a doctor, and if you try and leave we
will stop you, as i look around this padded office.
with 3 nurses/ordalies, who want to interview me, as they confiscate my keys, phone, wallet, which i
immediatly try and raise as stolen tot he police who ignore me, and say sorry no.
because while they have technically discharded their duty - it's time to ignore you time.
in the meantime, this orderly illegally comits tressppas to person on me, and pads me down, as they
all ignore my statements about being here against my will, and i wish to be realised and this is a
breach of my civil libertieis line.
in the meantime, the police fuck off, and i am left in this waiting room trying to convince people i'm
not insane, and can i go now please...
guess not, as while the conversation with the ordilies seem to be going well, they have no power, as
i talk about my life, my site, my research and then the "doctor shows up"
a child, who looks hindu, and begins to question me. this gets anoying, her questions are slow, she
seesms slow to follow anything, and i question her credentials, and she admits she is having trouble
with accents, and that she was only a junior doctor!

and worse, she has no power to let me go, as they tell me i'm stuck here for the night, and have to
speak to this more senior doctor who's in sometime in the morning, and well thats only the start of
the fun.
for it seems, most people, who were on, and talked to me aren't actually people who work on that
ward, full time and have only been drafted in because of staff shortages, and well with shifts coming
on and off, alarm bells should be ringing now!
as i must "need help", why else would i be there, as others go we're only folling protocol, and i start
silently cursing the bitch who put me here, and try and co-operate and charm people to get this
sorted as quickly as possible, and its not working.
in the meantime, it took me till yesterday afternoon, for it to finally click that this bitch of a social
worker had if the policemens testomony is right, commied a fraud, and that i could prove it! because
they had "lost" the other carer women, on the paperwork and the notes...
in the meantime, that doesn't help because i'm stuck in a hospital, withotu access to my phone,
which doesn't have a solicitors number on! with no way out, and the notion i would be seen to first
thing, and would be allowed out.
ordilies tell me, you'll be fine, just tell them waht you told me, and he will let you go, he's a nice
person. as the full horror of the situation rolls in, my life is in the hands of ONE doctor, and as its
been shown, people aren't open to this type of thing.
in fact, the paperwork showing me "my rights" and how to appeal, doesn't even have the full adress
printed on, and well how do i write to them, as they say they will do it for me, and i go can i trust
these people, to do as they are told?
in the meantime, i have to be observed continuesly till the doctor signs off on me, that means
everywhere i go, including haveing a piss i have someone following me, watching me.
and it's like, and the irony of my tshirt sinks in. "i'm a goth and get me out of here" was the thing i
grabed in my rush to cover up, no change of clothes, a room which has to have the door open at all
times, and i am supposed to sleep how?
what with the talking, and they only took my eyes off once, when this thing kicked off, with this old
bloke who I noticed had lots of stars/pentagrams tatood accross his hands as she closed the door.
(they take it in shifts, and it seemed to change once every hour) and some make conversation others
don't and well she closed the door behind her, to cover the rucus up, and i see two blokes forcing
this man, to go to his room.
in the meantime, i politely point out that's assult, when she turns back, and she snaps back. no its
not, it's restrainy, as i smile and stay silent, because lets face it, if it wasn't assuly, why did she feel

the need, to defencivly pull the door closed behind her... (protection? or was it a fraudian slip, with
guilt.....)
in the meantime their rational arguments of some ordilies and their complete absence/knowlege of
rights is amasing, as they say your not allowed your wallet, belongings because it culd be stolen, in
which case why is their safes in the rooms?
surely i can, be allowed to take the risk, which i will talk more on later!
in the meantime, i get no sleep, and am trying to listen, bide my time, compose my thoughts till the
doctors arrive! which i would be assured would be first thing...
no it isn't!
they show up at 9am, i go to their room, and immediatly announce that i'm being held against my
will, and this is a breach of my rights and if you could please see me, so i can get signed out of here.
this is where, it won't be long, as ordilies fob me off, saying 10 mins, then 30 mins, as 20 mins ela se,
and it soon becomes afternoon.
in the meantime, i am getting very anoyed as i watch the clock and my livelyhood tick away. as i have
appointments, and things to do.
as i charge out at £550 a day!!!! and own two houses, and it's not helping much.
you see when the doctors do see me, and i get to find out the spin, it's not good. they are giving my
religiously intolerent, and incompetant mother creedence, and while he says he thinks i'm ok, he
doesn't know me, therefore will keep me in longer...
and i try and sell my site, give my writing hope, in the ain hope that someone will actually read/look
at something and engage their brain to this injustie and crime...
anyway to cut a storey short. i have only got out, and it involed a combination of solicitors, and me
writting every hour on the hour (which i began today) as i got to 4 notes, and things started to
move...
and i managed to get my arse out, and have the paid taxi back!
in the meantime, i have skipped over a lot of crap, including how they removed my boots this
morning! because of the risk the posed, after i had been allowed them, and how i didn't have any
change of clothes, and or towles to wash, and how no one had thought to tell me, how to get some.
ironically i got some off the cleaner, as i casually asked!
in the meantime, this is going to prove a legal nightmare for all concerned, as i wounder how much

detail to go into, as i have yet to speak to the solicitor again.
good bloke, and even loves the goths, as he offers to meet up with me for a drink at whitby, and is
trying to give me advice on how to behave to get out.
in the meantime, they spent most of the day fobiing me off, with when the doctors where going to
show up, as no one knows anything, and arse while some of the staff may be nice, some are clearly
incompetant, are snappy and in one case on a power trip as they don't know you from adam, and i'm
only in jeans and a t-shirt! and have no means to shower!
my socks must wreak, and in the meantime my letters swung the deal, as i politelu poiny ouy the
incident on kerrang radio and the case of the sane people who had taken 11 days to get out, after
trying to test the system, after faking the system...
and it's like 48 hours must be a miricle, and i'm not happy, and that was made clear in the letters, as
i point out the rising costs, loss of reputation, loss of earning and other charges, including the
revenue from this weekend, as they waste my efforts to prepare, because i'm locked inside as a
political prisioner.
however immediatly before the doctor showed up, i was introduced to this women from pals, who
supposedly checks on people and issues which anyone might be having. part of the trust, but she's
not there because of my letters apparently, in the meantime...
i explain my pleight as apolitical prisioner and the fraud of this social worker, and talk at range about
whats going on here, though she says she can't help, and we cover the press (she has no contacts)
and a few other things.
in the meantime, i am out, and i need to sort out the mess they have left me.
as the damage has been done, and someone has to pay, not least the police as they haven't replaced
my door, which should prove interesting, come tommorow...
in the meantime, i want rest, and i haven't eaten anything for my entire stay, other then a couple of
biscuits 0 and if you see the food "only srved at select times" you would understand why, as the only
thing which looked edible had run out, when i got there.
in the meantime, maybe i should have considered the entire thing as a detoxing experience. as i
clense myself as i need a bath.
in the meantime, anyone who wants to buy my storey and or follow up on the evidence that would
hopefully remove this social worker, be my guest as people like this need to be removed, as the
doctor said its like russia and the communists...
or rather he didn't, but i thought it was. as its obviously the legal implications, fall out, which
everyone is worried about now....

which should prove fun, as i ty and repair the damage to my name! and prevent such attrocities
happening TO ANYONE!!!!! again...
as rest assured, i will be reving the mental helth act word for word, as people seem to have a funey
way of having selevtive memories, and worse refusing to show me a copy, even though i asked
immediatly to see the statues... and guess what, no one did!
even though they said they would get them for me, and that was the first night i was there!
legally this is a piss take, and is aimed at trying to convert people to a moral belief set, and i'm not
happy with it, as its unjust and i hate to think what would happen if you didn't have any contacts,
and or knew anyting for once.
these people are "we just work here, it's not us!, as i respectfully point out that they have a joint
responsibility to respond, and get things moving as they have no respect for time, and for peoples
liveyhoods, and while i may be controversal, and politically radical when it comes to human rights...
this is one injustie too many, and i hate to think how many other people are being subjected to it,
behind the scenes, in private.
as once they get you, you better know your stuff, else your screwed and even then, it might noy be
enough as doctors matter, and your playing the politics game...
which is how i got here, and how i need to proceed to resolve, this issue
if you get my drift
in the meantime, i hope they sentance yevonne to life, and i wounder if and how i should return the
favour as i get my mum cmiited instead, as she is insane to pull that crap, assuming what they say is
true, and i think she needs help, serious help but is that my right...
perhaps not, if she wants help, she should get it! in the meantime she should not try and use the
system because she is ashamed of her own fears, fucking chrisitans lock the lot up, as they are
destroying the world!
and its not only them, but in my current mood, i'm not sure how polite i should be, and where to
take it!
in the meantime, consider this a draft, until i can come up with a more detailed version which will go
into the finer detail of how things weny wrong, and what their risks are, as i thought i was being very
polite offering them the chance to hire my services to repay the damage, as i've noticed a few things
they haven't which would present a risk, and could improve the place, as i hate grudes, but this is
taking the piss...
In the meantime, the system needs to be flushed of social workers like Yvonne, and i will do anything
in my power, to see that others don't get harmed by her brand of politics...

(and so help me, the devil, because the system won't! and someone has to stand for freedom,
because they won't)

On same sex marriage
I have no love of marriage, i care not if your bi, straight or transsexual, love is love and i care neither
what hold you stick it in, as long as its concentual! Hell i have even heard of one women who used
to have sex with a great dane, i assume the dane consented to it, and i even hear beasteality is legal
in some parts of the world, and who cares if everyone’s having fun, not that i would partake, but i do
hear the romans were partial to snakes...
What is it with good hygeine, a toy is one thing, no objections to a vibrator up the arse, but i for one
would perhaps hesitate when it comes to my own bits unprotected, though i am partial to 69 and a
few other things besides.
So if you want to be married go ahead, why anyone would want to witness love is beyond me, as its
between the two of you, however if you need to make it legal then go ahead. I for one see no
reason why we can’t just have prenups and contracts on who gets what, when when it comes to
splitting up, and house sharing...

And as for adoption
Go for it, a family is a family, as long as its stable and their is no reason why it shouldn’t work. and i
love mixed race couples and see no reason why a same sex couple is less able to bring or care for a
child when their a plenty of single parents around, its more the state of mind that matters. So do as
you will on this regard, as long as the child is safe and in a protected environment, as not every
parent is competent to bring up a child...

Sex and prostitution
Hell i can sell my body if i want too, and have no issues with being a male escort as long as i’m not
forced into it, and slavery is bad, though i recognise that some people in the bdsm industry
voluntarily make slave contracts, which is ok by me, as long as people can be realised from them,
which is a little different to people being abused and or taken advantage of, which is a no.
Consenting adults, have a right to sell the body, and be paid for their time, article 1, protocol 2. As
its often hard for some people to come to terms with their body, and you already know my stance

for wanking for freedom, and article 10 the freedom of expression, just say no to censorship, if you
want it, come and take it.
And i have no issue with full frontal nudity and or it being available on the front stand, kids only get
an issue with it, in my view because adults freak out and they copy, strange man.
And of course people can groom people, and use seduction to play on the innocent mind, but well
that’s going to happen anyway, but i suppose you can argue that the young should be protected
from people like Mohammed, who just don’t know when to stop when it comes to kids.

Availability of hard core pawn
Available free, uncensored in any high street store if i had my way. All be it, it gets boring after
awhile, and instead of being turned on by it. you find yourself being critical of the directing,
photography and well, i could do better, surely i could..
Either way, it just becomes mundane, and proves the critics wrong, as the only problem caused by
pawn is when you prevent people access to it, scare them off, and make them sexually repressed,
then and only then does it became an issue of society. Ergo play it safe, and let them view it, as its
the alarmists who are scared of it, which pose a threat to society today and yes i have taken photo’s
of ex’ in handcuffs, and vice versa and i haven’t killed anyone yet.
If anything its made me more sensitive and less dependant on women in general, as you free your
mind, and realise everyone can do their own thing, and you leave it at that. Stop looking for scape
goats take responsibility for your own short comings and leave us well alone.

Violence in computer games
Warning labels, are sufficient. The more you play something. The more your tolerance goes up and
the more you have to start respecting each other as equals, you only ban people from seeing sex,
violence and other adult ideas when you want to subjugate them, and make the weak.
Dependency is not an option, view them when your ready, and if your really bored sign up on my
site, and play strip poker instead! all be it the dolls are plastic as i remark that some of the kids are
better equipped at handing adult situations, than most of the adults, and is that because they have
been taught from an early age... by the parents who ignore the censors

And it’s back to 18’s, films and reality bust...
I watched whereof in London when i was a kid, and i have had no issue with it, though i was
annoyed when my parents freaked and dragged me out of there. Or was it just my time to go home,
either way it was annoying as hell. It had just gotton good, all be it in a comedy way.
These days that film looks crap, tame and rather lame comedy wise, and should be rated pg in my
book or even a u as it appeals more to kids anyway.

Other kids watch 18s, and i think the sooner kids watch films, come to terms, get used to them the
quicker they learn and adapt to new things. Ergo i see no reason for censorship, and it makes
mockery of the entire thing. That being said not everyone wants to watch, gore or adult themes and
well they tend it ignore them in adult life as well, and i think the matrix should be compulsory
watching to kids of any age, least they get the joke!
Now the folly of arguing this point is as follows.
You see when it comes to being illegal for some someone under the age of 16 to have sex, the
courts will argue and rule that the law is for their protection, and someone under the age can’t be
prosecuted for it, and then i look at the bulger murders and go.
12 year olds, killing kids and you prosecute them as adults, and you argue that under 18s aren’t
capable of understanding violence, which means technically you should let them go, or instead,
remove the censorship, and accept the fact that kids can understand and you fear them too.
You think people seeing images of chains, fucks them up to commit crimes, i say not. what i say is
this the more you go into someone, the more you restrict them, the more you bully them, the more
someone goes into someone, and abuses them the more the hatred grows till sooner it explodes and
consumes them, and that is why we have crime.
You are as much a by product of civilisation, as you are a by product of yourself and this is why a kid
snaps goes into a school as an adult and blows the kids away, as they were bullied, and you never
knew when to stop, let them go, and say i love you instead.
Other then that, some people are just pricks, and would do it anyway, and censoring just drives its
underground, where its uncontrolled and goes unnoticed by the majority of the people at bay.

Law and order
A truly civilised society has no room for the law, as we would all do as we will and respect one
another regardless, unfortunately society isn’t civilised and the people and the parties panic react
and strip out rights accordingly.

Restore the magna carter
No one should be held without charge for more then 24 hours. As 24 hours is long enough to destroy
a business, just look at my unlawful detainment at the hands of social services, because of belief,
and the damage that did.
If you have the evidence try them , if not. then it’s innocent until proven guilty in a court of law, and
if you have evidence they are entitled to see it, as i can’t believe how i was taken down by social
services, on rumour of parents who should have no say in my belief set, as this wasn’t even criminal,
and they destroyed my business because of it, as 48 hours was too long, to take care of bank
transfers, which resulted in charges, not least loss of reputation with the police breaking in illegally,

because a Christian mother, took offence at my Satanist views. Anyone held illegally, and against
their will and who isn’t charged, or in the course of events is found not guilty, should be
subsequently paid off, and offered compensated handsomely for every hour they had to endure that
kind of incompetence at the hands of people who didn’t care.
Time is precious, time is finite, and you can’t lock people up, and destroy their businesses and their
lives. when you have no evidence, or because you just don’t like them, or because something could
or might happen, as if that was the way it done, everyone would be locked up. Not a good idea.
Get your facts straight first, and while this is perhaps beyond most of you, please try anyway. As you
can’t persecute people because of their belief set, see articles 9,5,14 and 8 of the European
convention, please.
Further everyone should be entitled to see all the evidence, which is holding them, and or all witness
statements in order to give a defence, as well as being given access to the full statue which
authority is claimed under. As well as having immediate access to the court system as well as free
independent legal advice. Least heads role.
Now as everyone is aware, i was held illegally on the strength of gossip and the fear of me being a
Satanist. Which was enough to destroy my business, as people fobbed me off, and kept me there
long enough for me to incur incredible expense which was a beach of my rights, and still i haven’t
been shown the paperwork for the hospital admission, because they know its a fraud, and that those
responsible are guilty under section 126 of the mental health act. Which is why we shouldn’t be
wasting peoples time, with trying to request stuff.
Everyone should be given a copy of all paperwork on file, when it comes to hospital admissions,
police investigations or doctors notes. As if your going to accuse them of something, everyone has
the right to know who’s doing the accusing and what the evidence is, and further anyone who lies in
an official capacity should be dismissed immediately, and charged accordingly.
As well as the same information on any proceeding/outcomes should be given to all the parties
concerned. In writing, as this isn’t the time to play politics, and people need to know where they
stand. As there seems to be a tendency of tell one person one thing, and another something
completely different. Which in turn has a knock on effect.
Lying under oath, should probably be considered worse than murder.

On International obligations and treaties
Protocol 4 of the European convention hasn’t been signed by us, amongst other things. This one
includes rights that prevent people from being thrown in prison for failing to meet their contractual
obligations. How we have been so lax in signing these things is beyond me! We should sign the
bloody things!!! (Especially as we helped draft them, talk about hypocrisy, come one people we can
do better than that...)

On racial profiling, or any profiling for that matter, it sucks. Don’t

Now i was in a BDSM relationship once when an accident happened. when we and her had a falling
out. she twisted my wrist while shaking of a Dom seduction by me *unusual in my case -i was
trying to repair the damage, from telling her about my experiences the weekend before which
involved me giving an Athame to an ex, after certain clairvoyance, which kind of annoyed the gothic
witch i was dating at the time ....
And when i broke the lock, twisted it back she hurt it, allegedly. Which i didn’t find out about till a
couple of days later. if i ignore the clairvoyance of “eek they are pulling him in” down by the river
bank, and the incident in the Shakespear pub, which was my first contact which made me take spirit
seriously. It was an all over body sensation, a comment on how much does he know about sexual
harassment law, and a warning about telling the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth,
and an aura image of her policemen father throwing money on me, while the next day i had a knock
on the door and the police where there, and i got dragged to the police station for the day, which
wasn’t fun, especially as they mocked psychics in front of me, made me take my pentagram necklace
off, and forced me to an interrogation which is where i had to tell them about why i was around
there in the first place, which brought spiritual voices and dreams into the equation.
Which isn’t the type of thing you want to explain to morons, especially after their earlier article 9
violation with the stone from the gypsy, but i digress as while the entire experience was informative
with the clairvoyance, images i was shown while in the cell with the conversations that went down,
and what was pointed out to me with abuses in police procedure.
I still wanted to know why the hell i had been pulled in, to begin with.
Now this is where i get told or rather told later by my ex in question, that she was told that by the
hospital it was a police matter, and they had to pull me in because i was a man! which frankly sucks,
considering the background to the situation and the fact there was no mens rea involved, hello
physically consent, safe words and well accidents happen, and frankly its probably a good job i didn’t
mention the psychometric stuff, while i was in there, as apparently i speak too much, and go into too
much detail, like how this sweet little sub has in fact had me prone on the bed with a cock ring on,
and whipping me, while i’ve practised satanic tantric sex magick, or Gnostic trance if your prefer for
an out of body experience, but i choose my words carefully on that one, sort of! oooooooope...
Either way, i see no reason why i should have been pulled in, if she was telling the truth, which she
said she was, while the police lied, and this seems to be backed by the clairvoyance on the river
bank, and oh yes by the way they told us different things, article 8, went up the spout...
So no regard to the circumstance and pulling me in, for a laugh. Which was an educational lesson
and one which had me buying a pile of legal books as i won’t be caught off guard again.
Do as you will shall be the whole of the law, and if your going to pass blanket legislation which treats
people as guilty until proven guilty because of their gender, or the colour of their skin, as you seek to
call on them at an ungodly hour like before 6am your going to anoy, but it was an education i give
you that!
People should be treated as individuals, Accidents happen, and its not your place to say that is
wrong, as boxing, sword fighting and sex are all physical pastimes, and gothic men don’t stand a

chance, as the gothic women’s stance when walking into a bar for the first time is to quote one
sexual acquaintance “fresh blood”, and if they want you, your going down.
Which if anything is why its wise to drink water on a night out, for your personal protection! Least
the black widow sink her claws in, and watch those corsets the expand magnificently when the make
up comes off, shudder...
The police messed my confidence up, on the dom side and stopped me sorting out an issue which
could have been sorted as friends, as their crap about solicitors and the like stopped me being
friends and resolving some issues, like how to interpret messages as i was only getting good then,
and didn’t know enough to trust them, completely. Not that i do know, but my legal skills have
improved dramatically and their lack of appreciation for reasonable grounds, pisses me of.
So speaking of prejudice, i think i should also draw attention to other human rights violations not by
us, but by the usa when it comes to camp x-ray and holding people without charge, prejudice sucks,
and its clear by how many of them standing around, at the time of check in. they just wanted to
know how i was going to react, which is perhaps a response to my legal run in when they came
around twice (which is harassment) to get me to violate my article 6 rights, and confess to a
speeding allegation, which could and should have been cleared up in one night, so they were jsut
wasting police time again ...

On prision overcrowding
Prison is a waste of tax payers money when they pose no risk to the public at large. If some one is
genuinely sorry, and or upset by what they did. They deserve the chance to put the mess to rights
and correct the issue, help the public out before a bullets put in the back of their head for failing to
listen. though we’re not there yet, trying to escape, i thought he had a bomb! Oooops my mistake
you wan’t to try that again....
In the meantime how about a sensible approach, and getting people to fix what they did.
i.e. graffiti artists might want to paint the tyne bridge or something similer, heck if they are any good
they might actually improve neighbourhoods, as i look to government and judges to come with
ways to set the balance righ, to right the wrong, through compensating the victims involved, prison
helps no one, and in particular white collar crime justice can be better served by allowing the
conviction database to be publicly searchable online, so everyone can see what everyone has done
and why.
This has a downside however, as it will probably lead to a recruitment database for organised crime,
as people flock to status symbols instead. so do we want to know who the criminals are? Or can we
put them to better use abroad? Armed military service, house arrest and surely we can find a use for
those creative skills, which will not fuck over society, or our society in general... and house arrest
might be a better option in certain circumstances, though i loath people being restricted unless they
pose a flight risk, danger to the public at large.
I mean their is one novel in the future where murders are set loose, and followed by droids everyone
knows who they are, prison isn’t an option. They try anything zap their dead, and they don’t get

invited to the best parties anymore, in short we use our skill and creativity to neutralise the threat,
with the minimum of interruption to peoples lives...
. how about exploding chips in peoples brains, as i review human rights law and go arse, its good
deterrent, but is it better then prison, as technically it’s not an execution if they do it themselves...
and this i suppose is where I’m going to get my hand slapped for guards not preventing prisoners
from hanging themselves, which technically isn’t illegal and if the want to do that, then why not...
and again if they have learnt their lesson, or its obvious they can;t do it again, why are we keeping
them in, locked up, for doing nothing but offending your moral prejudices, as they voice the political
views and the clamp down begins, oach not on my watch, as i’d rather have them let loose, then let
the pigs walk and have freedom loose.
As when the time comes, i assure you no one will speak on your behalf, when everyone else has
been taken into our own camp x-rays. Hell why not just sell out entirely and make the Ilse of white
our own auzwitch, we have to see that one coming don’t we, or not as the pigs vote and everyone is
oblivious to the censored press, and what did happen to that bloke, that neighbour and well where
did all that controversy go...

More police on the streets? No way, waste of time
This one makes me nervous , I would rather the ones we had learned to tell the truth, the whole
truth, stopped lying and learned to investigate more, as all my encounters have them trying to fob
me off, and refuse to write things up, all because they don’t like the nature of my politics.
they are a waste of money, their job is to uphold the peace and help people, not to interfere and
break relationships up. Which is perhaps what was the cause of the magical incident in tesco but
that’s covered elsewhere, when a witch gets annoyed. Just one of those random pick up described in
my lecture notes, and has no relevance here, in the modern world.
Though saying that, i hate cameras more and people should be sure they are helping, impartial and
focused on being constructive, and helping the peace then ignoring it, looking to solve vendettas,
people are people and they need to know you respect their views, their rights and well your more
interesting in solving problems, rather then creating them.
If you don’t trust the people, then the people won’t trust you! and to paraphrase princess lela on the
death sta, the more you tighten the grip, the more your suppress freedom, the more the people will
rebel, and the more they will turn on you, and each other to carve their own existence out. police
on the streets, cameras in the skies isn’t conductive of trust, which is the problem with more police
on the streets, if you have more police, then your not trusting the people, but suppressing them,
which turns it into a battle of will, and an us and them culture, and i fear I’m on the side of the
people, not the system when that time comes.
They shouldn’t be seen to hinder and or taking impartial views, and or snapping at the public and
going into them because they had a bad day, or they think they are stupid. Which is sadly something
I’ve had to watch while the others laugh, as minimum force is minimum force, and they should all be
be taught akido (as should everyone) I’ve seen them take people down, they suck at it! too much
effort, too much struggling and well, they aren’t doing it right...

It would also help if they knew the law as well! And actually spoke truthfully, regarding it. if anything
i t should be a crime for the police and any government official to lie to the people, and they should
be instructed to disclose fully, and be helpful, which they are not, in the present time.
Perhaps they judge too much by appearances, which surprises me. as i nearly had a hissy fit the
time they had a go at this tattooed bloke for doing a political mime of a preacher. He has a political
right, just like the bible basher to share his views, and that policemen had no right to go into him,
and stop him when he was practicing the great British tradition of parody, which showed the
policeman’s bias quite clearly, the same as the mocked the psychics at checking in time, which is
another breach of our rights... now how do we complain again?
The people shouldn’t feel as though they mislead people, it creates an us and them culture, and i
don’t feel safe around them. Actually these days i think they are just stupid, and come across as the
key stone cops, but that’s another issue, and more morons on the streets isn’t going to help matters,
when they could have solved more crimes with the numbers they had! If they could be bothered of
course...
So no, they don’t have my respect anymore, well most of them don’t at least. Seems the only thing
they are good at, is trying to bully people, in filling in forms they have a legal right not to fill in to
begin with, and then the problems begin...
No respect, and i advise people to learn to say no comment, and or no. And politely tell them to
shove it, because while technically you may have a moral obligation to help, you don’t have a legal
one that is assuming you remain polite of course...which is my stance for them refusing to help me,
on so many occasions because they can’t be bothered, or some other farcical reason, as we choose
to fob you off instead.
Which is why you have to be the prosecution with them, as if you report anything in a balanced way,
it will be ignored!

Life should mean life, yes or no!
Well it demands, on if they are a risk or not. doesn’t it. bloody waste of money keeping someone
locked up and an infringement of their civil liberties if they are of no risk anymore. Society should do
the bare minimum to remove the hurdle, and keep people save, vengeance is a silly waste of time,
and is just vengeance in any other form.
You can’t screw people over, because they are different or use them as examples to scare other
people, it doesn’t work in educated society, people follow the law, because they want to, not
because they have to! There is a difference and you shouldn’t make an example of anyone, look to
yourselves instead!

On compulsory id cards
I reserve the right to remain anonymous...

On fingerprinting and taking my generic code
This shouldn’t be allowed, without a court order and should only be done if it’s relevant in the case.
As I object to that f**king database and people trying to force dominion over you, when they take
them without charge. That and i don’t trust anyone with my genetic code thank you very much.
targeted nano weapons, aren’t that far off and governments have been known to try things like that
before... (see Hitler and the t-4 wards which is something Britain is capable of – having been on the
receiving end, of the “religious police”) in the meantime it looks as though the European court has
brought some light to the situation and rules against the uk on that one. Calling it a breach of article
8 thank the devil for some sanity on that one.

Corporal punishment
Err no, its illegal anyway and should be the world over. Government have no right to force someone
to taint their hands “by instructing them to murder/torture someone” because they deem it right,
or “just because they can” as no one in power has that justification, and I’m sure people will whinge
about my abortion stance, which technically isn’t an issue as its not life yet, sorry it isn’t
However Self defence, and killing someone to defend yourself is perfectly all right, as the bastards
get what’s coming to them, it’s the once you neutralise, take them down and have them prisoner
you have to treat them with respect, and let them go if you have no evidence, its the rules of the
game. Sorry you should have shot them when you had the chance (and you’d better be sure)! As
now they walk, till next time, as your only allowed to defend innocent life, when it doesn’t consent
to the act. As whipping people in the privacy of your bedroom, or on stage as part of a fetish night is
perfectly ok, as it’s a turn on in some peoples books (endorphins) and no authority can’t use that
excuse but consenting individuals can, but you might want to ensure you have a slave contract which
sripulates your threasholds, as a women scorned has a way of going back on her word, as its hard to
rule what is concentual when its your word agaist theirs.
Obviously the right then starts arguing about cohesion, and people being forced into doing things
they shouldn’t do. Which is an issue with all contracts, and it has no force in law. However jealous
girlfriends, are an issue and their is a lot of hypocrisy when it comes to how this gets dealt with. As
women aren’t the weak little things, you think they are. (at least the ones I’ve met, dated in the
past, peut-etra c’est just la femme goth who fight the norm... *sigh* as i get tied down again –
because its more fun on the receiving end, right up until the point your raped because she ignores
your consent, and refuses to put protection on.... as your screwed at that point! literately
handcuffed prone, at their mercy. Oach talk about trust issues, as we get sidetracked again)

Telling the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth so help you god
The one expectation i would love to make, but will never get the chance, is to hang anyone who lies,
or rather have them hung drawn and quartered if they commit purgery or fraud, which shouldn’t
cover misunderstanding/incompetence on their part.
Now this one may seem farfetched, harsh even but when your learning psychic development, seeing
auras for the first time, and people don’t say what’s bothering them, you think your going insane,

and well it pushes the limits of human decency, and i can’t stand for it. especially when the voices
scream out, because you’ve repressed it, and people need to learn to open up, and realise we care,
or rather we don’t give a fuck and anything goes.. really it does, now stop your bitching and spit it
out man...
And i hate being snapped at, because I’ve asked what an aura means, i don’t get them all the time, if
i get one, it must mean something, hence why bother? So either say you don’t know, or just say
what’s on your mind, and things go a lot quicker in the long run, so with that...
If you lie, so help you god, because the devil won’t, in fact I’m going to come and rip you apart if i get
you on my stand! And can i lie, yes i can in theory.
However there are a few issues with this, namely i seem to have picked up a condition along with
the pleasure senses, and arm breaking that if i reflect on a lie, or something which isn’t true, i get lie
screamed at me, and then i have to correct it, least the voices never shut up, so i think i have to
choose my words carefully from this point on, least i never get any peace, that may be a good thing,
but it probably makes me a lousy politician as i will never get anything done...
Arse I’ve done it again, stopped and thought about it, and have to go in more detail and pile more
crap, and helpful explanations on, till I’ve analysed it to death and they go away happy, and frankly
everyone should be like that, or at least in my book... something to do with loosing the fear, but then
i would lecture and its covered in my notes already, at least i think it is, and this is how it goes from
now on in.
Mindless interruptions trying to pressure you into saying something, doming something and I’m not
even sure of the origins, as i go puppet on a string, and i hate it, as it doesn’t appear to be working in
my interests currently, as I’ve seen no money of late, and I’m not sure i ever will again. *sigh* as
that’s why i declared the psychic stuff, i thought it was dishonest if i didn’t because i could
occasionally pick client thoughts up, and well it doesn’t seem to go down well in business, and worse
it seems to be responsible for my whole god damned site, hence this issue is a bug bear of mine, lie
to me once, and i catch you in it, and we’re never going to be friends again... all be it i mat still
speak/have sex with you occasionally, just don’t expect me to be close as it stresses me out to be
wrong, and or inaccurate and that might be the programmer in me instead..

Hacking, world organisation required
And speaking of people who you don’t want to be close. The police and Britain have no idea, hacking
from china, the USA an anywhere in the world goes unpunished because their are so many layers
and people to go through, no one will declare who’s using a network without a court order, and well
its so many countries this isn’t going to work, and doesn’t!
Ergo we need to have one organisation which provides a single port of call that industry and
individuals can report to, and take hacking complaints seriously. One which all the isp’s will
surrender details too.

Now my experience in this regard is that local cops know nothing, its a waste of time even trying to
explain it to them, worse they don’t know about the economic crimes unit, which is again another
waste of space, and i assume only deals in child porn.
We need a serious place where hackers can report hackers, or people are going to have to backtrack
and realise this is going un policed and you may have to let us do our own hacking of international
countries, in order to counter the threat, which you say is illegal and yet you do nothing to protect
us, so while they learn at out expense, we can’t learn back.. without risking fines and or prison...
Come on people, enough is enough, its time to pull your finger out and learn the state of play.

Speeding fines, and cameras
No, waste of time and missed the point of the exercise which is making cars safer and educating
people to the needs of others instead! all be it, it taught me clairvoyance once and never to sign for
something in 14 days of receiving it! and its so annoying to see an image of the letter , and then you
sign for it anyway and find you were right, and even worse to have the image of you winning a
pontoon hand of the police who came around on the second occasion, which served no use other
then harassment, and make me worried about answering my door!
Should have known, and forgot about it, but c’est la vie, you learn the hard way, when to ignore
these pricks. Six months needly worrying about a statue of limitation expiry, which was totally
annoying, in future a won’t bother, and even if they did. I want a trial, and government can go and
screw themselves when it comes to trying to scare people off, with more points, as I’d rather take
the prison time, then succumb to that evil.
As i look to trial? What car>, don’t you know people steal number plates, you can’t prove who’s
driving, it could be anyone, and it could even be my ex , so why are you wasting my time, and why
are you picking on stupid people, and harassing them when you could be out on the streets picking
on serious crime? oh yeah its the power kick isn’t it. please get out of my way and learn we’re in
Europe and there is human rights law in play, which tragically voted the wrong way on the issue of
signing those forms, but never mind., i forget so easily, in fact the judges might as well,. as i go how
longs it been since i received it.
Before I snap to my senses and go why the hell are the police, running around doing paperwork for
the “we don’t care about safety, tax office” which is what notice of intended prosecutions are! This
is a private prosecution and has nothing to do with the police, as it’s not a criminal matter, and the
entire thing is a pointless waste of time.
which is why they should be laughed at, as if you think you can scare people into signing
confessions, then think again. I refuse to submit to tyranny, and beblackmailed into signing a
confession, and if you want to burn me at the stake for that then so be it, because i will never ever
side with evil on this matter.
The very notion of humouring a confession based on the threat of if you don’t testify against
someone, or yourself we will punish you with an even worse crime disgusts me. it’s give a name or
else... and is worse then the ss, hitler and is against everything i stand for, when it comes to article 6

rights. Shame the courts don’t agree so beware Europe, and beware Britain as we’re getting screwed
here!
your going to find your going to have to lock a lot of us away, as once government slips once, then
its over, and this government began to slip along time ago.
Furthermore your not going to have the prison space, as you can’t afford it, so you might want to
reconsider your stance entirely and look to more productive waves of getting compliance, their is no
bloody pedestrians on the motorway to begin with, which is the point! safety matters, but not one in
the entire process, was safety ever mattered, not even a leaflet, warning to the dangers involved, as
they go pay the fine and be done with it, and i go not, because i demand my right to a fare trial, to
defend this allegation, which hasn’t been proved till its been proved to the highest standard of
justice in a court of British law.
So the next time, you consider coming around twice, to bully me, or any other law abiding citizen
who have never been in trouble with the police, you may want to reflect if this is going to build good
customer relations or not. so i hope you know where i stand on this issue. Now get off my property,
and bother someone else instead, or is there too many of you on the streets, and we need to cut
your numbers instead!
Furthermore if people are running a risk, then that is their concern, they get lucky then fine, if
however they cause an accident then throw the book at the, because its dangerous driving if it
wasn’t in the safety limits subscribed... which is what your posting them for right? not to make
money but to help people instead, though its odd how safety information never crops up at any
time..

And on public prosecutions (and elected positions)
Prosecutions should only be prosecuted if its in the peoples interest, which means surely this has to
be an elected post, like the district attorney’s office in parts of the states, as if its not, how do you
know its in the public interest. Who speak for the public in this regard?
It seems we don’t elect here, and so who decides for the people, what is in the public good! And this
is something we might consider as our rights continue to be thrown away, by an incompetence
government which has no notion, of justice and human rights...

your rights to a fair hearing
i don’t like emotional blackmail and inadequate defence council and no being charged. The 42 terror
law, made me sick, and we should reverse it, in fact the queen should have vetoed it. she can and
should when government tries to take our freedoms away.
The very notion of trying to force people into a system without a jury, because they may get less, or
admitting guilt when innocent disgusts me, shouldn’t be allowed, and neither should the prevention

and or access to adequate legal representation, and I’m not sure estate agents count! i.e. it should
be someone who specialises in it full time.. where available, and if you can’t think to charge them
with anything, you shouldn’t have locked them up to begin with, and Americans take note. Camp x=ray and innocent until proven guilty.
And if you start assuming people are guilty then the whole system of law and order breaks down,
and its each to their own, as the revolution beings...
Perhaps i should have been a defence council as i will always side with the people, who seem to be
helping one another more, then the system of late.

Europe and the court of human rights
I hate how Britain is going, 16.2% minorities taking us into war in Iraq, destroying our rights on a
whim, and of course our courts being subjected to their statue. Means we’re fucked unless we
secure a multi-tier system which means our courts are subject to European laws, as it keeps the
corruption out, as we bow to the human rights courts, and the other ones as well..
Three tier is good, i like to keep my options open. Further people should be bound by their ruling
sand in the event of confusion we air on the side of the individual, however that being said.

Life time terms, for European judges
Judges are up for sale, if they do not have lifetime terms we run the risk of they system making
judgements for political ends, and while justice is blind, i feel its getting a blow job here and there,
when it comes to humouring tyranny of late.
Some very dodgy calls, and the president should have the right to pardon people and over turn
judgements made by courts taken in by terrorist propaganda.
Paint ball, come on people we can do better than that, who cares if someone knows how to make a
mortar, we have to be about knowing and sharing knowledge and stopping people on the act, not
because someone is scared, that someone of a different race may do something, because another
person did, which is the problem with jury pools, fair trials and i think the people are biased, and
only a moron would trust government as it stands today.

The idea of compulsory military service
No, no, no. However the idea of sentencing young offenders to it, might be amusing...

Terrorism, and panic reaction
Does no one remember sir fancies drake and the bowling green, as explosions go off around, and
we go isn’t this exciting, now finish your tea, as we deal with it later. assuming india hasn’t got

pissed off with my call centre remark, but anyways.., camp x-ray is a no,no. And locking people up
with a fare trial, or shooting them down dead, because your scared they have a bomb isn’t good
enough.
Neither is the idea of locking people up because they know something, or because they role play
with a stick, play paint ball and or write bad poetry... i don’t care what people say, and frankly
slagging off this administration is a good thing.
Wait till you know, and they are in the process of doing it, rather like a burglar commits the crime as
soon as they enter the house, same thing here. Besides i may join them at this rate, and use it as an
excuse to restore democracy and freedom to this fare land, same excuse labour used, and i think my
arguments would swing it in the un, when it comes to treason against the queen.
I suggest a different approach, stop trying to dictate your crappy morality on other people, Islam are
fascist morons, who have no sence of freedom, that us demonstrate this by sharing knowledge
across the air ways, as soon as they learn psychic development is in the reach of the people, they will
rebel and islam will drone and as for the two towers, an eye for an eye, you kill the people, you
bomb a state, and well people get upset grow up and take their revenge just like the bombing of
Libya in 1986. People die, people get upset, and before you know it, you have the antichrist on the
loose
All because someone got upset, and stabbed a person (my granddad) on a beach in morocco for
being American, not that it matters but please, every violent act, encourages another violent act,
and someone sooner or later has to go enough is enough, and if you throw your weight around, and
kill another person, i will nuke you off the face of the planet, now surrender your arms and be done
with it. as i have had enough please.
As i realise some people, will never learn as i recount that the devil is the world, and its time to learn
to share and be at peace with one another. See negotiation section, as frankly i don’t care who you
are, as long as you keep your word and leave (my people?) the people of the world alone.

The economy
I’ve written about this elsewhere IN MORE detail, see earlier articles, but it tends to have been
developed a around the principle you get a single rate paid to all regardless of if you work or not,
and its your pension too.

My new Benefit system that corrects everything from the ground up
This should be paid to everyone regardless, straight into their accounts regardless of if they work, no
signing on and off, while a single tax rate is applied to all other earnings and it goes to everyone who
was born there, from the moment they are born to the moment they die.

Why?
Because as it stands, the poor and or anyone who doesn’t want to work gets rewarded, and it’s not
in their interested to work, while those who have put something into the system and or try and get
something done, are screwed over. Because you have assets, and that’s not allowed.
Just because you work for a living, try and start a business shouldn’t mean you should be treated less
fairly, as it encourages an us and them scenario.
So on the one hand you you have people, who are put off from working, because their income will
go down, and then on the other you have people who actually put effort in to help, try and get
something and they won’t help you. as your expected to loose all your assets, saving and everything
else first.
And you reason why people turn on each other, if you want people to be equal, be the same to help
and be rewarded for their sklls, you have to pay it to everyone and stop pricking around, with
rates/reductions and everything else.
Give everyone the same hand out, then the onuce is to pull together and help, as we use out skills
on top of that, to make the rest, and no one slips through the cracks. I’m not on benefit, my debts
mount up, and while i may or may not be able to sign up.
I’m not going to, you’ve screwed me over, and you’ve told me. britian no longer cares and you
wonder why, people in business put their money overseas! Avoid taxation and everything else! It’s
because you’ve conditioned people to to be like that, as they know they are being screwed!

Pensions axed
You have no need for pensions , and you know where you stand as the money is paid out in real
time. To everyone, which means their is no risk of it vanishing years later when another government
gets in, and or “tires to seal your money” as they can always make it up later, as the banking system
collapses and oh dear...
Not to say you can’t have private schemes, which you pay into. But the single global benefit system
which is the safety net for all, should be enough for everyone. And if not, well you work and do a
little on the side as your contributions aren’t effected.
In the meantime the priority is to keep the money in the zone, and stop the debt mounting up, as if
we’re in a country where the level is adjusted based at the country level, your going to find we feed
and starve as a nation, that means if the debts mounting up, its all hands to the grindstone, young
and old alike, and well if were doing great, then you make the choice...
Simple as that, and that’s the point! even a moron can understand it, and you can even have a
figure how much you’ve paid in, and how much you’ve paid out in your time working. If you paid
more in, then your special and perhaps government may reward these people with special perks, or
maybe not, as the real big boys choose to keep their money here instead of abroad.

Which won’t be that profitable once, everyone knows who’s committing treason and who isn’t... as i
think those in and out totals should be public knowledge or at least the high fliers at least. Cudos to
those who bring it in, as they have something to teach and well are causing the benefit to go up for
all...
While the worst may need a little motivation to help out a little more. I see no reason why the
people shouldn’t know who they are. Though as it stands people don’t seem to want people to play,
and have forgotten how to let people help, and if you can’t let people help in their own way, your
not going to get anywhere, bit like the goetia you need to know their personality type, but in the
meantime i digress from point, as we have to capture the enterperual spirit without it, turning to
greed as we forget who we are. People helping people, now thats leave it at that.
Show your respect and remember everything has something to learn, something to teach and its
impossible to live without getting good at something, anything in fact! As least that’s what i hope.

Appealing to their ego’s
The thing with publishing the rain makers of Europe, is it stimulates the elite to bring money in. why
not treat them as kings, if they are paying for you to live, why make them feel resentful for helping
the country survive? We need them competing against each other for the prestiege to pay more, not
less in taxation, as it makes the country run.
In the mean time, benefit should be an opt out process if your earning too much, then why
shouldn’t the ultra rich, go screw it I’m not paying it, give mine to charity and nominate it to a
charity of choice.
That’s’ the feel good factor, your in control of your money and its the opposite of what we are doing
as is. Its the other philosophy and the one we should be adopting, as the other alternatives are
extremely bad, and suggest the opposite of co-operation. and the carrot for opt in out of benefit is it
doesn’t detract from their score cards when they are competing against one another to be the best,
of the best as we turn this country around and make it profitable and not running at a loss.
Who cares about the yanks, the Chinese and anyone else they are crap they are! And we in the
business of bringing pleasure to their lives...

Why scrapping benefit is bad
The other way to go about it, and this is from people in the tax office, is screw benefit and force
everyone to work, but not everyone can, and not everyone wants to let people in, and so you end up
with a society out for itself. Bit like now, and the people go into each other in crime, as if you can’t
share, and you won’t help you have no choice but to take it for yourself. Which is why you have to
pay people benefit, and why it has to go to us all.
Now make your choice, do you want to work together as equals or do you want screw people, in
which case lets get it over with, declare all out war, and we can kill each other instead. I’m easy
either way, as my patience is running out...

No pressure, just look at.. oh wait!

Broadcasting, and censorship
Piracy and the expiry of rights
Now people who make a film, and produce music have a right to be paid for it, at least till they make
their money back. Which means protections should be in place, to stop theft occurring which is
prevalent in the electronic download age, where things are often intangible, and it should be clear
who made what, so they get contributions made.
I am of course talking about copyright protection for things like authors who should be awarded for
creative endeavour, and copying it in an email and or showing your progress is an email, should be
enough to cover you, in theory in today’s courts.
However, that being said there comes a time and place, when enough money has been made, and
the films broken even and the musicians are basking in glory, and then you have to stop and realise
that is the point it no longer needs protection, and the only thing that should be paid for is the
materials, and or shipping costs. This means in a world where downloads cost nothing it should be
free. Now how quickly these rights dissipate in today’s world, depends solely i think on how quick it
sells out, rather then finite time limits which perhaps should apply anyway as a bad thing.
I also wouldn’t go after the little people, go muscling in, its not the team spirit, we so enjoy as your
supposed o be providing a service for the people to enjoy when your a big corporation and we’re
talking school kids here, grown working adults should know better, especially if they have a surplus
of cash to spare, which is perhaps how I’d view it, if i was a judge when it came to sentencing, and
prosecutions...

BBC and the press
I hate the bbc, these fuckwits along with the tabloid press censored me to death, as them and the eu
commission ignored my wank for freedom campaign, and everything else i’ve done, they are all
religiously biased and side with the church of their choice, name the catholics for the bbc news site,
and refuse to air my views in retaliation to that arse wit of an arch bishop as they continue to focus
on propagating an air of intolerance and incompetence from the priests of evil, also known as god
squad instead.
So much for Satanists, pagans and pro Europeans getting a fair crack of the wit, as they continue to
selectively moderate the news boards and propagate falsehoods to the people, which should be an
act of treason, as the misinform people about the queens use of veto, must be the constitutional
lawyer in me, kicking of...
So yes that would be a no to the licence fee, and it should be funded from advertising instead, and
while your at it, scrap the moderated news boards!!!!! And hear the people out...

Incidentally it should be observed that scaring people into thinking they need tv licences for owning
tv, disgusts me, owning equipment capable of receiving broadcasting pictures is not the same as
receiving them, as their are many legitimate means for owning a tv, such as dvd, video and play
station. And since last i checked the morons in power haven’t done away with the innocent til
proven innocent, we might want to start getting realistic here...

On language, and letting the people swear
What people say should be no issue, language is just words and syllables, if you have a problem with
harshness, then i suggest you get over it, its all in your mind, its just conveying a meaning that some
one is very upset, and trying to shut a person up is against article 10, and whats more is a vain,
misinterpreted act of control often directed at kids, tell the adults to go and fuck themselves, they
know nothing anyway..

On airing the most controversial views, these are the ones to focus on
Some peope argue people of an extrme nature should be banned from geting into parlemnt or heard
in debates, and use it as an excuse to ban proportional representation, these people are arseholes,
totalitarian fuckwits, who are the pigs walking, and they forget that in order for the people to
flourish and get over their hurdles you have rto hear them out, and engage them. Anyone trying not
to engage people, silence people is a moron and or evil and is trying to make them in their own
image, i hate these people and those who try and censor and think its alright to remove people from
debates should be removed from parliament. as frankly its the most controversial people you need
to argue with, in order to get past the issues, least they repress it, and go kamikaze on their ass,
which is always what happens when you ignore them, because when you air your views you
question them, and move it on and come back to the middle, and or realise everyone has a part to
play, or something like that as i get back to government instead...

On voting, and government structure
A government which in’t 50+1% isn’t legitimate
Germany has it, and we have nothing out executive and legislature have merged and its nothing but
a joke as the lords loose their say and the queens right to veto is ignored, as we forget convention
isn’t the law as the press commit treason by misinforming the public in this regard, and that helps no
one, as the people should be free, and they look to slavery instead...

First past the post should be illegal, as should be hiding the system for
candidates to get on...
I’ve said this many time before. When voting in a british election currently and this is something the
human rights board in Strasburg should have noted when it comes to article 3, is as follows.

You can’t have people voting their choice when your scared of another candidate getting in, hence
my election example of sadam Husain killing his own people (conservatives northern Ireland),
ossama bin larden killing other people (labour and Iraq) and of course another candidate say santos
from series 7 of the west wing, as it stands currently we would vote for ossama bin larden because
at least he kills someone else, which forces us into tactical voting which can not, and never will be
the correct choice of the people, and keeps the totalitarians in!
I hate party politics, whether its the American two party system or the Chinese one party, two
faction system, it always amounts to the same thing, individuals suffer and people start being stupid
and refuse to vote with their mind!

Candidate deposit scheme should be abandoned.
This is unfair to people with no cash, and encourages crappy party politics, which is evil. Instead i
recommend my computerised system, see mock up at www.thesextree.co.uk where people can sign
up, and see what you stand for, and make endorsements instead, and if you get enough
endorsements you get on the ballet, no money, and only serious people get on, as people know
what you stand for, which means you don’t get into a nuclear war, sending crap out which no one
reads, think of the trees, do you know how much it costs to do a print run to send to an entire
constituency, hence a computerised government dating website where you can get matched on
political grounds as well, or just go for www.thesextree.co.uk instead!!!! hint, hint as i need some
cash...

One life, one vote
Everyone should have the vote, including children who are the future of Europe, and if anything I
would trust more then most adults when it comes to voting on the 42 terror law. They see through
the crap, and spot the flaw as well. Perhaps there should be a child in very government cabinet, to
ask the stupid question wich saves the world and the people from a great deal of embarrassment!
However in the meantime I would settle for their parents having the proxy vote till the age of 12 the
parents should have the proxy vote for them, and yes i assume this means orphanages are going to
be in demand...
And with the power of attorney i assume a lot of people will pay for loved ones to be kept alive, but
i say this is horses for courses and could swing in the victims favour as people avoid pulling the plug
as well.

Now some people might be worried that this would encourage the people to breed more, to get
votes and to get the benefit which kids will also get, but this ignores the fact that kids are awful, and
will ruin your lives, ergo perhaps i should point out that Chlamydia isn’t a disease but a cure when it
comes to sterility ;) in the meantime, those stupid enough for kids, who will grow up and take over,
need to have a say now, before you fuckwits destroy the planet! Because you refuse to look ahead,
the children will remind you, that it’s not about you, but everyone.
Even if they are little sods, intelligence does not come with age, and if you gave them the respect
they deserve, they might show you respect in turn, just a thought. They aren’t stupid, but some of
you are! i.e. labour mp’s who walk through doors, because they have been told to, And in doing so
have given no thought to the consequences and the effect it would have on the people around
them...
Let alone the public at large.
And if the older politicians can’t answer their simple questions, and loose it in the cabinet room
then they should automatically be forced to resign, because they obviously don’t know enough to
be there to begin with! Perhaps a decimile reader, to weed out the il ne sourire pas crowd...
i.e. lighten up, and learn to build things, instead of fucking it up for the rest of us!

And abandon the law reforms acts
I want the separation and the 1911 act, and the 194 act messed things up. With no separation the
morons pass crap, and id rather they be in stale mate, and nothing get done then letting evil
through. Which reminds me proportional houses and life time peers which have the money not the
be brought out, like the morons in parliament who have to get elected and are scared of the press,
which was the point of them to begin with, education matters and its not found in the lowly lower
house, where the Muppets gather...

Opt in government
Another article on the site, in short i prefer people to have choice, and if possible think we should go
i want my services from France, instead of Britain and will pay my taxes accordingly. This would at
least stop them messing around, and make it like the gas sector...
Of course this might not be feasible and the other alternative is with the law, you opt into the
legislation you want to follow, as remember laws which don’t have 100% of the populations
approval are evil and is the minority/majority subjecting the people to slavery. Which is why it
shouldn’t be about restriction, but more about pro active solutions and investments of public money
to get the systems in place which we solely need.
In the meantime, if you think standards should be raised to protect the people, then allow
companies to opt in, and advertise yes we support it, of course this is theoretically flawed, if their is
no competition and everyone ignores it, but at least it would be free...

I prefer the publically taking the piss approach, and maybe the press could be some use for once! As
business learns to improve at its own speed, the carrot not the stick, and perhaps we can enjoy life
once again...
As some people like risk, simple as that, their life, their death, and their suicide which I’ve covered
already, not least in the 270,000 rewrite of the bible i tried to do from the devils perspective, and
planned for October 31st, but seem to have abandoned to write this instead because of intolerance
and censorship in britian today (you know the plan to break the censors and inform people instead1
you remember that one, don’t you....) grrrrrrrrrrrrrr

Employment
Discrimination
Women come on, your as equal as any man you don’t need protecting, further their should be no
sign on, and i’m sick and tired of people using peoples details against them, i’m a psychic and i
develop a site with sex in the name, and they go to pieces, and its frankly pissing me off. And those
who say you should say nothing, should think again as that encouranges intolerance, as people get
scared to speak their minds, and try and conform to two faced hypocritical fascists all with gods
image in mind.
Now i for one, think these people should be weedd out, and destroyed anyone using anyone else as
escape goat, and or looking for excuses not to employ someone, help them out, should be
considered evil, as their are two types of people in this world:
Those who see 9 things they like, 1 they don’t and use that as an excuse, i called these Christians,
but its applicable to everyone these days.
Then the other i called Satanist who see 9 things they hate, and one thing they loved which could be
improved upon, and they jump on it and help, pass it on, or shout about it, now which one are you,
and as for those who censored me because they hated my ideals, my psychic ability, sticking BDSM
on my cv, or anything else, well your going to burn, fuckwits i should have burnt these people for not
passing me on, sued their arsed off, and i will get my revenge one of these days...
Article 14, read it and weep, you know who you are, and that includes any other ground as well!

Employment v contracting
Once my other business proposals come in. see bottom on share/payment splits i think you will want
everyone part time contracting instead, and if anything people should be encouraged to use working
as using the capital to support your own thing, for self sufficiency, and i hate those people who are

scared of people being free, and want the 1984 morons, the cyber men working for them instead,
its not going to happen, I’ve passed the point of no return and i suffer for it instead

On long hours, and sharing the loud
The idea is to work less, not more, and if i get my way when your all equal share holders and paid
the same, you will learn to do just that! Just to be sure, least you be taxed to buggery instead....
This is covered in the business section, and why if you ignore it, it will be your death! At least when
the revolution calls...

Temptation squads
I love the devil, and i love temptation and instead of going into people, i think we should tempt them
to open up, to explore new ideas, new experiences and new challenges, and this is why i think you
should have hot sexy ladies, tempting me back into work... i’ve given up, you destroyed me, i tried to
be myself and you broke me, for taking a risk, starting my own thing, and now its over. I would
rather die, then kneel and be something i’m not.
You want to overlook the flaw, and start seeing the good in people, everyone can make excuses not
to do something, as i watch my friends go no i won’t join your site because its psychic, no because its
political, and no matter what you do you can’t win anymore...
People look for reasons not to do things, and temptation is the only thing which will build them up
and work, i may have to get back to sleeping with people, just to get them to join. How many for
critical mass, as it stand recruitment is the opposite.
People are more interested not to hire, not to find someone good then actually finding someone
who has the potential to fit in, so either i have to become an arrogant prick and break people, or i
have to admit, nothing ever going to change, and people are never going to help, anyone be
themselves and happy in this lifetime.
On your bike, doesn’t work. people don’t know who to contact, who to speak to, and thats why you
need to get people, who know what people want, and who to introduce them to, teams matter and
with the right team you can build a start up from the ground up.

Environment
Dealt with back on other articles, and www.thesextree.co.uk

International whaling
The whalers can take that harpoons and shove it up their preverbal arse...

On conseration, protection of forests, woodland, wildlife in general...
Do you really have to ask? Wican priest, no do you want me to fight you on this, or shall i take my
athame and drive into your spine, and show you why the pentagram goes upside down, on a bad
day... reminds me and this has nothing to do with woodland/wildlife. I wanted to import a 6ft
pentagram rug from the states, and the bastards at customs wouldn’t let it in! talk about
intolerance...
ironically this was the time i did that trace thing, and replied to the email from my bed, back when i
was experimenting with astral projection but thats another storey, and i digress.
In the meantime yes I’m a witch, and yes i would more then likely see wolves returned to the wild to
roam free, and no I’m not vegetarian, i like my stake, am a carnivore after all, i mean omnivore, do i
really need to do another vampire gag? Guess not, as i grow serious instead...

Worldwide ban on the petrol driven motor vehicle 2018
What can i say, this was that spiritual encounter and i must say i agree with it, as we go for
hydrogen instead, and the only way we will do this in time is if we was say no. You can’t produce any
more new ones, as the money from green taxation, co-2 omissions goes into funding, supporting
the new infrastructure. Remember we have a problem with planes, trains and automobiles.
And localised food production is important, as until we get a replacement, cars are the easier to deal
with, and it has to be done now.
Go with hydrogen, multiple sources/means to charge a cell sounds good to me and is what we need
is some redundancy and choice in the system.
Renewable in fact, although part of me at one time romanticizes about paddocks at the back off
offices, and having horses again, as we look to getting cars and their replacements underground. If
nothing else it would settle the speed/safety dispute once and for all. No need to restriction if there
is a physical barrier there to stop “pedestrians” getting in the way.
As you solve the noise issue as well, which seems to come with speed, as i reconsider electric cars
and go why are pedestrians crossing the road...

Nuclear power
No, bloody waste of time and too much effort/risk to generate steam and while Chernobyl may be a
rarity, but it still poses a risk, and I’m not one for sweeping the issue underground, sticking a
concrete bunker over it, and wishing it on to the next generation... just irresponsible i guess.

In the meantime, i like redundancy in the system and smaller targets. From a military perspective. If
nothing else... each man and house it’s own island. Duplicate at will.

Renewables, were not moving fast enough
Regions need to be self sufficient, we’re wasting our coast line. And it should be noted that all new
builds should be equipped with solar hot water heaters on the roof, and if anything we should be
learning to incorporate mini wind turbines on each house, where appropriate and/or solar panels
which are still way too expensive for my tastes... as i look at where the green taxes are going!

Recycling policy
This tends to be done at a local level, as i cringe at the papers and the argument for fines, which are
a complete waste of time, as no one can prove easily who put what in each rubbish bin. As for
separation at source, its not going to work, people are lazy, stupid and multiple bags gets
complicated, granted people will do their best, but its not going to work as well at finding the means
and the solutions to separate it on arrival, its called automation deal with it! further as we seem to
be unable to cope with pick-ups, while some of us forget to put the rubbish out (me included)
perhaps we should look at alternative means, like privatisation and/or paying people to recycle, after
all isn’t it worth something to someone... anyone? Surely someone can make use of it, in a Monty
burns way
And i remind councils about the world health organisation rules, on frequency, health and hygiene,
and yes lots of litter bins are a good thing, though i’m not sure fining is the right approach to take

High frequency yob scarer’s.
Isn’t this assault, i’m not sure adults should get away with picking, subjecting kids to torture like this.
And in the same token i tend to object to statue which restricts their rights over adults. If only
because age isn’t a bench mark of competency, and kind of goes against article 14, as i look to
discrimination law, and go not another statue which doesn’t conform....

Iranian courts, and ruling the man should be blinded
Ok, i admit. I have to agree on this one. As i’m referring to a recent case where a women was
blinded by a bloke, and in retaliation the Iranian course sentenced him to be blinded. Which falls
under the Islamic Shaira code of gias or equivalence, as well as an eye for an eye if you look to old
testament speal.
My only issue is, what if you fucked it up, got the wrong man? As i know how incompetent the
police are generally, and if you sentence someone to be blinded, you have an issue. If ever you

made a mistake. Which is the only objection i see with sentences like this. As you start to consider if
the sentence is fair?
After all, what with the disintegration of the police in our neighbourhood and jury trials going out
the window, and the risk of being tried by the press in turn. You’d have to be more then responably
sure, you’d have to be 100% sure that you got the right man. And while i may get past reasonable
doubt, their would always be the other element, which means, while i appreciate the sentiment of
justice. I would be loath to administer it myself.
I have seen what happens when people make mistakes, and which is why i perhaps fall under the
category of doing the bare minium to prevent harm from happening again, and restricting a persons
rights. As after all. If a moron can’t work and co-operate with his collective, its no skin off our nose,
as long as we remove the threat from happening again. Which shouldn’t interfear in their collective
rights, as while it may make someone feel better, vengeance can and never will bring a womens
eyes back.
He shouldn’t have done it, and i can’t turn back time. But is it better for society, to make him feel it,
or will he get his just deserts in due time, and if we removed him from society, and prevented the
risk. Would that cause more problems, like the financial risk. As a binding is quick, and perhaps
cheaper, and could perhaps offset the cost of lengthy incarceration. Which may benefit society at
large. Though one could argue, you could just advertise the crime, and let him walk free, and turn a
blind eye, to those who would seek vengange upon him. Which perhaps bares the hall marks of the
handmaids tale, and wouldn’t help society in the long run.
Which is why i sympathise with the court, but would rule against it. as i would rather leave justice to
the bitch upstairs, while i rule on safety first. as i’m not sure any judge could be in a position to be
that sure, at least from my perspective, and while i appreciate the irony, it would also in turn present
a financial cost to society, as a blind men, perhaps in the early stages, may need “support” just like
the women, which would and could be more then the costs of removing the threat. To begin with,
assuming you were sure, he was guilty of course.

Agriculture
In war, famine or disaster, and when the monetary system collapses the farmers win, and this is
why i became communist, its because self sufficiency matters and the people have to eat as the
shelves run dry, ergo if the farmers can feed themselves they can wait anyone out, and suddenly
your looking at the price of onions being £4000 a shot, now who’s laughing now.
Agriculture is a military matter! Regions and this goes across europe should be equipped where
possible to supply the nations needs. I am talking about what happens when the transport lines go
down. Suddenly or the fuel runs out. take for example in a sudden accident, sarah palin becomes
president of America, and she freaks out because the antichrist farts, and a book of witchcraft goes
published uncensored, next thing you know you have 20,000 nukes coming your way, because it
could be a sign, from god that we’re going to war.

Now your on your own, can you feed yourselves? Can the regions survive, and what about local
produce, as i share chinas theory on centralised control, and paying the farmers off, when it comes
to supplying the nations needs, in other words the people should own the farms, not the farmers
concerned, all be it, they do need to look after them, because we have a lot counting on them
Now, any access food need to be reallocated else where, and nothing should go to waste. I don’t
know if its wise to trust people on this one, least we get riots when the shit goes down, supplies
matter, and its a military concern.
As for back yards, and people growing their own, it seems we have forgotten the war days, and i
wonder if its time to encourage the people to grow more. Not least as it might encourage the
people (me especially!!!) to eat healthy, unlikely but it might get the people talking again. As i want
ton know, if different people in each area, each grew a small amount of one thing, could we get the
people talking again, if they learnt to share, the different products even on a small scale, and get the
likes of Tesco buying it off them, putting it on sale, to take the huge transport links out the way! As
its getting silly, flying it all around the world when it could be done more efficiently, if you get my
drift...

Religion
The separation of power, church and state.
Religion has no place in government and or policy, however i do agree that by incorporating spiritual
development in your life, and as an individual you will get better at politics. Mainly because if you
loose the fear, when you start listening to spirit/psychic development and throw the books away.
You begin to cope with other peoples perspectives, and go what the hell, i can see all sides here, and
you stop trying to control people, and focus on freedom instead.
So just say no to spiritual drug dealers, no one should have to kneel and serve here, unless of course
your doing it for fun as part of sexual sex games...

And yes i would sue the church for incompetence, all of them in fact!
Tort of negligence and duty of care, for preaching fear, censorship and though shall kneel to be
saved, i can’t stand it, and the people need to be taught to think for themselves, and what’s more
talk about it! and yes, that includes bringing the papacy and every priest, every cleric up before a
tribunal and charged with crimes against humanity, for censoring and failing to get the people to
stand on their own two feet, and of course I’m a witch, and know that if they had the chance they
would burn me on the stake, and keep me silenced, so they could continue to subvert the masses for
their own petty ends.

As one or 300, its time to take a stand, and say no to tyranny! And so yes, we won’t get on, all be it
in the unlikely event that i can find a priest which speaks openly about his own experience, i might
tolerate it, as people should be learning to prove it for themselves, rather then take things for
granted, loose the fear and stop blaming others for your incompetence!
Get over it, the witch is back, and your going down! Today...

On teaching religion in schools.
Religion shouldn’t be taught as is, as it confuses the issue and it should be separated out instead.
Instead we should be teaching philosophy, jesus, mohammed, Crowley, scorates, gareth bowen, and
the other greats on what should and shouldn’t be doe, while in science we should be teaching
people to investigate and learn for themselves the spiritual side.
By this i mean, we should be teaching things like meditation, psychic development and dream
analysis, people can learn to compare their experiences, talk about them and rule out what its not,
ergo by coming to their own understanding they may in time learn to prove its not body language,
communication is happening at range, and while it may be spirit, it may be telepathy, its not for me
to say, and it is up to you to prove it. That is science, that is psychology using the mind and using
your brain to calculate what it is, and isn’t.
The priest hood and the monks should have been studying this, and learning to pass it on, they failed
and used it against the people instead, i don’t like belief, i hate belief, you have no business believing
and you should know instead, that is where experimentation comes in, and learning to understand
and judge for yourselves, stand on your own two feet and don’t live in anyone shadow, loose the
fear, and just be you.
And you know my research is available on my site. But you can and will do better, or so i hope, as i
suck at explaining this stuff, or so it would seem...
As too many people have died fighting over what can and be easily understood if we learn to stop
medalling and let them be, knowledge is power and don’t you dare forget it.
And oh yeah existence is paradox, there are no rules and only solutions count!

On the mystery of the veil
This one bemuses me, if people choose by their own freewill to go nude, wear provocative clothing
or cover up completely head to toy then that that is there wish and their prerogative.
However if anyone is forced to conform, then i have issue with it. I also share the view that if you
had someone nude and someone in veil standing next to each other they would have to respect
each others choice, and get along regardless of what is said and done.
However i think the entire thing has gone too far, when it comes to tradition, in my view the veil
makes perfect sense to protect a gorgeous body from harm, least it get melted by the sun, i am a

vampire after all and i hate the sun. Ergo sensible attire for walking in and out of dusty places, and i
admit it may also help you pull. Because we all now men are pricks when it comes to beautiful ladies,
and go to pieces around them, hence if you can’t see the body and the face. You won’t be put off in
courtship.
While western women tend to make the first move, and any sane Satanist knows, you don’t make a
move till you get the courtship signal, positive eye contact, a smile and then the dance of the veils is
done. so perhaps its the same translation in any language.
Now i love the outgoing women, who flashes the tits, it tends to make up for my more cautious sub
appearance, but again i am shy and i also like to know what i’m going to get. So if you see a women
all covered up, its nearly as bad as the corseted goth women, made up to look sexy, and then you
get them home, and go omg, as their dimensions change, and you wouldn’t believe what can be
done with the miracles of some of those feats of engineering, and i have respect for any of them.
Not least, if you tried to walk up some stairs you’d understand, but its not really the veil, and well its
back to teaching and eye contact.
I don’t think you want to go nude, in the British weather, it sucks and only a moron goes nude in the
Arab sun, and well you can’t teach kids effectively with a veil, if it obscures your face, you need to
see the lips and see the encouragement on your face, and then its back to terrorism, and frankly i
don’t really care. Its like nuns in a habit, don’t shoot unless you see the white of their eyes, and a
gun/ and or a bomb.
And please can you strip, as I’ve grown board of tits, and the mystery of why she is covered
fascinates me... and for those male morons who consider women as property, and that this will
protect them, think again, as Casanova read her before you stepping in the door, and your a prick
and the Goths are moving in... as seduction and charm win this war.

On flag burning and shooting holy books
I don’t care as long as its your own property, as you can do what you will with it, heck why not just
burn it instead, keep you warm this winter, as nothing else will. Though i just hate destroying books,
it must be the witch in me, the books are mine leave them alone, knowledge matters even if they
are full of watered down crap, but that’s just my view, and if you want to burn the flag, and shoot
them for stress relief, go ahead, just make sure they aren’t my books, or i will rip your fucking spinal
cord out, and have it on display, so again make sure its your own property, least you find out how
upset we get....

On the black mass
I will always enjoy any opportunity to drink from a women’s cup, and in turn my knife is hers. See
pagan symbolism for the humour, and enjoy it while you can... c’est la vie

On spin and sura 24

This one bemuses me, as it talks about whores and whoremongers being right for one another, and
sentences them to 100 lashes, but consider this. It doesn’t say who is to carry out this act, or the
type of whip.
Now before I get into this, i should mention that some wiccan source predominalty Crowley make
reference to a wedding ceremony, where the whip is used, and i suggest one of those ann summers
whip, the rubber ones as two lovers show their love in the kindest possible way of course, for does
not the Koran say compassion shouldn’t hold you back in fulfilling gods word, and why would it
when two people are in love...
As isn’t god all merciful and it should be used as a means to bring the traditions together and the
open minded, liberal mind can enjoy one another, while the close minded miserable conservatives
can enjoy one another with the minimum of fuss, as who would want to mix with that kind... and
what of modesty?
Consider this modesty by definition means very little, and one can not get more modest then
nothing, very little. For isn’t clothing the very height of vanity? Of course the sun is hot, so perhaps it
would be insane to go uncovered, if at all. So perhaps modesty refers to wearing too much, for one
can be modest and have style. Therefore maybe the actually issue is not with wearing little, but lots
as that’s where the vanity sets it, for two many layers can only be a bad thing, as in an emergency it
would take too long to get to you...
As i spin it some more, for words can mean whatever you need them to mean, and as the times
change so do the words, the meaning and the people and of course the context.
Take alcohol for one, i am only drinking water as of now, but i have got drunk plenty of times, even
gone into the hot tub afterwards, where upon getting out I’ve promptly thrown up. As heat and
alcohol do not mix, and are bad for your health.
Indeed in that moment i could ban drinking permanently, as it’s not in your best interests, but then
again I would still partake a month or so later, as the choice matters and the middle have a right to
be stupid, even if it will kill them in the end.
Glass of wine? And well, i have to wonder what was going on in their minds, when they wrote some
of this stuff down, or was it mistranslated? The words twisted and the context skewed as i have
done, and perhaps i have spun it back, thus completing the miracle of water into wine, because lets
face it god is merciful and how could he use your love against you? your choice and your freedom?
For surely it’s only evil who would want a slave...
As i leave you that thought, go in peace and consider the words, and your actions... as not all things
are good, as i present the paedophile and a six year old bride, consecrated at nine, is that good and
healthy, or have we moved on? and become civilised, freedom in love, choice and equal consent...
Now leave the people alone, and let them whip each other in fun, love and sexual pleasure, tantric
ideas apply and openness can only be a good thing here today (or not) depending on your point of
view, your perspective and your spin...

Equality of the sexes, and the priesthood
In the employment section I said women are equal to men, and while we may treat them like that.
Lets face facts they aren’t. XY does not equal XX their biology is different and well they will never be
able to grasp literal translation and the equality of logic.
Take chess for instance, they are crap at it. then we look to the psychic side, and how their
defences work. men lash out, women use their tongue. A badly trained psychic, women will rip a
bloke a part, and destroy them for a lifetime. While a badly trained man, will either rbreak their
nose, or make a fool of himself.
Women manipulate, men do not. men were better at balance and keeping their calm which is why
they were the priesthood, as women become a liability, but perhaps you can teach them to be
different, to open up more, but you will never get equality.
The boy is tamed, and broken by the women, and will cry no more, because he no longer cares as he
is a man. Broken and forged by the hypocrisy of women. Open my arse, they couldn’t mature given a
lifetime, and that’s saying something.
And so it stands, man is traditionally better equipped at analysis, while women may be better at
some other things but i can’t work out what. though their tits are sometimes, impressive, and i
wouldn’t want a beer belly gyrating away, as they learn manipulation instead, but that’s not to say
they are sex objects, as i wind the feminist crowd up, and break the female doms.
As enough is enough, your being humoured way too much, and it ends now. you want a man, you’ve
got one, now stop pissing about, shut up and sit down, so we can get some work done, as i loose the
female vote...
Either way, there are times i think giving women the vote was a mistake, their poor legal, reasoning
skills, and ability to be prone to over react, as is their tendency to hold onto spiteful grudges mean
they make a dangerous contribution to the state of freedom in this world, and you want more in.
Come in be reasonable, they have no right in legislature, but by all means i would kneel to Lilith in
the bedroom. Fragile they are! Going by their current stance...
while they fail to appreciate the subtlety of words, and listen to themselves instead. perhaps we
should ban women from being witnesses altogether, having a say, and restore the scolds bridle.
But frankly I’d be done with it, let them be, and let them fight it out, maybe they will learn to play
chess, to balance their mind and be neutral and not look to fear and slavery but in the meantime i
remain sceptical, and will enjoy their beauty.
And while they fight for equality, i will fight for the other. because its getting silly, and what comes
around comes around, and you could find yourself with another reversal, another uprising and then
it will end in tears, and yes women do like sex more then men.
Alpha male anyone?, as we learn to educate them instead...

Now people, come to your senses, and stop this sexist crap, and deal with it. women can and will
continue to kick mans arses and protection isn’t needed anymore, expect men need to be protected
from the women scorned, which is why i want to go to hell, peace at last... as i escape the bitch
upstairs, and go this is nice, really nice.. peace at last. As the devil is the world, and she is the spirit,
and I will gladly mix with the female gluten in art XIV oh dear the lion is white, what ever will they
think of next week....
Hubble bubble, toil and trouble as yea seek the knowledge which comes to thee. Shame i can’t see
the wood, arse its there, lady Macbeth are your hands clean yet, guess not, as politics fails me one
more time...

Education
This is pretty generic, and teachers should be free to teach and build, while markers should well be
free to rip apart and mark which are two separate professions in my book.

Broadband isn’t a luxury, but a staple need
Every house should have this, it should be free. You can’t live without broadband and access to
information has to be uncensored and unrestricted, the people deserve the right to know, and no
government , and no business has a right to stop it.
Our governments competence when it comes to hacking and dealing with it, is also completely
unacceptable, either you allow the people to hack international computers, or you get your arses
into gear, and improve your competence... the computer crimes unit sucks at getting back with
people, and as it stands their is no point reporting anything, because you don’t know your finger
from your arse! In my book. Pull it out, and deal with it...
Its the wild west here, and frankly its obvious most politicians are talking absolute bollocks in this
regard, and I’m surprised we’re not at war by now! with their incompetence, fire sale, going once,
sold to the corporation on the left... see the international stuff, for solutions as this doesn’t work on
a local level, neither does energy either, which is another issue as I observe why do exercise bikes
have batteries, why isn’t the kinetic energy being used to power anything, why when the people
working out, why are they not in tred mills, powering the grid...
You could pay people to work out, all that wasted energy, and nothing to go round at all! At the very
least, no batteries, come on people, two magnets, copper wire, and you have power, worked by the
lemons who ride them, which incidentally are powerful enough to run a clock, but i do digress as i
cringe at my hot tub, for turning my silver rings purple, and go that’s not safe bathing is it...

Libraries
Yes, though I’ve not used mine , as i seem to like owning the books instead. well at least back in the
days i had cash. You need more computers, in these places, as we provide free access, as more and

more is going online now, but that shouldn’t be any substitute for books, the more controversial the
better! perhaps people should donate more, when the die...

No to faith schools
This foster intolerance, and intellectual stupidity at the hands of spiritual drug dealers and belief,
and should be banned, hence forth and destroyed

Yes to private schools
I hate to see it, but teachers aren’t created equally, and people have the right to pay for more, or
perhaps this would be better address with professional tutors, one on one teaching to improve their
standards...

No -On compulsory uniforms
I find this offensive, and the idea of stripping their identity away, please. No. And isn’t it about time,
they were educated to spend money and come to terms with places like Oxfam, and if they are in
charge of their own finances, they will get off designer labels pretty fast, and look to the student
lifestyle at age 8...

Kids should be free to move up, and the stupid kept behind
Children should move at their own pace, and should know how they are improving see my new
marking/grading proposals...

Teachers should teach, markers should mark
Ok teachers marking isn’t a good idea. One its not teaching they are biased on how do we know they
are any good, further what stops them taking a dislike to the kid, and marking them down, and i’ve
seen this happen, when i’ve been at school.
My system is this, teachers should have nothing to do with the marking, like university lecturing they
teach the kids in groups, and the homework and the exams go to professional trained markers whos
job is to rip it apart (constructively) and give the kids feedback on what was crap, and as there is no
face to face contact, bias should be kept out and the teachers assessed, as if the kids are doing
purely its going to show, and likewise when the kids get the marked work back the teachers are
going to see any grading issues, when the kids complain, and or address the issue in class.
This way, you have no techer reviews or inspections as the teachers are keeping an eye on the
markers and the markers an eye on the teachers and the children are benefit from the teacher
insight and the marker insight, when the spot the flaw...

And grading should be as follows on a national scale, and on a child level, kids need to know if they
are improving, ala educating rita style as well as how they compare on a national level, as while you
may think people need a’s i want them to improve and think at their own level.
Further teachers shouldn’t write pupils off, if your not connecting with the pupil and finding the
words that they understand, and or the context then your teaching sucks, see coach carter as an
example, as i hate negative/bitter teachers.time wasters who destroy you, rather then build.
This is two type of profession, and the amount of hours should be the same, its not the teachers
doing the marking, a task they never wanted/were suited to do in the first place...

on educational stupidity and the curriculum
There is a growing trend for pupils to regurgitate instead of thinking for themselves and building on
ideas, and this shows at the university level, and well it sucks as chidlten and people should be
taught to think for themselves, and be more entrepurnship, risk taking when it comes to questioning
authority and doing their own thing.
Again my business rejig is looking to remove the leverage concepts, of people being used as slaves as
the upper class teaches one thing, and the poor get tought how to be slaves, and its not on, really it
isn’t take rich dad poor dad as an example, if you want to further my aims.
•
•
•

•

philosophy, the law, and finance/accounting should be added as standard
chess/poker should be tought at the primary level.
religion should be banned as psychic spiritual development should be taught as part of
science and people should learn to experiment/measure on their own time with dream
journals and such... see my satanic witches lecture notes for more ideas on that one!
Physical education – shouldn’t we move from football, and go akido, self defence for a little
disciple, and it would help reduce knife crime, when the thugs find it sticking in them
instead... (teaches disarmament, and is purely a pacifist defence as you use the attackers
aggression against them...)
If i were to do a priesthood, which isn’t something i subscribe to, if only because it fosters
incompetence and the heard mentality, thus stripping individuality out. I would want
something like akido taught. Mainly because it teaches the individual to defened against
many (the heard) and is designed not to hurt the morons, while doing it. a technique which
perhaps needs more skill, which tends to fit around my Satanist philosophy, while fighting
against the hypocrisy of gods world, which would rather scare people into doing things. If
you can defend yourself, against a superior force, you loose the fear, and it would go some
way at countering school bullying, which i was a victim of in my youth. Though while i have
done akido, for awhile i suck at it. and i feel the lessons should be free. Teaches you to
defend against weapons as well, which is an important prerequisite when people are
allowed to carry them.

•

Foreign language at primary school yes, however they teach it wrong! As you have to
understand that listening to the Michal Thomas language cds in the car on repeat were more

beneficial and helpful then any French class i ever attended at primary school (which served
to put me off for years) Ignore the verb tables until you have mastered the basics and your
mind begins to take it in, and read and listen to books like “le petit chaperon rouge available
on amazon were much more use. If only i had a sexy French bird to practice on.... (fond
memories) as the irony of youth catches up with me. when i exclaimed in a loud voice that i
would never need French, as i would never ever date a French women, and then... the
opposite happens... c’est la vie, as i recall the bit about dreams, which is another annoying
storey which stuck in my head.
In the meantime can we just give these type of courses/video to kids as standard where we
see the words on the screen highlighted as they speak along... and if anything verb tables
are going to have to be taught/language structure as i never mastered what a pronoun was
till i was 31 and went back to it, after listening to the French cd’s about a 100 times. All this
because I lived with/dated a French women and she winged because i didn’t learn the
language and threw it back at me when looking for an excuse to break up, which really hurt
at the time. hence why i went back on my “outburst” as a kid, and started learning it again,
just to get over my fear, and well give some confidence again. and i shall leave it there,
before i get into the extortionate costs of having so many languages in Europe. Which is
another issue entirely. (though i suppose to make love to a women, you don’t need language
skills, just a smile... as the politics is just meah)

University education
Ok education should be free, and when people aren’t working they should be encouraged to attend
lectures, pop in even if they aren’t paying for the course itself...
As for students paying, i’m fine with the notion of loans you never pay back, 0 interest if you never
earn x amount.

On health care
This should be free, people should be contributing to the risk, based on the taxation they pay from
drugs and life styles when they buy the stuff which is relevant, but i suppose people will always want
to voluntarily top this up, for stuff they never needed.

Supply and demand for drugs/expiry dates
Wastage, admin and drugs going out of date seems like a waste of money, as does restricting over
the counter use, why can’t people be allowed to dictate the risk to their own bodies, as i reserve the
right to experiment on my own body.

Taxation for people who are unhealthy, smoke, drink take drugs
This money is coming of the taxes on those things, hence the risk and the costs have been taken into
account, so stop your bitching, and get on with it! or at least they would be if i was in charge!

Oral heal care/dentists
Yes, i hear we’re over priced, perhaps we should go to eastern European instead, in fact those
Hungarian dentists and tents are what... still here? Come on, use mouth wash instead! and yes this
is taking the piss, as Britain does appear to be well crap, just look at the French on std’s

Nits/headlice in school
If one person has it, they all have it. i hate this. Checks are a waste of money, if you have kids your
screwed, use shampoo and conditioner, and or dye your hear, or even better DONT DATE ANYONE
WITH KIDS and that probably means inspections are a waste of time, however it would be nice if
parents informed people/teachers discreetly perhaps in a box, that an anonymous box that an
outbreak was underway.. so they could nuke the little blighters once and for all...

Confidentiality of patient data
Dna is none of your god damn business, get a court order... i trust the government and or the
medical service not at all

Sexual health checks
Being checked out is a good thing, and people need to get over their fear and realise that having
your bits looked at is the normal responsible thing to do.
Perhaps more politician/celebrities need to make a go of this one... publically confess to the things
they had, and how they got cleaned up and i still haven’t had an answer on the French thing, this is
pissing me off, and i worry that Europe and the states aren’t sharing their knowledge and learning
from one another adequately, due perhaps to language barriers which we need to get around
somehow...

Teaching sex in schools
Come on people, you have to teach them ,before they hit puberty! Show them the lovers guide
series available on dvd, and be done with it.

In fact why not, just own a copy, leave it on the shelf in the book case and in their own time they
will watch it when their ready, while your out. no questions asked. so you can avoid those
embarrassing questions as they learn more then you... and condoms matter, but they do come off,
and its back to latex allergies and more reasons why you need access to the pill, the coil (is this only
for people who have had a baby? As i broach my innocence and observations of who used what) and
realise that Chlamydia is perhaps not a disease but a cure, if it makes you sterile, or is that just my
warped way of looking at over population, and population control...

On shamanic, faith healing and alternative health care
I have done reiki before now, attended courses and experimented with “energy” in sex magic, is it all
suggestion, and while i don’t know if its any good. I know it works at least on a psychological level,
which means yes it does have a use. Healthy mind, healthy spirit, and a helthybody follows, but may
be i trust wester medicine for that. However these butchers don’t know as much as they think they
do, when it comes to the mind, and that alarms me. all be it surgurys fine, and we love our mulibillion doller patented drug industry, we forget the basics, herbs and everything else like garlic aloe
vera and everything else, which could and should be cheaper. Again i can’t comment on diet, mine is
shit, and perhaps its genetic, hell I’m not even a doctor, but i do know this.
I have sensed rather interesting sensations on these courses, and even during sex when the
visualisations have been silent, but thats not really health care, and i have seen people break down
and cry, and realise the stress, ergo i think a mix of both worlds, east meets west as we allow people
to make their own minds up, don’t rule anything out prematurely, especially on the grounds because
it conflicts with your belief set, and that one swings both ways, listen to reason, listen to your mind,
and trust people to do what they do best, explore and communicate. Some of the things i know,
were impossible in my mind a few years back, and well i proved myself wrong, and that means i
have got very cautious in siding with anyone when it comes to expert knowlege, as they tend to be
wrong.
Get a second opinion, and in the meantime i judge by results, as i realise the mind is a strange and
powerful think, and optimism is key, if you think your going to get better. depressing people can and
most probably will send them to an early grave/make them age quicker and we don’t want that, as
we learn instead.

Psychiatric are/mental health
In the kingdom of the blind, blind men rule, blind men teach and blind men rule that sight is an
impossibility, in fact if you can see and if you have eyes, your mentally ill as we invent a disorder to
cover it.
Why this fear? Why this hatred, does the man with sight, stay silent, ignore the men of science, the
men of faith and use it against them. Theres a problem in this world, religion no longer enslaves the
masses, and so we need a new way instead, drugs and dependency and surpression.

Your unwell, don’t learn the occult, don’t master the other side. The system is right, stop thinking
for yourself, now take these drugs and be happy.
And the people grow silent, refuse to open up and the witch goes to ground again, i can’t wait till
next week when the witch burning start. You can’t be psychic its bi-polar its all in your mind, now
stay there, and let me put these drugs into you.
You have to loose the eyes, and we carve them out, see your all better now, cured. You never
needed them anyway! So does the man with sight take the blind men down, or teach them to open
their eyes and use them for the very first time, as i quote neo, the matrix and opening up for the
very first time.
Of course maybe i should sell out, people can’t stand the idea of people being open about this.
Learning so, why not say anything or even better lets get diagnosed as ill, disabled and claim benefit
for ever. Let the morons work for us, and serve us. Why would we need to be open, honest and to
teach instead.
That’s how it goes in some circles. Your view, your diagnoseis and what you learn to do with it, is
largely going to depend on how sharp you are, and or how lucky you are when it comes to getting in
touch with other people.
But perhaps the drugs work, as you develop a drug dependency culture and ignore the fact that they
stop working after awhile. We’re helping you be better as i quote serenity, medalling for the best,
just don’t question our fear, and what would happen if you learnt the truth. So thats my stance as
these morons, invent new conditions, as they water down and steal occult knowlege and make a
profit of it, because the people aren’t ready for it.
But perhaps they are trying to help, and some people need helping, really they do. Bollocks, they
are fine as they are. Stop tinkering your the one destroying them, and your the one that’s ill, if you
think that we shouldn’t start learning to adapt to it.
This isn’t an evolutionary quirk, we’ve been doing it for thousands of years, and some people teach,
and others suppress...
Make a choice, and deal with it accordingly. As the stories in the pres, and the growing “may be”
culture means everyone is scared to point at the emperor and go, he wears no clothes, the wizard of
oz, and the microphone and people fear authority and trust these guys, please these guys wouldn’t
know their way around the human mind, let alone fight their way out of a spiritual paper back. As
seem more content in justifying their own fear, then any real exploration, or perhaps I’m biased and
they aren’t all like that.
But how do you know, who is good, and who isn’t. Someone falls in the wrong hands and they can
be fucked for life, and i worry about this industry i really do. Academic morons, hacks and children
who never dared learn the capability of the human mind.
Go back to the occult, and catch up guys. *

*this isn’t to say, they make some uses and their are some conditions which need help, but i think
the cure is in the mind itself, and its how you view the condition and how you make them ground
themselves, which is going to be key to working this one out.
But that’s how it goes the war of atheism v religion and the only people who suffer is the one who
knows nothing, and who dares trust the fools in charge.
Don’t trust your own mind, and learn to deal with it, then when you prove them wrong, rip the
mother fuckers apart. Once you’ve proved communication at range, these morons have no leg to
stand on, all be it they may have some say...

Hospital waiting, and abroad
Are we crap or what? seem so, try eastern Europe or any of the hospitals in Europe, as frankly i think
we should have free health care in any of them, as we look to European health insurance to cover
it. throwing more money at something never appears to work, and indeed its right. if you don’t have
the people who can do the job, find more. Delegate less, or get the efficiency down, so you can get
more done in a day, and well i can’t comment on this, as its outside my remit of expertise. Other
then Europe should be co-operating and training each other more, sharing each others ideas and
getting over the language barrier as from what i’ve seen. It seems the French and the British don’t
have the same ideas, and i want to know Why?
Do we need to be teaching each other more, getting up to speed on each other’s ideas, and i know
language is an issue, but please surely it can’t hurt to know more... rather than less as people get too
specialised and in turn become useless, if they stop thinking for themselves, and processing data
instead.
I like my experts to have a brain, and not be taken in by the same thing over and over, and start
assuming it’s that, rather than actually looking and investigating with their own two eyes instead.
(this would cover the police as well, and any area of expertise.. complacency is a killer, get good
instead)

Expert systems and the 24 hour helpline
I was looking around the other day, for online systems for self diagnosis. Ones which are capable of
searching on multiple symptoms and narrowing your options own, free of charge and anonymous
and I was surprised to find no good ones available.
Perhaps because i have spent so much time writing bespoke systems, and watching Hue laurie play
House i’m longing to write a system which will do the same thing. Take a list of symptoms match it
up so I can see what fits, what doesn’t. It’s not rocket science. It’s only a matter of coming back with
probably matches, and asking the right questions which your gp could otherwise do.
If anything, i think i ask better questions then some nurses, and some doctors. As it’s all about the
detail and an analytical legal mind perhaps can distinguish more then otherwise would be lost on a
telephone conversation.

In the meantime, i did eventually track down what i was looking for, after i kept seeing repeated
aura images of cleaning my ears out. so either I’ve been ignoring the politics or it was tied to the
balance receptors of the inner ear, and that’s accounting for my dizziness. Mimics the same
symptom I got4 years back, when I turned my car over on the m1. As i wonder, how accurate/useful
auras are.
Don’t get me wrong the free 24 helpline is useful, just not when it comes to getting a diagnosis of
what it is, as on certain conditions. Though I’m referring to a case, where auras weren’t present. As
the problem with nurses on phones above you can talk cross purposes when you describe
something, one thing in your mind, and another in there’s as they read back to you what the
common trend is, then refer you to get a second opinion.
Utterly useless on that regard as most medical people seem to assume your looking on the internet
as they ask you what you think it is! How the hell should I know, your the trained medical personal i
trust my life too...
In the meantime with a mix of questions and pictures like that of dermatlas you could learn to
pinpoint and get a better and more accurate diagnosis on your own, without wasting lots of hospital
time, which i assume could be better spent elsewhere.
If done right, we could even plug the system into booking the appointments for the tests required
there’s nothing worse with a doctor and or nurse coming back with the same short list as you.
As we look at how to narrow it down, by cutting out the waiting times and putting people in touch
with the specialists first. people aren’t stupid, all be it some may are. In which case perhaps we may
still need gp’s for them and for prescriptions, but it’s not that difficult and expensive to write
something like that.
If anything the only issue is the data and getting it in the right format. Now having being on patients
direct, i see their research is a mess, and unstructured and you can only find something if you know
what to look for.
In the meantime, we should be looking at getting all those medical illnesses, written up and
photographed in a common standard! Which we can better integrate with back end systems. In
theory they should have done this already, but knowing the companies i work for. I will remain
sceptical on that one, till i’ve personally viewed the data.
In the meantime, the data entry can be done for free by medical students, as lectures decided the
best entries for inclusion. As lets face it they have to memorise the stuff anyway. In fact we should
be doing this across Europe, as it seems we may have differing ideas on some things.
Obviously this opens the hospitals up to scrutiny, as everyone gets in the act, which can only be a
good thing, to keep them on their toes, as long as they don’t get lasy in the meantime, trusting
computers and running tests, and to quote one house episode, if only we looked, we would have
seen it. so much for tests, not that I’m assuming that bares any state to reality?
In the meantime i wouldn’t trust medical personal or doctors to write the data up, in a universal
format because, i think it would be all over the place. No legal rules, and i would be interesting in

facts like is the symptom always present, or is it only present in a percentage of interests for when it
comes to predicting matches. Which is what a gp does anyway. It could be this, this or that, at which
point the tests speak for themselves, and you hope they find it. in the meantime the more research
available to the public the better, as those message boards suck at it.
People take on symptom and go its this, because that’s what they had, or they have no idea how to
distinguish an arm from an elbow let alone the head from the shaft. (always worrying that one) and
in the meantime, you wonder, why haven’t i written it yet? No cash.
And no ones hired me, perhaps I’m not important enough, perhaps I’m not friends with the fat cats
who strike the deals, who prefer the money to be wasted rather then cutting the crap, and giving it
to small start up companies/colleague graduates who would actually know how to program a
system, rather then wasting it on politicians and the burocracy which comes with no one wanting to
do anything.
It’s not that difficult to get data sorted out, it’s just that for some reason every commercial
companies i’ve been in, when it comes to B2B systems is crap at it. developers put it off, and its pass
the buck, and suddenly someone snaps (usually me) and goes this is it. take it or leave it, but i hope
there’s some specialist schemas out there which they are already applying, else i’d hate to think,
what’s going down.
However from what I’ve heard and seen, it’s crap at least from the customer facing end, and as a
programmer who’s dissertation was on information retrieval, prior to 12 years of experience it well
just annoys the crap out of me when i can’t find what i want.
Perhaps because i’ve got to the point, that i go it’s not that, that or that as i don’t have that, and well
how much is medical school again? As it’s not brain surgery, its just matching things back to the
tests what it could be, advice and treatments as you show the research.
This could link back to free care, and paid for options/treatments as I’m sure there is a range of
options on some things, which may or may nor be effective as the risks are explained and the user
gets to choose, do you go for the cheap and nasty stuff, or go for the over priced medical
manoeuvre, which no doubt you could have knocked up for free at home. As the gp’s go don’t
bother me with colds.
Has to be anonymous though, as it seems people are really crap when it comes to signing up, with
things. Unless you need treatment, then obviously to book in on line, would require some form of
identity, so that you can check your results while the doctors do something else instead.

Clinical negligence is a worry
I’m not sure i like the idea of patients being lied to, and if someone makes a mistake they shouldn’t
feel pressurised in covering it up, if anything the reverse is true, instead we seem to have developed
a culture where people want to sue them, for lying, getting it wrong which in turn will propagate
and get them to cover it up more. You have to face facts, our doctors are crap, they are just trained
to diagnose and sometimes get it wrong, and we consult them because they specialise in it, if we can
get past that, as i recount the tv serious house, and someone in my street.

People have to be more like neo, and stick their hands up, and admit to any wrong doing, or at least
inform people of the risks, and people can appreciate that, after all they still know more, all be it
some people will catch them up, with the internet, and well when life is on the line people shouldn’t
assume anything, and any indication otherwise is a criminal offence. So in short cut the bull, or i will
in turn cut you.

Taxation
Monet should be taxed for a purpose and only go on its designated purpose, each tax is designed to
address an issue, and the only generic ones should be wages.

Council property/ tax
This is a waste of money, you have to give it to people who aren’t working/pay them off. Scrap the
lot, and go direct to the wages instead, one tax and it centralised, as the local councils are a waste
of time and can’t be trusted and if anything we should be looking to making them competitive with
an opt in approach, using the principles of subsiderity - which is government is handled at the
lowest competent level - and I’m not sure these comply, as i look to the Chinese and centralised
management, and go who do i trust with a brain....
No one it seems, and councils are a waste, and inefficient and their i.t. systems are duplicated, and
shouldn’t this be done on a national level, one bloke in s shed (with broadband) could run the
systems for the whole of Britain, and having been in interviews with councils, and worked for
companies who have developed for them, they are not equipped with the knowledge, the know how
and are well incompetent when it comes to spending the peoples money wisely...

Vat on goods
This is frankly a waste of time, and the only reason we have it at all is to screw tourists who
otherwise wouldn’t pay taxation to alleviate the Burdon of it being on wages, or that’s the only thing
i can think of on this one...
Now does the cost in industry and the overhead to calculate it compensate for the amount it pulls in
from strangers who come to these shores, and can’t we tax them when they come in, instead or
withdraw funds from their accounts when on uk/European soil, and scrap vat as a waste of time...

Smoking/drugs/junk food and the other sin taxes
Only when its going to put you at greater risk, and any such taxation should be going to offset your
health care, as its your choice, and well your risk, and if you die for over indulging don’t come cryinf
to me your warned, and every good Satanist knows you take responsibility for your own actions!

Now deal with it, my child. you had what was coming to you, and so i... now who wants jump out of
this plane...

Co2 immersions/green taxes
These are because we have a problem, nothing to replace them. Taxing people to scare them off is
pointless, this money should only to solve the problem. If its not, its been wasted, and should only
be going into research/infrastructure and replacement systems and not funding someone else’s fuck
ups...

Death taxes. inheritance tax
As a gothic bdsm psychics pro european satanic communist witch who loves my property i want
no one to go anywhere near mine, however the problem with owning property and carving empires
out (yeah right) is the balance of power shifts and instead of the people sharing, it goes back to the
rich, exploiting the poor and that is bad, and as people tend to cry (and rebel) when you liberate the
people, and reapportion it in life, we have to do it in death instead.
That means, if someone has way too much, there has to be a limit on who inherits what, and it has
to be broken up, now if they voluntarily break it up and share so be it, but keeping it together shafts
the balance of power and destroys the harmony, and that can not and will not be tolerated as we
try and bring people up to the same level.
Ergo big property should be hotels or something, as to the limits well that’s open to debate, more
later, in the mean time its back to business and sharing it out.

Tax on profit and can we offset expenses first
Don’t see why not. and why should employees be treated any different... profit needs to be taxed
and invested back into to the system in order to make it work... we’re trying to build an echo system
here, lets make it work...

Charity
Yes, and of course contributions should be offset before taxation occurs as its providing a system
government would otherwise do, however what about efficiency and fraud, and can they be trusted
not to waste it, as i wonder how far i trust the people on this one ,least no money be coming in, then
again if everything been provided for free, why bother with money, and or anything and in the
meantime until we reach the holy grail of self sufficiency and the extinction of money, we better tax
the wages instead, providing they don’t take the piss and try and collapse the region by sending their
funds else where (which should be an exceptionable offence as people need to learn to share, hence
charity is a good thing, but watch it fat cats, least you get your heads blown off, when the revolution
comes...)

Wage tax - yes

Single tax rate, extortionate, there is no minimum wages and you all get the same benefit which isn’t
taxed, and their is no minimum wage, as this is a communist capitalist system and reminds you your
in it together! And not on your own... if the countries doing well the benefit goes up, if its doing shit,
its going down, and your looking at tempting people in, to help you out, and making them part of
your team, as remember we should be learning to work less, not more!! Hence high unemployment
figures are something to be proud of, if we are bringing the money in regardless, as its all automated
now, which brings to the business end of the proposals...

Shares
These shouldn’t be in public hands, and i think dividends should go to the government to be shared
out across the people, and in this way if our businesses/investments are raking it in we can sit back
and do nothing, and enjoy life for once.
However in the meantime, i suppose people need to be rewarded for making smart investment
moves, and we shouldn’t steal the lot, else they might not bother investing in the first place, and
why is the money being taken out of the company anyway.
So what do we do, tax the profit, keep it in, and if you try and destabilise it, we tax that as well.
Transactions are a no, no. Your working the system and buffet says your investing for a reason. So
yes tax on transaction and you can’t complain at that, you are investing for the good of the people
aren’t you, please say you are, and your not one of these morons, who are out for themselves..
Please please, please Mr Branson, sugar and all the rest get the people educated so we can get this
zone into gear, as we each look to our own corner and help people out again... better place,
remember the buzz words, pleasure is everything and that is why we do business to being with, isn’t
it folks? To make the world a better place and be rewarded for it... hint, hint and all that...

Teared rates, and tracking the money
The is an argument for taxing people more, the more they earn. However this tends to get messed
up with inflation, and it would be wise to just pick a percentage ands tick with it. if not least it gets
over the cost of expensive systems. In the meantime my business proposals want to change it so
everyone in a company is paid the same, as the team lives and dies as a unit.
If only to break selfishness down. While we try and democratise the system and improve
everyone’s lives, instead of having everyone turn on each other. frankly in my eyes your equal and
their should be no discrimination because someone has tattoos, and or a piercing and or refuses to
cut their hair short. As i hate that arrogance, that puts image before substance and would rather see
the back of it.
Dress how you want, look as YOU want to look and be happy with it. in the meantime those who
refuse to tolerate people, should be weeded out and re-educated accordingly.
In the meantime should government trust the people when it comes to taxation, if you have a single
rate then the advantages are thus. It’s easy to understand, but as you get richer you have more of

the lions share and it is trusting them to invest it back in the people, and help improve their lives.
Which some do very well, while others do not. government which goes for the higher tax rates is
trying to force the equality on people, but at the expense of complications. Which is good in effect,
but i would rather trust people, unfortunately if the people can’t be trusted to share, then
government steps in.
Ergo, I’m divided on this issue, purely because i don’t know how much i can trust [some of] those
selfish capitalists to play ball... else i would have no hesitation to go with a single rate, regardless of
income, which is being paid out on top of the same benefit you all get. Because you need to realise
your working together to make all our lives better, not just your own!
In the meantime it’s obvious that money flows between people you know. Ergo someone gets a
government contract, they employ a few people, the banks get rich, and well where do they spend
their money. how many degrees as it filters out amongst the population? If the rich get edgy, it
bankrupts the poor, as the distribution isn’t even, and it only takes a few bad apples to behave
irresponsibly and move the money out of the zone...
And likewise everyone suffers in turn (all be it there is sometimes a delay before things catch up) and
I’m sick of 20 year boom and bust cycles, as it kills people. Surely we have come tot he point, where
we can maintain a self sufficient eco system, which doesn’t fuck people over in greed.
However it is regrettable, that people need to live, and it’s annoying to be in a state, where people
have to be bribed as we appeal to their greed, which in turn, turns people against one another.
Which is the flaw with capitalism, and its strength.
People want better lives, and either we all want the same thing, or we don’t. So perhaps we do still
need those overly complicated tax rates, the only question is how many, and should it be
exponential or not. a gradual algorithm which goes fro 0% to 100% as the money is ploughed back
into government, the benefit system and out to the people (as your all getting it, remember) as we
make the country great again.
In the meantime, if we get a system that works, it should be tied to inflation so we don’t need to
tinker with it, every other year. Unless we really are improving things, but it’s much better and easier
if we keep it simple stupid. Government should be pro-actie not restrictive when it comes to
promoting new things.
AS we need to reflect if we improving lives, or making it a misery, in the meantime as it stands at
the moment, the us against them mentality has to stop, as I’m on the verge of civil war as is!
Purely because the minority deems me unworthy of help,. As they watch me loose everything and be
reduced to nothing, which makes me wonder what the point of helping and or trying to do a start up
was to begin with! Thus my mood turns soar, and then the system collapses as the people turn on
one another, unless we change our ways and even it out!
Just a thought! as its hard to tell at times. As i think we are only going to grow as a people, if we
move our mind set into improving lives, and pulling people up to the same
productive/creative/intelligent level... even if it’s temptation as a whole

Government and IT
Security and usp pen downloads
I have worked in places of high security before, which frowned upon downloading databases and
hate so much red tape around live databases, no one could do anything. In short when the shits
goes down, and the money’s at stake. You do what it takes to download a database and or make a
comparison to get the system up and running again.
And in short we tend to be lax, at deleting pen drives afterwards, it’s a low priority when your trying
to work it out, ergo i wouldn’t trust me as i’d walk with the database and it would probably gather
dust, and or be forgotten about. Can you really sell those things? Like where? in the meantime if
your really that bothered, you have no choice but to introduce a layer of oxygen stealers that stop
people from doing their jobs, and perhaps automate the scrambling of live data.
Which delays the process of getting access to the system, and well how much do you want to trust
people, and how much do you want to let them do their job? As i sidestep the issue, and go i can’t
do anything here. They won’t give me access.
In the meantime, you will never get around the fact that some issues will always revolve around live
data, and programmers are going to need to look at it, as in some companies there’s a growing
trend to stop them doing their job and finding bugs.
Fancy that! In the meantime, invest in your own bloody pen drives, stop your whinging, and don’t
come crying to me in the next emergency...
As you remember to run background checks on people before they go anywhere near the project,
which is a matter of course as i got police checked on the Scottish reporters agency project, back in
my youth, and i wasn’t even going near data then. Coders code, and if people don’t want their data
stolen and or accidently exposed, shouldn’t they perhaps pass laws preventing the government from
having access to it... and or better yet, don’t use a computer. period!
Ok it’s not that bad, but it’s like the banks and having to encode any personal data before its sent on,
which is a good thing. Its just you wouldn’t believe the amount of morons and stupid people there
are, as i reflect on social engineering and digress from point, as i reflect on database copy, who
needs a copy when we can... oh right!
I couldn’t of course, everyone is so damn good at security (or is that just me?) it’s unbelievable just
look at the Chinese, and my failed attempts at trying to get anything out of the embassy’s.. fire sale
anyone? Nudge, nudge, wink wink. Maybe if i holiday in china, i could hack my own systems,
considering we seem to frown on security over here.

Don’t trust local government (morons to boot)
Having worked for gold partners, and other companies working on government contracts. It seems
people are more interested in arguing about names, rather then agreeing functionality, far too much
duplication and waste, across counties which could have been done nationally.

Now if I was getting the contracts, I wouldn’t complain, but I haven’t so i shall whinge instead.

Free Voting Endorsement System
As mentioned earlier, i want to do away with deposits, and introduce a networking site instead,
where people get to explore the candidates yes/no answers to questions and can nominate them
instead. as the deposit scheme is a barrier and introduces mindless party clones, rather then free
thinking individuals which is what this country and Europe needs.

NHS System
See expert system, in the nhs which would be in some instances be a better alternative to the
helpline, and could in theory speed things up, if we got rid of the crap, and let people book in for the
tests they need.

Benefit
This is covered in the economy section. Single pay out to everyone, regardless of employment
status, and no tax brackets one rate, and this counts as the pension system too.
My main concern is breaking the barriers down, and getting the people talking, and passing things
on, as there is way too much prejudice in the world today. When it comes to people mixing, sharing
and absorbing new ideas, when it comes to getting people in touch with those who can help.

Business and Pleasure
The more we automate, the less we do and in truth, the future means we will all be working part
time and be on befit, as the divide widens and the balance moves to right itself. as it’s all about
connecting people, and everyone is redundant in time...

Exclusives/monopolies are banned, no lock in’s
In the meantime everyone try to make people dependent on them, leverage to their own selfish
ideas and I’m not having it, and in truth the system can’t sustain it. ideas matter and the creative
spirit must not be constrained. The world matters, and it’s about getting everyone to the same high
standards, bringing prices down and making the best use of resources which can’t function in a
world of exclusive contracts, monopolies and a world of freezing people out.
Anyone can deal with anyone, and you can’t stop anyone doing it either, and if i have to legislate to
that effect so be it.

Because these artificial constraints keep everyone back from developing and or reaching the best
people for the best price, as machines take over and we wonder what the fuck we the people are
going to do with the rest of the world, and it becomes easier to print your own stuff, and
disseminate it at will, as if we don’t start living in harmony, we are only going to end up turning on
each other in time.

Share holding and reapportioning the split!
Shares holding should be allocate between all employees equally. You are in it together as a team,
and you should all be paid the same as well. If the company does crap you earn less, and this retains
the capitalist spirit of greed as you work together and make it happen, and on the plus side i assure
you people, wont moan that there’s too much work to go around, as in my system when you
employ someone else, you reapportion the shares, and the balance equally.
If you do not do this, the fat cats will die in the next revolution as we democratize business as we did
government all that time ago, this is the future and will teach self sufficient, and if start to suffer you
will all suffer and it will perhaps teach you to invest your money in the economic zone, rather then
squander it, looking for the cheap thrill abroad, only to realise when the money goes out, nothing
comes in, and then we all go broke on the next economic down turn...
When you in, your in. join owners you decide to leave and money/profit is reapportioned with each
new joiner and with each person who chooses to leave.
In the meantime if you fall out, and people refuse to do anything! Tough, sort it out and learn to
motivate them, or collapse the entire thing which would be a little difficult with the people involved,
as not everyone wants to destroy as you look to building instead.
Which is perhaps going to remove the very notion of slaves/leverage at will employs and introduce
contracts again.
Which is fine, but rights will always remain with the person who creates the material and or the
thing. While you may be granted the right of using it, and or distributing it on licence as you get
some but not exclusive benefit out of it. which is the price you pay for being selfish, and not inviting
them to join your team to begin with.

Encouraging start-ups to flourish, and bring money in
With the new benefit system any confusions with people not getting paid, losing out is gone. Which
means you are safe to get good at whatever you enjoy, and market yourself to the people. So as
your business grows, you will earn more, as will all the people you go in with, because it’s about
working together (in theory) as the more you make the people happy, the better it gets.
Failing that, at least your doing something, which is better then nothing. In the meantime the issue is
always going to revolve around tax breaks and if people need to be “given incentive” to begin again.

Tax discounts in business, get em in, then raise em (oach)
After a conversation with someone who worked for the tax office (in the pub of course) the
following issue was raised on ground rents, when it comes to shops and the like it makes no sense to
me to give them a discount, only to put it up and for them to close and go elsewhere. What is it with
that? Surely it’s better to have someone there, then have the shops empty. Ergo you want to
encourage people get established and stay established, which means no sudden rises. So if
something’s profitable or not, surely you do it at the best rate and keep it there for the entire
duration, with no sudden 3 year rises and the like.
Ergo keep it simple, and make it the same. (which means online these days – not that I’ve seen any
money mind, so perhaps it’s not all there yet)
However there is the issue, of starting up, getting going, which perhaps is going to more people
working from home, at first. to get established, markets and or tables on the street. Which if
anything should be free! Though people worry about forgeries/copyright law, blah blah, blah. Knock
offs on over priced consumer goods, which would happen anyway if your selling online, in a store or
somewhere else, ergo as the people learn to police it themselves...

Copyright and ownership – for artists
If you write something, draw something, whether it be a book and or music, you demand a share
and ownership of the bit you did, same with scripts and people who just publish it, distribute it,
shouldn’t have ownership. Because they are mealy distributing it, and those who create the
material should enjoy the freedom of going elsewhere.
As it would keep the prices down, however when it comes to people adding to the work, they also
have a stake in it, to the extent of what they contributed to the overall act. Which seems to
confuses the issue teribe rly. Take a script writer who writes a script for a tv series, where the
characters and the theme are created by someone else. Which perhaps means i shouldn’t say
anything at all.
People put too much value on the physical form, and the ideas which is where it’s at, get taken for
granted. Ergo copycats are a pain in the ass, and not everyone with money can afford to protect
their rights, and or being screwed over by big business, and i ignore the philosophical implications of
where an idea comes from anyway.
Once you’ve experienced the notion of picking up thoughts at range, like what’s on a persons mind
before they call, you have to wonder how if anything we are given the ideas and how many people
those ideas go to. In order to ensure they get written to begin with.
As i hate people getting locked in, and i suppose the person who comes up with the idea. Agrees the
commission with the next level down. Publishers in my mind, are like recruiters they are hired to
distribute the material and are paid a rate and or commission based on how well they market the
stuff. If they are crap they get nothing, while it’s the artist/author and writer who remains fully in
control.

As in this day and age, we are moving into an environment where we have more then one
publisher/recruiter competing against each other, in a range of mediums, and not all of them
deliver.
In other words internet download sites should just pay something direct to the artist, and screw
exclusive deals, which are never honoured anyway from what i can see. I suppose if a publisher takes
action on behalf of the artist, then the artist would pay them a percentage, else why would they
take action, when we compete to be the best .
In the meantime, ever person who adds something takes a share, and that share perhaps varies on
who did what. which contradicts with my view of people who work in the same company, as this is a
service industry, while that is team building.
However if artists and publishers are going to work as a single company then you all get the same
share! Your live and die together as simple as that. i.e 3 bands in the same company – the money is
evened out between you all. As this is where i’m drawing a line when it comes to merging capitalist
and communist ideas, and go it’s make your minds up time.
Work as one, or many and if working as many you own the rights on what you create, and you live a
lonely life, as people rarely help each other out, unless they think they can make some money on the
side..
In the meantime if you create the music/material in a company where you all own equally. Then it
belongs to the team (including you) and if you choose to leave, you can walk with anything new, but
you leave the rest behind.
In the meantime, no one can get fired from a company. You choose to walk or you carry on working,
building the team. In the meantime 0what people do and how far you expand the team is up to
you...
And if you think, your better off with the physical think again, as that’s just as screwed as is.

Real Estate: The deposit protection scheme sucks
This reminds me, deposit protection scheme for landlords and tenants suck. As if the tenant does a
runner you don’t have an address to file in the small claims court, and it gets stuck in no mans land
indefinitely!
Sure you eventually find out, that you can raise a statutory deceleration, but that’s only if they send
it you, and if one person gets it, it locks the system so the other person can’t start it from their end,
so you better hope you don’t miss the paperwork and or the evidence.
And this is where i start getting annoyed with parliament forcing statue, as it’s illegal not use the
scheme, and then when your in the scheme they try and have you tick a box saying you have to use
their adjudication procedure and failure to tick that will cause all money to go to the other person.
Which is technically in breach of article 6. And i am supposed to believe this is impartial, unbiased
and unbalanced? As what its decided in private in a business room. Please, i don’t believe any of it,
and neither should you.

Which is where i get annoyed with the poice again, as when you trying to get a statement out of
them, to present your side you find the duty officer isn’t in, as what they don’t want to answer a
question on if they broke uk law? Allegedly her testimony is the police told her to move out, which
would be a breach of privacy law, inter alia.
A term judges use to mean amongst other things and may or may not be used with we’re going to
fob you off, however i suppose in theory it is better to have a third party rule. when your dating the
women involved, as they may or may not rule more in my favour and my conscious can be clean.
I just don’t like how I’ve been fobbed off in the meantime, when it comes to how you submit
evidence and or the fact i have to do all that crap to begin with, when my time could be spent doing
other things, as solicitors aren’t cheap, and neither is my time. Which is another thing, which pisses
me off. Trying to get a law degree, and studying the law, when agencies try and say, we can’t tell
you that, you have to use a solicitor. What is that crap? 1984. Freedom of information act? Please
I have the right to defend myself, and therefore i expect government bodies and or police agencies
and everyone else to co-operate me, and not try and shut me down, make life difficult for me. no
one helps, or is interested in helping anyone anymore and from what i can see the police and
anyone else have just come an agency to screw people over.
In the meantime, i should like at the bright side, assuming I had money which i don’t i could just sue
to deposit protection scheme, instead. a test case if you will on learning to help... however maybe
I’ve been too hard on them, and it will rule in my favour.
There is no such thing as impartial in this world, but don’t let that put you off renting, which is an
area where there is already substantial risk as everyone else gets rich and you don’t. Left to pick up
the bill, as the banks rake it in, because your in business and well that means we can charge a higher
rate... where’s the risk? It’s the same! Secured property and if anything i have less chance of paying
my normal property off, as i can always find another property, but a job as a wiccan priest, a psychic
or a psychic, please people have no séance of decorum, and i assume article 9 will go out as well.
What was clairvoyance as evidence a mistake? Or is honesty something which is unbecoming as it’s
oh so not god.

UPDATE: They refuse to take my evidence of the damage and return the full amount. On the ground
i hadn’t signed or dated it! This is a short hold tenancy, and she had vacated it for far longer then
the seven days which they stipulate in the contract, and throw my other costs out, and its like why?
I never received a letter from the tenant for the vacation and even if i did. The eviendence shows
that it was vacated much earlier, and hence was responsible fo the the damage.
And i myself forgot to mention the fact the locks need changing. This isn’t justice this is someone
trying to fuck me over, because i don’t have thte time and the money to spend on it. i had rented to
an ex, and at the time was someone i thought i could trust. I was wrong, and i wounder if the fact
that i underlined the “if you don’t tick this box we will return the desposit” bit, as i had no desire to
trust their adjudication system, as i want to be infront of a cort of law, where both parties can

present their case. Because this has been seen to, without anyone overseeing it, and frankly i think i
have been screwed.
How can you ignore photogorhaic evidence, when she had vacated the property for a month, in
breach of her tenancy, and while i admit i didn’t cost the damage, it was on a police report. Further
they ignore the fence and the rest of the damage, and i’m sorry but this system is a joke, and
landlords would be well advised to consider not renting property out, and using someone else.
Because i think bias has creeped in with my emails to my ex. Which were passed on as evidence.
In the meantime, i would sue, and or appeal it. but that would cost money, which i don’t have
considering the other crap with people trying to shut me down for being a Satanist. And i’m sick of
this country, the law doesn’t work and it seems people who are open are shafted and it becomes a
burocratic nightmare. One bloke, who owns two houses who made the mistake of renting it to his
then girlfriend, and if I’m not going direct i’m using an agent, and they screw you over jsut as much
when it comes to failing to pass money on.
Hence my advice, never rent to anyone, never buy a house as it will be used against you, as i can’t
believe they are throwing evidence of damage out ,”because I didn’t date it or sign it”. When i
clearly recorded the damage which occurred end of sept/beginning of oct in a tenancy which was
vacated at the end of that month (2007) which seems to make a mockery of the entire thing! As i
have no idea how anyone can come to that ruling! Its farcical, its bollocks and its deliberately
designed to shaft landlords, who are being screwed enough as is. As i make no money renting, i
make a loss! And you let this bitch walk, who deliberately damaged my stuff, and you want me to
ignore it.
This is crap, this is bollocks, and i deserve better then that.
As the entire write up is a joke.

Real Estate: it only gets worse letting agents suck
Before renting out directly i used an estate agents, and had no written contract. It was verbal which
should be fine, what wasn’t fine was the way they took the tenants money, and forgot to pay mine
on time, as they got later and later, and i lost over a grand when i finally broke it off and went to the
tenant direct.
These are the same people, who charge the landlord £150 for renewing a contract and the tenant!
For doing a 5 minute job, and getting a signature on the same paperwork, which is why i went of
letting agents. Now if this was a sale they would be under stricter controls, but not it seems on this
side, which is confusing as i think its maladministration.
In the meantime, their is very little incentive to rent houses out. indeed you appear to be punished
for trying to get in the market, with council tax and the benefit system frowns on assets and your
screwed over, as your bled dry in order to get you in a slave state and dependent on the system.
either you wealthy and control the lot, or your beaten back down again, and the middle ground
leaves you shafted, as your better off not trying. Which can’t be the right way to do anything around
here.

That being said, I’m glad i did it, but i should have done it alone, a long time hence and people seem
to be trying to stop individuals doing anything now, as it shouldn’t be a fight, and well using this
letting agent, was more work then not using them, which is odd, because your supposed to be
paying people, to save you money.
I suck at business what can i say, the more i do. The less i get, and its only thrown in my face, as i find
people matter, but no ones interested in anything, all be you do get lucky and find someone who
wants to treat the house as theirs, then your laughing all the way to the bank, only not really!

Banking System
Ok this is one of those problem topics, as the system loves to screw people over, and forgets its
supposed to be helping people, as i recall the Jesus line and what happened then! You know people
getting pissed off at extortionate rates on business. Why? the buy to let is breaking even, its my own
house whish isn’t! Followed by extortionate banking charges and a refusal to lend, unless you have
the money to begin with, which is kind of a joke considering you don’t need the banks then.
Let’s face it, this is never going to work, the people aren’t interested and neither are they. Seems
they want more interest, and me paying it indefinitely, and wait i can’t because you’ve milked me
dry and i have to write it off, and then what you going to do, greed destroys you, the system and all
of us, and now it shows

Loans, and high interest rates should not abuse the poor
I think loans, extortionate interest rates which abuse the poor, and people who are less likely to
afford them should be illegal, and everyone should absorb the risk. Further if anyone looses their
job, then the loan should be frozen, (and even Mohammed argued this one!) until they can pay it
back.
Actually this almost sides with Mohammed again, in that no one should profit in this way, all be it if
interest rates are being charged i object to fees on people who get overdrafts as you push them over
and i have argued this one on many occasion as the hsbc has got crap of late.
In other words when a person works up to a home, they should be secure in it, as they have earned
that rate, and its up to us, and the rest of society to get them back at the same level, call it a skill
based system where knowledge is rewarded and your position is secured, as if you can’t take the
property then loans from the state and or bank are almost certainly going to be dependant on what
you know, and where you at, at the time of granting it. bare in mind, if the system of employes being
join owners of a company is adopted, then their positions are already secured... as its unlikely
people will move, unless its rats leaving a drowning ship, in which case the company corrects itself
automatically.

The concept of sending debtors to prison disgusts me

Please, this should have been scrapped ages ago, and we appear to be lax at signing the protocols
which relate to it, in Strasburg... money is illusion anyway, and you would be better versed helping
people get sorted so they can pay for it, again. Translation, stop being so fucking selfish and stop
exploiting the weak...

Minimum interest less, then interest paid should be illegal
Seems that my mbna credit card, has a policy where you can set the minimum payment up,. But that
payment will be less then the interest they charge in the next month. Ergo if you ignore the
statement the debt will grow, and you will end up paying more interest. It should be set so that it
always goes down, when your not using it, however sleight....

Charges should be banned
Open a business account, have a credit card, don’t use credit card, don’t worry we will tell you
before the time comes, that charges will be applied, then they forget and charge you a fee which
incidentally happens to be on an account which makes no money. as despite your best efforts in
social networking no ones interested, your business is a flop. Next thing you know you have this 25
overdraft, and then it jumps to 150 because unauthorised overdraft fees apply. Then you argue it
with the banks and they remove the credit card fee, that was their fault, and they ignore the other
one, till you threaten them with action. Then and only then do they do it currently, exploiting the
weak, as they rearrange your overdraft on your own account without asking, and then charge you
for the privilege of staying the same.
I made no request, and yet this is what they do, trying to screw the people who have no money,
why? So everyone can go under, and you wonder why the banks collapse. the banking sector
shouldn’t be about screwing people over, but about providing for the people, the weak and it
should be the rich that pay for it.
as we tempt people back into helping one another!

Banks banned from making profit
Any profit should be recirculated back, into the people. Spent on investment, research and
subsidising business start-ups. Ones which are struggling or about to go down. Because people need
to try and do things, and as it stands no ones interested in helping anyone. Worse banks use the
information against you, when you do explain your pleight, they have the contacts and the people
who can help, but instead they would rather see you burn, then be honest.
If business were a team sport, the banks aren’t on your team, and it seems i’m too honest to deal
with them, and its all automated now, and the ounce is on fobbing people off, rather then helping
them be sufficient. Compare this with the befit system and they need to be linked more, peoples

accounts transparent so people can see who needs help, and who isn’t investing in the people of the
world...

Europe and beyond
Now everyone’s self sufficiency and working together we better look at what keeps it all in check,
and stops the big boys cashing in, and taking your freedom away.

The single currency
This is a no brainer, of course we should be in the euro, and its been a long time coming, and while
your at it can you be quick as i want to profit off the I.T. contracts which go with it, as we change the
vending systems and everything else, computer related, as i believe i still can program and someone
might be willing to ignore the psychic line, or even the very prospect that i dared start my own social
networking site, but anyway i digress as i remember the sites purpose was also to elect a president...

On the metric system
Now the point of going metric, and onto the same currency was for everyone to be speaking of the
same page. Unfortunately Britain seems keen on displaying its typical yokel village mentality, and is
unable to look beyond it’s own borders, at the world or at anything else resembling common sense.
So yes i would go metric, though i would perhaps miss the few millilitres of extra beer in a point, as
they remove it. but meh who cares, i am obviously speaking to a bunch of morons, who have the
intellectual capacities of morons, and will never learn to shift. Frankly if i owned a business, I’d
probably change anyways... if only to service more people on the international scene, as i’m sick of
this countries xenophobia stance, and when it comes to britian, that usually account for people out
the next coal mining village, let alone abroad, oh no they speak a foreign language. Lets panic, and
beat some students up, as that is all the British pint drinker is good for, these days!... which will
probably be wasted on most of Britain, as its called sarcasm, at the latest ruling, as the sensible thing
to do, was switch and join the euro, and have one single currency for once....

The eu president must be democratically elected by 50+1% of the
population.
This is a no brainer, democratic elections once every 5 years, and the devil only knows where we
should stick the new European white house...

Presidential powers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Setting the legislative agenda
Presidential pardons
Electing lifetime judges to the new European supreme court
Defending the freedoms of the people, which the states are keen to anoy!
Represent Europe on the un, nato and have the casting vote on all military matters
Veto in all legislation/statues and budget proposals
Elect people into certain positions/fire their asses
Must take presidential office nude, wank for freedom as part of the campaign trail/hazing
ceremony to prove he/she isn’t a fascist and that we in fact can lead Europe as the true
leaders of the free world, enlightened and liberal without the notion of making anyone in
our own image, because we’re so cool they will do it anyway!
To take a presidential oath defend the people against the incompetence of those other
morons in government who would see freedom stripped from the massed because they
don’t understand the principles of liberty, democracy and all the rest. In the meantime the
European fundermental rights bill needs to gain more prominence, and the president needs
to be about upholding things (not like the American equivalent which now spits on freedom,
we have to be better and hold up the rights of the individual, against the morons who would
see otherwise) as i once again point out that Government should be about pro-active
solutions, where people opt-out and in, rather then being forced to do things against their
will.

The European council, should also be elected and renamed the senate.
As it stands these morons are not elected by the people, and tend to be the unelected foreign
minister who generally sucks. This needs to change, and elections should be done on a national
level, as we restore democracy to the people, and give it the power to act in the national interest
while parliament is more the European interest, and the president oversees the agenda, veto and
the commission do their job.
Once they are elected, they will have more backing then for example current government in the uk
(which wouldn’t be difficult)
There is a VERY large democracy deficit between the nations in Europe! As we compare the elected
structures of these individual governments, and Britain is one of the poorer ones. Which makes a
mockery of the thing! See my views on the only good democracy being 50+1% of the population, one
life one vote as the rest is bollocks.
Which is sad, when you consider that every 6 year old i know would vote with more integrity and
with more competence when it comes to protecting the people then most labour politicians would.

My crazy idea of a combined European Russian senate
I have written about this one before, this is where we remove the European council and create a
senate where people are voted on at a national level. “concerned with national interests” their
would be x representatives based on 1 + (1 extra person for 30? million of the population) a bit like
the American model.
This would include Russia as well, and I’d even open it to china as well. The idea being a merging of
the zones and greater collaboration on the bigger stuff, like energy, space, defence and agriculture.
Now for legislation to pass, and to become active in a zone, it would need the zones president, the
parliament and of course the senates approval. This would create the situation where Europe had a
say on Russia, and Russia had a say on Europe and more shared policy initiatives.
The reason for doing this is simple: we keep going to war! Strasburg and the human rights courts
include the Russian federation so creating or expanding the court system on human rights and
having everyone answer to it, Russia and Europe included for the big stuff is a no brainer and we
should be working together on space travel, defence and creating an international task force to ward
of terrorism, including hackers which is why i want china involved as well.
A triumvirate if you will, which brings me to foreign policy and translation.

Cost of languages
How many bloody languages do we need as official languages remove some... and get it down to 3
max. Further it should be noted that artificial attempts to keep languages alive by adding words to
them, should be avoided if Europe is to flourish we are going to have to get used to adapting the
spelling, and letting other phrases in, as we merge the language and cross the divide.
Do not separate the languages the spelling differences are unique and interesting but could perhaps
be avoided in the long run, so c’est la vie, et more plut tard...

On EU Expansion
I think we should expand to include Israel purely on the grounds that they have the hottest women.
Assuming the 2 women i have met on separate occasions, are anything to go by. Sexy ,cute,
intelligent, full of life, and well I’m in love already...
As i wonder if the personality types have anything to do with the culture, upbringing and genetics as
I’m no longer a fan of British women. The French in the meantime time suck at endings which I am
blaming on the language!

Have you see a French verb book? This must have some way to go, at adding to the confusion and
don’t get me started on British women. Yuck, not sure about the Germans perhaps they are a little
too British as I compare and match and wonder if the secret is to forget the last bit, and begin again.
With something more logical perhaps, which probably could be applied to the logical extension of
the eu in the years ahead. French verbs being what they are, you don’t want to loose that bit *sigh*
Ai wonder is this a good reason for expansion? Or do i need something more. Consider this Free
movement of workers, and hot dates as my memory recalls that there may be some other benefits
in their as well, but who cares as long as we get our priorities right. As i reflect on who I want to
deal with, and well I want to deal with the nation that has hot chicks hot chicks. In the meantime
those veils are making it hard to sum up the rest of the middle east... In the meantime those veils
are making it hard to sum up the rest of the middle east, as I wonder why?
In the meantime my personal view, is that we expand to any country which has hot women , and
which can perhaps sustain us in defence, the economy and some other things, but i think it’s mainly
about the women and making love not war! Which probably sets the theme nicely for my foreign
policy in general. That’s not to say I’ve ruled the others out, it’s just that I haven’t met any chicks I’d
want to date/fall madly in love with, as i ride to the heavens on a wave of pleasure and sexual
ecstasy, as i open up and give it my all....
In the meantime perhaps we should consider defence.

Foreign policy and defence
Screw NATO, we’re British-European not American
I hate Americans, the are fuckwits morons, and are my worse nightmare of a fascist totalitarian
religious regime which will bring us into the end of days scenario, and i have no patience with them,
so i would rather Europe go it alone and we create our own defence fund/army and side with the
Russians because of our proximity, and our need for greater understanding (and they have all the
chicks) and 47% of our energy needs appear to be coming from them...

British/European Nukes in cuba – yes, please
I don’t like the Americans, i don’t trust them and their foreign policy is about screwing over the rest
of the world, because their capitalistic spirit is more concerned about bleeding the rest of the world
dry, and they care for no one, and i fear it is shortly going to be up to us, to slap them across the
face, as we inform them they can’t do this anymore, and this is most likely going to be a join alliance
between all the people of the world, as if we are going to have a nuclear holocaust, i think America is
expendable, unless they clean their act up, and start “leading the world” responsibly..

Knowledge is power, and ideas must be exchanged freely
I can’t stand the idea of censorship, and anyone censoring anything should die, and there should be
no restriction on schools, education material, and the internet and any country clamping down on
the freedom of expression is a liability to the freedom of the world, including us! Censorship on any
level must be considered a crime, and anyone preventing anyone having access to information
should be punished, government should only legislate to prevent accidentally exposure and then
and only then a warning should suffice, and you should have no issue with people protesting in the
streets, dancing nude or doing anything else, as we should be learning to tolerate our differences,
and so yes i am the liberal left, very in fact... as you lot are pissing me off.

Controlling the flow, from zone to zone
Money going out a zone, is bad. I have no issue if it swings both ways, least i tax the tourists to
buggery or anyone else sending money out, because when the money drains away the economy
spirals out of control, money is illusion, balance is everything, at a local level as it continues on its
merry way, a circle which in times of peace continues unabated, but in times of war, goes nowhere
fast? Why is this, why does it vanish, where did it go, and which fools profited at our expense...
Now, if people are stupid and send it all away, and look for cheaper prices, which destroys us all,
then it may be wise to stop, the shortage, and force people to move closer to home, i don’t want a
slave state, dependent on other nations, we answer to ourselves, Europe as a whole.
Now if you cause the money to drain away, then yes i will block it, and stop your incompetence until
the problem is resolved, which means stopping goods, and introducing extortionate tariffs but only
when you fuck it up, of course...
You know better then that, start local and work your way out, and besides once the fuel crisis hits
your not going to get the stuff in anyways, row, row your boat, gently down the stream...

No to foreign call centres
I suppose business has to regulate this, but when you invest in peoples time, services overseas and
you go its saving us money, its not when that money and or resources are never returned. You see
its a hemerage a leak, as when you invest it with local people, your giving them money which in turn
will come back to you, and you keep the cycle going, and if you give it to india, and pay them for i.t.
what do you get back?
Nothing, other then a lot of time, expense and agro which could have better spent at home, not
that i have anything against india persay, other then ITS NOT IN OUR ECONOMIC ZONE, now if they
were paying into it, then fine. Let them in, but they aren’t and it breaks my plan of self sufficiency for
the areas, plus i hate technical conversations with people who have no concept of my language,
though saying that. I love the French as they are more polite then the English, and even the
Americans are amusing.

So i would dictate this policy to monetary lines, and if you want to do charity fine, but don’t say i
didn’t warn you, when the bubble bursts and the people have nothing, which cause you to crash and
burn, and wait isn’t that what’s happening now...
So with the i.t. comment i am of course going to blame, one of my old directors for destroying the
entire economy, because he’s view was it saved money, mine on the other hand was it doesn’t when
there are other people more suited to do the task, nearer to home! Against its all about the balance,
and what comes around, goes around if you get my drift...
In the meantime if India wants into Europe, I’m sure we could be amenable to something, as
taxation is the key when it comes to sharing it out...

Wanking for freedom, and the freedom of expression, uncensored!
Further i think we need to have our leaders posing nude, wanking for freedom as a safeguard against
totalitarianism, as if you loose the shame and do it, your probably more suited to serve, openly than
those who have something to hide, people who wank in public have nothing to hide, and tend to
play to the crown, and if your sarah palin it might be fun to watch.. as she is so right wing, she’s
forgot what freedom and the left is all about!

Nuclear deterrent
Oh yeah, nuke us and we wipe you off the face of the earth, just to be sure everyone dies, everyone
looses no one wins, why not. people are stupid and sooner or later everyone’s going to want some,
frankly i’d rather we start removing the bad stuff, but then i don’t think anyone’s going to move on
it. while the states are about.

My use of force
Do not fire until fired upon, no pre-emptive strikes, we have nukes, we die they go to hell
remember...

The art of negotiation, do we deal or not..
I have no issue with negotiating with anyone, as your dealing with the devil just remember if you
break your word you die, and your souls are mine. As if our security is that lax, we deserved what
was coming to us, so there’s no use crying over spilt milk, and in the meantime if they are that
enraged perhaps we better here them out, as hyjaking/terrorism is an expensive/risky proposition as
well as suiciding bombing, their are better modes of communication and why aren’t we listening,
and trying to sort it out on the bridge of compromise...
I have no illusion their are many beliefs, many ideas and no one should be making anyone in
anyone’s image, however issues of property, will be frowned upon. Yes i would place myself
between two armies, and have done. people don’t like it, but that doesn’t mean it shouldn’t hurt to
try, though its probably better if they consent to it, else I’m sure i’m going to need a military
instead.

The use of human shields, chemical weapons and the like
This is a moral question, and frankly if i was going to die, and or loose a battle and the only way of
saying myself was to use that type of thing, then of course i would use it, and if i was sadom husian,
one nuke and i would have probably detonated when they came across the boarder, hidden in one
of the cities, and while the un and everyone else may say thats’ unjust illegal, i don’t give a fuck. If
your the weaker party you do what it takes, and my view is the same as William Wallace, target the
generals and work your way down...

The use of psychics, in the intelligence service
Yes, however I’m not sure how effective they will be al be it more effective then the Americans
when it comes to weapons of mass destruction, we shouldn’t act until we know, simple as that! And
predictions are mealy are helpful pointer to check things out, and get confirmation by more
conventional means. Hint, hint mr American as the world moves on and looks at building and coming
to terms with its differences, and forwarding the research on.

The third world...
We need to help them get the infrastructure in place, so they can be self sufficient, then we might
want to move there, because they have all the energy...
Sharing knowledge is important, and yet people should be rewarded for it, and or at least get
recognition.

Intellectual property right ownership
Yes, don’t abuse it, as ideas matter and people need to be paid for creating things, it should be
simple easy, and what’s more we should also look to share it, as its no good having production plants
in one part of the world, shipping to the rest, when once the prototypes are done, we can fabricate
in all parts of the world, the people who came up with the idea/the company which put the research
in, need to be compensated for it, and rather then preventing anyone else using it, we should look to
pay them off,and get everyone using it as quickly as possible.
This probably is going to have to work, down the lines that as soon as someone is making profit, the
inventor/company is paid off/rewarded depending on how big it is, don’t take the piss money should
be being removed from the system and instead the world focus should be on helping make the place
better instead, more pleasure, more freedom and more fun...
This is hopefully going to stop big drug companies, and slow approval cycles when it comes to drugs,
as i want the notion to be on breaking even, rather then getting rich, as i look to employment
instead...

Immigration, Freedom of movement
Borders are pointless, government should be a customer service industry and people free to choose
who they get their services from, therefore passport control is a waste of time, as is immigration
control.
However what of the benefit system, and bleeding people dry, as the zones get unstable and things
go amock, do we need some controls in place, to limit that? Least we get shanty towns on the
streets, crime and people begging for food...
So my stance is this, people can come in and out, and if they have skills we need fine let them in,
they can’t claim benefit until they have been working/we deem they are a benefit to society based
on criteria which is most likely going to be performance related...
You bring money into the zone fine, you take money out you die. Holidays and short term changed
don’t bother me, what does bother me is if people take everything out, which means limits may
have to apply to stop chaos on an economic down turn, and i for one thing zones need to be self
sufficient on a local level when it comes to energy, and food. So they have no care for the rest of the
world, people shouldn’t be homeless and Europe needs to be better equipped at flagging where
need to go, as we learn to break the barriers down, and learn to embrace the other cultures instead!

Presidential campaign, what happened to it...
And in the meantime, yes i was running a campaign for the antichrist as the first democratically
presidential of Europe, but the Americans seem to have gotten into the act, and turned it into a piss
take, so maybe i do it in my own name instead.
Gareth Bowen, the antichrist, looking to be elected to a government, any government in a place near
you, and failing that can i have some arms as i want a revolution to happen...
And in the mean time how about some psychic notes instead:
www.thesextree.co.uk for all your dating/education/philosophical/political/legal/sexual needs...
in the meantime if i’ve fucked things up/forgotten about them. Contact me on 079543057 or at
admin@thesextree.co.uk and i will see what i can do. Bear in mind, I’m not being paid for this, any of
it, and i’m not sure if its any good anymore, and or it makes a difference anymore.

So what does the future bring

I have no idea, for me i am shafted. My money ran out ages ago, and i only rewrote the bible,
because the urge took me. which is why i am now going to share a story on penisess, painted ones at
that.
You see, while i am working i sometimes get flashes in my head, and well i see auras things which
aren’t there. You of course may assume this to be irrelvenet, all in my mind, but again i’ve had auras
of people i know show up begging, and then a when they contacted me next, shortly after, they
were being cosy and nice and begging me to help them, and when its not all there, it helps move
things on, so not dead people i’m afraid, all be it. i did see an aura of my grnadad on the look at on
the morning of my nans funeral, its on my mums mind.
She wanted him to be there, and while i may or may not be able to sence things on their own
agenda. It appears more likely you see whats bothering them, and its their minds way of moving
things on, however thats just a theory, and i can’t know for sure. Which is the problem and why i’m
going to talk about penisis, because its one of those funey stories you get as a psychic, especially
when working at a time like this, and besides images of friends moving their foundations because
they are moving house are boring. Worse it actually made me think something else was going down
instead.
As you can’t not take things the wrong way, and ignore it. such as the lady who wanted to rent my
house, perhaps it was her fear, and her worry but it proved too much to bare, too risky so lets move
it on. now the trouble with penises is, no one was thinking it at the time.
Least i hope not. you see i got this image of a cross section while working away on teh computer of
what looked like elephant underwear. Then i saw the same region but with a devils head. Now
unlike the girl moving house, i couldn’t relate it to anything, as i thought she was picking on my site, i
read into it, and well it influenced my typing as does seeing auras of the people i know sitting on the
floor, crosslegged and their reactions changing.
And you begin to wonder is this me anymore. Anyway back to the penises, next day i forgot and
walked into the bookshop, as if by accident one i didn’t normally go into, and they had a new one in,
called penises, though technically it was perhaps an old one i hadn’t seen before.
Anyway i tend to collect books on tantra, having tried things like Gnostic trance and sex magick, it
always help to keep up, on the latest secrets. Unfortunately this one, wasn’t a serious book. But
anyway flicking through the pages. I found a painted picture of the devil, same cross section and it
was painted as the devil, pretty good artwork, then i looked to the other page, and froze. in a double
page spread and it was the elephant one, and it wasn’t underware but painted on and then its times
like that, you begin to wounder how the hell did that work then.
Did i go looking for it, was it a lucky guess, or is someone playing with me, and giving me the
inspiration i needed to write my book on psychic development, how can i explain it, tarot as well,
something i enjoy and well don’t get enough of, but if this is just my mind, and no one elses then
someone/something else is taking the piss, as while a lot of the stuff i get could be related to other
people, this ones not so easy.
True, someone else could have been sharing, but it could have also been someone else as well. Why
do i get stopped physically by energy, pressured into not doing something, why are facts given, why

do i sence things, is it a fight as they send me to hell because i’m not conforming, is it helping me
understand it.

Being sent to hell, and back
Can i move it on, how do i deal with this, explain it and fight the critics, no one likes this kind of
thing. You see when i first started i enthusiasticly tried to share, and talk about it. then they went
into me, people doing post grads froze, while ex uni friends snapped and bit me off, for trying to
present my clairvoyance examples. i.e i got this image here, and then this happened.
We don’t believe in things like that, and that was that. As other women go into me, for trying to
figure out why i was getting that image off them in the goth club, and then they try and talk you out
of it.
This is where your insane, your imagining things, and they try and break your belief, and well they
nearly succeeded at one point.
Fortunately, i had manged to get in and have a conversation with the pro dom, i know call marry
mandolin, in order to rub it in, and managed to get some straight answers and comparisons with
someone who was prepared to share her mind, honesty and openly.
And admittedly we have had sex before, and she was the one who got me into this. She had
precognitive dreams, and did tarot and i got curious.
Could a bloke learn, and try this stuff. Teach myself to dream and that’s how i begun.

Not everyone likes you learning
And when they try and break you, it hurts and the bitterness never goes away, its not till you stop
and think about it, and learn to get enough solid experiences behind you that you learn to trust your
own judgement, face your critics down and realise you were right, and they were wrong.
Now we have a problem, what do i do about the morons in power, and the people who don’t wnat
you to believe,don’t want you to succeed and now who cower in fear, and or bitch behind your back.
Do you continue to share, continue to teach or do you ignore them and do something else instead.
Not that it pays well. I have so many notes and badly written drafts i am on the look out for a
publisher, as i can’t fund myself anymore. Worse i’ve considered even trying to humour the
academic hacks and rewrite it a theisis which is only 100,000 words, while my material is perhaps 5
times over that. But should i humour them, and pay for it. why, what good does a doctorate do,
when the industry is filled with lame academic hacks who have no practacle experience, and just
quote sources, do i really want to sucomb to that, and pay for that expense.
I think not, they pissed me off, or rather their students did, and what of the press, and the people,
do i really want to spend my time explaining things, over and over to get past their fear and then it
hits me. they believe this morons who say its all in your mind, and you should kneel and serve.

And i grow angry, how can i stand by and watch people teach that, and do i want to do anything
about it, alone at last, no resourcs, no money, no respect and nothing but fear from idle well
wishers who have no idea how to move it on.
As even my mum went into me, im not normal, you don’ thave the fear like the rest of us, and well
my reply to that, if you think ignorance is bliss, and that is normal then you can take your fear and i
would rather live one day in knowlege, and freedom and well, you forget the fear, and you no
longer want to do anything either.
Not strictly true, i want to do something, almost anything in fact, as long as its between equals and
or i’m in charge, but what. its a waste of time, confronting the fools who defend the system, defend
the fear and want no part in learning, as i have mocked the pope on many occasions.
Their speeches of fear, as they try and defend ignorance and stop them talking, and well he’s
nothing but a child to me, a fool, a moron and a hasbeen who is more interesting in keeping control
then opening up and learning to move things on.
Perhaps because they will loose it all, who knows, who cares and what am i to do about it. as i look
to the slaves on one side, and the slave masters on the other, one hates the power, the other fears
it. anger, resentment and well it kicks out at you, and when the filters go down, you feel it.
Which is the point, can i actually move anything on, without their say so, and if so, what? do i
ignore it, stand back and dance to the music, or do i try and craft it, move it and then i realise, its
pointless.
I can say anything, and they will never listen, and spirit can do all the pressure it likes, its not going to
stop me, true it does too much pleasure and or pain, stops you doing anything and you have to
listen, and its stalemate.
No direction, no movement and its a curse.
As until i’m in charge, nothing will ever get done, and yet i have no control, no power to play the
game, and make the move which will save me.
It depends on other people, other ideas and well until they learn to accept me, the devil and bring
me back from hell, i am going nowhere and time moves out.

Is this it
Do i resign myself to a fate worse then death, sell out, and be something i’m not. do i take my life
and say fuck you, i refuse to surrender my house, do i take arms against a sea of trouble and make a
stand against superior force, and die trying.
Do i turn to crime, and kill and murder and forge a life, in my image.
Do i say nothing, bow to the pressure and let them destroy me, take it all away, or what...

What is it you want?
I have no idea, only i do, and you weren’t happy with it. make a living in development
www.thesextree.co.uk but your not joining it, and you won’t tell me what you want, else i’d write
it... Do you want mu film script, www.thedevillived.co.uk but who would pay for it?
Do you me published, then who will pay for it? do you want my body, in which case i will gladly sell
it for sex, do you want me to contract out, and prokect mange, i guess not now. do you want me to
be a lwer, in which case who would pay for it, do you want me to teach and lecture? Do you want
me to stand for power? If so who would vote for it, and who would pay for it.
In all instances money and the people stand in my way, i can no longer do anything because no one
wants me to do anything, as you fear it, hate it or resent it, and perhaps i’m no good, but i know
otherwise, i was the best their was in development just sucked at front ends.
My site is facebook, faceparty livejournal all rolled into one, before the corps took over.
Maybe i missed the boat, doesn’t change anything my oo skills are second to none, i have my own
sharepoint and yet gareth bowen isn’t Microsoft so how can i compete, i can not.
One man against the crowd, and its futile to fight alone, one against many, as i stare the hordes
down and go, they don’t want me to do anything, so why should i try, care or do anything.

If they want me to lead, then so be it, but they would not.
My ideas matter as does yours, but well people are people, and who cares anyway. I’ve been there
done that, worn the t-0shirt. Even sold it. at www.cafepress.com/thesextree and sold nothing, not
even a car sticker...
So its harder then it looks when the people no longer care.
So what makes them care, and how does one change it around, how does one inspire and move it
on, and i guess i fail at that. Let sarah palin take the reigns, she’s a good public speaker, even if her
ideas suck.
Shes a moron, and has no concept of human rights, and what freedom truelly means, another
slaver, another whore, and another politican wanting you to kneel and severe, and perhaps thats
what i’d want in a few years time.
But not know, not here today. I jsut want to teach, to help and to be paid for my time.
My house means something to me, my life means something to me, and i just wnat to be loved for
who i am, no compromises, no false promises and no idea what the future may bring, unless you
trust my spiritual prediction which well is anyones guess!
I have been known to be wrong, as well write, so the risk is on your head, not mine. I passed the
message on, and at the time i was prepared to die to get the message out...

Then i stopped and thought about it, memories fade, as does the image, and well perhaps i was
wrong, and its nothing to work, so i hesitated and, well no I’m here. Wondering what happens next,
and what do they truly want from me...
No ones said, and i don’t care. As long as I’m paid, as its like Buddha said chop wood, find
enlightenment once, and then you have to chop wood, nothing really changes and the people need
to feed, as this lone wolf grows hungry, refuses to kneel, and the sheep look weak....
You can’t give me anything other that! Now state your terms, and i will state mine...
Just be prepared to be flexible, and if you screw me again, i have no more give, no more forgiveness
and well i need the money, so something has to give, and i want to know if this is going to be war or
not, i just wnat to live in peace, but your fucking me over, by squeezing me out, and ...
Its gone again, this is waffle, who cares what i think, its all about you know!
Not me, you, and i can’t do anything for you, unless you speak your mind, and tell me, right here,
right now, as we look at how you and me can win this together!
As i hate to be wrong, and i hate to loose, so the choice is yours, do you want me to die for you, to
live for you, to screw you, to lead you, to teach you, to help you, or to write for you....
nothing matters anymore, and i have failed, the witch is back, deal with it, or do not the choice is
yours, and remember do as you will, shall be the whole of the law...
and i will respond accordingly, which is the point!
or something like that, really. I’m easy either way.. strictly no men, you couldn’t afford me!

psychic course follows, in its own given time
see site for more
journals/research notes and members get to read what i’ve done, and i may refine the drafts but in
the meantime, i have no money and well you lot are fickle, so tell me what you want, what you really
really want, and sign up to temptation*. Which is how you get you dreams, come true!

*you post your wants, they bid on it. its not rocket science, and if you don’t ask you don’t get. So i’m
asking the question what the fuck do you want a bdsm psychic pro Europe communist gothic satanic
witch to do?
Answers on a postcard to admin@thesextree.co.uk, or telephone me direct on 07939543057
The rest is image, and i suck at that!
Or am i being modest, one more time...

And yes i am a vampire, or so it would seem
Ok this ones tricky, and i’ve realised something. While writing away i have no more fear, i will do
anything, say anything and well and have extraordinary powers which you mere mortals would
laugh at, hell i’ve even had psychometric reads, and tried sex magick, astral projection which would
make you go weak at the knees.
You look foolish, pathetic and your all the same, your best leaders are nothing, and yet here am i,
living alone outside the system, content and happy oblivious to the pain, and then i grow hungry and
i need to feed!
Moneys running out, and my belly is empty, i refuse to kneel to fuckwits, and claim benefit which
doesn’t help anyways. So either i ahve to kill someone, show up in the night, slit their throat, shed a
tear and feed off their blood, take them down, and take what they own, posses their soul, as i
consider how to present myself.
Do i play to their ego, and kneel and serve, fluttering my eyelid, and go your so grand, or do i play to
their fear, and say your crap, now do as i say, kneel and serve, and i will help you, do i go for the
illusion and play the game, play to the enigma as the chameleon turns, what is it, they want? Do i
help, do i say nothing, do i use them? What is best for me? what is best for them? And who’s side
am on anyways...
I need to feed, i grow hungry the madness takes me, i kill indiscriminately because they ignored me,
they sent me to hell, and they refused to help, deal with the devil and give me my help. Buy me off,
pay me, make me happy to live, i will ignore you and be happy in peace, in fact i may even grow to
like you, to love you, to help you, but never forget i am evil, and i loath you.
For you see, your nothing to me, and while i can pretend its fine, i will enjoy the sex, i will enjoy the
love, but i will know your evil just like me, for when the wolves grow hungry and the teeth do share,
it won’t be pleasure any more.
You will go into me, and i to you, because we’re the rulers of this world, we help those who help
themselves, we give them it all, but when things go to shit, your going to turn on me, and i will take
you down, because i’m better then you.
Of course its all silly, but thats how it goes, they refused to share, and let it go round, no i can’t live
without money, without food and without love, do i stay where i am, weak as can be or turn against
them, and take the lot for me!
Love is love, and the war goes on, no ones is sharing and no one likes me. i want to help, i really do.
I’ve tried everything to explain it, to offer my self, and in turn all they ahve to do, is give me the cash,
a small token of blood which will feed me, and keep me at bay.
But do they, help, no they do not, is it me? or is it them, what more do they want, they know what i
am, they know my power is growing by the day, knowlege is power and ignorance is bliss, now give
me your money, or die before the end. You see this vampire cares not at all.

I just need to feed, and if i help so be it, the choice isn’t mine, but yours. For i am dependent on he
heard, now choose to give me your blood metaphorically speaking, or force me to take it, when i go
hungry and starve, hungrily. Just don’t expect me to serve, your leaders are weak, they are foolish
and i see their fear, as you give me no money, and i loose it, in an uncountable rage, and feed on the
weak, as i go unto them, anyone, just to get something, and finally we’re sane again...
Now do you want the vampire to lead you, or do you wan to stake his heart, remember i’m good,
and your going to go down, if you try it. now kneel to Dracula my sweet, precious love, the vampire
is standing for election, and he will teach you to love. everything i know, is yours for the taking just
renounce god, and give me your blessing...
Help me, and i will love you, scorn me, and i will hunt you, ignore me, and i will kill you, because i’m
just a horny gothic vamp looking for love, and the devil will take me, regardless of what song i sing...
And psychic doesn’t help, as i still need you to feed...
Now give me your blood, and i will share you my knowledge and give you my power as some myths
are old, and well i can be anything you want me to be, but it changes nothing, i know who you are, i
know who i am, and i’m not the one sitting one sitting on the cash...
So tell me what you want, and fund my cause..
Let me use my power to help you my friend, not to destroy you. for i am the only honest politician in
power who’s got a chance to rip those mangy self elected werewolves apart, the fat cats rising,
raveging everyone, without a care in the world, at least the vampire is targeted accordingly.
Recruit the vampire, and i shall take them down at range, as these maniacs have no love for life, no
passion, no charisma, no control as they leash out in fear, and destroy the lifestock, which i need to
keep whole, how else will i feed if these maniacs kill the lot..
Think on it, and i shall think on you, pleasant dreams my sweet lovely for i will be visiting you next
week, as i look for a more productive union instead, come to me my sweet, you know i can offer you
the world...
Seduction is an art form, and you will fall me, eventually you know you want me, you love me really,
now kneel and drink from me...

Vote gareth bowen, the vampire president for Europe, to britian, to the un or anywhere just so
long as i don’t have to kill you, and the sun did rise, and i needed to wear shades again..(Not really) i
walk in the sun, oh no, the lemmings panicked, they jumped the cliff, and the heard is culled, bow to
reason vote me on NOW, before its too late, i can rule the country in your favour and take those
mother fucking Americans down, lead the free world, in the devil name, you know you want me,
give me the money, show me your support and sign up on my site, for fre, and perhaps i can feed of
the advertising elite instead...

Like i say, i don’t care who i kill, i just want to make love to her, and turn her in my image, because i
could teach her the world, and enthusiasm for love, for sex and for pleasure is what makes me
breath, i no longer care, it shows, i grow weary of this world and its time to sleep instead.
Sssssssssssssssssssssss and that’s why they all must die, least the enthusiasm drain away, and the
wonder goes in the blink of an eye!
Gareth Bowen for president, don’t you forget it! or perhaps you want me speaker, as i know too
much, hell even the lords will do, like i say I’m not fussy, even a board will do...
Just don’t make me turn on you, you wouldn’t like it.
As the wolves are toast in my name!

My divine right
As after all don’t we have to keep the breeding stock safe, as see the royal purple and remember
what happened next... a deal that could make history. A bargain of the ages, as i elect my successor
and you kneel in the devil name, to the king of kinds, because you signed your life away.
they inherit in my name, not your. because i was that good at negotiation the fools, never knew
what hit them, until the vote was passed, and the small print explained...
shame those who follow, were never as good at balance, taken down by the masses, reacting to the
heard, the Muppets and the fools, and being scared of no one, the devil stands for freedom, love,
justice and honour, shame they never understood what freedom mean, and thus it came to pass, the
bloodline and the divine right of kings, in the devils name, is diluted with time, because no one, is
ever as good as the original who first made the deal, and brought séance to a nation, a people of
slaves,...
Oh for the original source, the vampire who did walk in the devils name, as i blackmail the world, the
un into submission and give me what i want, because they have no other choice, but to kneel to the
devil and crown him the one true ruler of planet earth
Mawh,ha, ha as the story continues www.thedevilived.co.uk coming to a cinema near you! one
hopes, and i told them too much, and the plan is foiled, one of these days i’m going to have to stop
pointing the flaw out, in my bid to help.
Shucks, must be trait, the devil can’t stop, stay silent and say nothing like gods crowd, and know you
know why the priesthood went silent, and why they served evil in gods name because if they didn’t
the people would be free, and well as equals you can’t rule in the devil’s name, you have to tolerate
it instead, and agree to differ, and to love instead...
As you deal with the devil, and thank god that he keeps his word! Which is more then god ever did,
and you see how it burned...

Now take the deal, as times running out, and this gothic satanic vampire witch is looking to feed, to
free the heard, and i need a soul mate to keep me happy, and it could be you! if not, meh who
cares... unless you make me understand, how it benefits the heard...
In which case sign up at www.thesextree.co.uk and speak to me, gothiclight’s the name, and the
devils the game. Now if you can bring me the still breathing corpse of someone with money, i
would be grateful, and the bigger the wolf, the sweeter the taste, as i hate those who profit from
another’s demise..
Keep them breathing, and feed on them again, oh for love, and a female vamp, if only it didn’t
detract from the political stance. Knowledge shared, is knowledge gained.
Servants are so lame, and its their heads on the spike, as i reflect on corruption and wonder have i
succumbed to gods will yet! Or am i still free, and in love with you, unconditionally as the sides
reverse and the storey grows... as the ying and yang continues and the reversals compete..
Two party system i think so, but an individual to lead, like none other. the antichrist the one man
who refuses to bow to anyone on planet earth! Unless its a women in sex, we each have out
foibles...
For a free man, can do anything he so please! Worship the whore, the bitch upstairs you know Lilith
on top, is what makes you groan, for more...
And that’s perhaps a little too much info for some ;) but i gave it anyway, because I’m so good at
this! Or is this one of those people, i have to play down to, hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
And the moron comes out, Till the final more, and then checkmate, and the vampire is hungry no
more... ahh to feed on the fools, and silence the game.
Or something like that, for its no longer my move, but yours as i wonder what to do instead, on this
issue i don’t care, any issue my heart has slipped, the stake is missed you see, and because I’m dead,
i no longer care for my self, but the heard, is mine, so i suppose i need to learn to live, or is that love
again....
Take the pawn, grab the bait, you know you want it, the web is mine, and your in my lair now, so
come in, come in, we’re all friends here, just watch you back, and speak your mind, hesitate once, or
lie again, and your going to leave here dead again...
Two for the price of one, a scotch gambit, ignore your position, go for the glory i am weak you can
win the game, take it, take the pawn, and watch the smile...
Not hungry, coward, but it was given freely, what is it you want, what is it you need, I’ve given you
what you asked for, what did you expect me to do... show you the way, you love is gone, you
betrayed my trust, you lied to me, and you sit there, asking me to help you...
I think you forgot the game, you lie once, your a dead man walking... and that’s the only rule you
need to know in the devil’s game...
And its back to the vote, and the choice is yours! No choose wisely, not all of us are hungry tonight..

And so who your going to vote for?
Arse, i knew this honesty lark was going to bite me in the end, know who do i kill, to get some love
around here!
Tick tock, i need donations welcome, sign here. www.thesextree.co.uk and give me your money,
least you be my next victim, for the power took me, and i grow hungry again....
Not really, but i need to feed, so write me a bloody check and be done with it, please...

This document is draft, and is prone to change, or is that when i realise i have to suck up to evil in
all its forms, because image is everything, and substance is for vampires, and well rules in gods
name... god is evil, the devil is good, looking for a publisher near you. my first draft
www.thesextree.co.uk and more to come, if you sign up now!

